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IN THE T W I L I G

Rewriting
the legends .

Since introducing TANITH LEE to American audiences in 1975 with her
fantasy novel The Birthgrave

,

DAW Books has published a dozen more: futuris-
tic sf about transsexual utopias, novels of Tolkienesque sorcery, and one,
Sabella

,
that places a tradition-minded vampire on a planet called Novo Mars. In

this month’s cover story, she performs a different sort of magic, setting a
creature out of ancient British legend amid the most realistic modern-day
locales— and doing so, as always, with subtlety and style. Lee makes her home
in London; when last seen on these shores, at a recent sf convention, she was
wearing emerald green nail polish and looked every inch the enchantress.
ROBERT SILVERBERG is another ofthose unnerving authors who write a lot

(over seventy novels)— and write well. Then, a few years back, the output
stopped; Silverberg, they said, was having second thoughts about the fiction

he’d been writing. He made a triumphant return in 1980 with the epic Lord
Valentine’s Castle, a sequel of which is on the way. TZ is pleased to have one of
the few short stories he’s written in recent years; it’s good to have him back.
Welcome back, too, to Harry the Horse, who—courtesy of the inventive
SPIDER ROBINSON and a certain phone-booth-shaped time machine— steps
from 1930 into the present, complete with Damon Runyon voice, views, and
cronies. To write a pastiche as brilliant as this one, you have to love the original,

as Robinson obviously does. “Seven and the Stars” catches JOE HALDEMAN
in an antic mood, but his work can also be as grim and downright horrifying as
his first sf blockbuster. The Forever War. Latest novel: Worlds, from Viking.
ROGER ZELAZNY has, like the preceding three, won more than his share of
Hugos and Nebulas. In the past he has blended sf and Eastern myth; in the
short-short published here, the legendry is Western and a good deal more
modern. GEORGE CLAYTON JOHNSON takes us even further west in “Drum
Dancer,” juxtaposing Indian ritual with modern-day Hollywood hucksters. (The
tale appeared first in a limited edition; this marks its debut in a national
magazine.) Johnson co-authored Logan’s Run-, his Writmg for The Twilight
Zone, due soon from Outre House, recalls his experience as a stalwart ofthe TV
series, for which he wrote some ofthe classic episodes. GREGORY FROST was
born in Iowa but moved to South Florida due to, as he puts it, “absolute
ignorance of the area.” Wiser now, he is searching for a way out with his wife,
Mara, and working on a novel about Ireland. MICHAEL GARRETT lives

amiably in Birmingham, Alabama, works for a chemical firm, and may well have
been the first person to publish Stephen King, at least in comic-book form. (It

was in the fanzine Garrett edited when he and King were high-school corre-
spondents. ) LEWIS SHINER is one of the talented group of sf writers in the
Austin area. He draws, plays music, and punches computers when he needs the
money, but also writes for Mike Shayne, F & SF, and other magazines. His
“Blood Relations” may seem, at first, pure nightmare, but be ready to have your
sympathies expanded by the powerful twist at the end— a twist not so much of
plot as of viewpoint. JAY GREGORY, actor and fantasy collector, is the voice
behind^lozens of radio and tv commercials, some of which you probably know by
heart. We’ll have space in our next issue for a word or two about TZ contributing
editors Theodore Sturgeon and Gahan Wilson; fortunately, their patience is

legendary. And April’s TZ wouldn’t have been a proper first issue without at

least -dfew mistakes, so we apologize herewith to photographers James Leonard
(whose portrait of Stephen King appeared on page 19) and David E. Robbins
(whose picture of Rod Serling at an Ithaca seminar appeared on page 10). Their
photo credits seem to have disappeared into—you guessed it—the Twilight
Zone.

-T.K.
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OTHER DIME

Books
by Theodore Sturgeon

Recent reading I'vs really liked:

Zelde M'Tana by F. M. Busby

(Dell, $1.95), a tremendously exciting

and well-crafted solid sf tale featuring

a black heroine strong as Tabasco,

tough as a tire, and all \coman; Wild

Seed by Octavia Butler (Doubleday,

$10; haven't seen a paperback at this

writing), a uniquely cor ceived sf novel

dealing only with the past, written

with passion and a mast erful control,

and getting my vote as :he best of '80;

and two nonfiction books of immense
appeal to the extrapolative,

adventurous, sense-of-wonder sf mind:

Godel. Escher, Bach
,
subtitled An

Eternal Golden Braid, which defines

itself as “A metaphorical fugue on

minds and machines in the spirit of

Lewis Carroll,” by Douglas R.

Hofstader (Basic Books, $20, and

worth it!)— a monumerital, delightful,

mind-sparking “braiding” of the math
of Godel, the art of Escher, and Bach’s

music; it quite rightly v/on the 1980

Pulitzer; and William L'win

Thompson’s The Time Fallmg Bodies

Take to Light (St. Martin’s, $14.95),

which, with enormous irrudition and a

lucid, graceful style, examines the

areas of commonality between

sexuality and cultural crigins, through

history and myth— a tr uly thrilling

mind-adventure. These last two books

will be recycling through my head for

the rest of my life.

Finally, and mourn that it’s final,

don’t miss Damon Knight’s last Orbit

(Harper & Row, $12.95). The
twenty-first in this fine series, it

carries the news that r>amon is closing

it. Like all of the Orbita, it’s a fine

balance of sf and fantasy, with the

emphasis on fine writing; note, in

particular, newcomers Richard Kearns

and Raymond G. Embi-ak. There will

be no duplicate of Orbit, but there

might be a substitute: Charles L.

Grant's Shadows 3 (Doubleday, $9.95),

though it proclaims itstdf a package of

“the macabre and bizarre,” has plenty

of sf and fantasy, and editor Grant’s

respect for the language is notable.

In hand is a clutch of collections

well worth your inspection. Few people

in this solar system write as well as

Roger Zelazny, and his new rich

package. The Last Defender of

Camelot, proves it well. Five of these

splendid tales have been Hugo and/or

Speadatioe fiction

mm the author of

OCTAVIA E.BUTLER

WILT
SE D

MCXiKlNGBlRD
cmd

THE HUSTLER

WalterTevis
Nebula nominees. And here’s a

treasure: Fundamental Disch

(Bantam, $2.50). Thomas M. Disch is

most cerebrally out of his wonderful

mind. I shall never forget my startled

introduction to Disch, a story called

Descending, the most forgivable

violation of conventional plotting I had
ever— have ever— seen. (It’s here, in

the lead spot.) This is a big book, some
eighteen stories long, together with a

couple of engaging appendices,

ornately framed by Samuel R. Delany’s

very literate introduction.

SIGNS

Exhilaratingly out of his mind also

is furious, hilarious, horrifying, and

unexpected Craig Strete, an angry

Indian whose vast unevenness is more
than made up for by his occasional

explosive excellence. IfAll Else Fails

(Doubleday, $8.95) is a slim volume

which liberally demonstrates all of the

above.

And now, Walter Tevis, my dearly

beloved Walter Tevis, with Farfrom
Home (Doubleday, $9.95). The
publisher’s letter that came with my
advance copy suggests that the book

covers two “significant and different

phases” in Tevis’s writing career, and I

don’t know that I can go along with

that, for there are a great many more
facets than two to this extraordinary

writer. Perhaps what was being

expressed is that some of these stories

are simply entertainments, while

others are profound, sometimes almost

painful searchings into the writer’s

most sensitive interstices. The book is

divided into two segments, “Close to

Home” and “Far from Home,” and what
I have termed “entertainments” occur

in both of them. There are three,

reminiscent of some of Henry
Kuttner’s madly funny sf tales, about a

mad inventor and some triflings with

time travel. There are some, like

“Echo,” which seem to have been begun
as entertainments and were overtaken

by the writer’s penchant for

self-search. Two of the stories, “A 'Visit

from Mother” and “Daddy”— which,

together, make one longer story— are

truly shattering; never have I seen so

powerful a description of the

admixture of love and guilt, hatred and
pathos evoked by one’s feelings for

parents. The author of Mockingbird

and The Man Who Fell to Earth affects

me more than most people I have

personally met.

I promised you some further

words about certain of the novels

which, for reasons of space, I could

only list last time. King David’s

Spaceship by Jerry Pournelle (Simon

and Schuster, $11.95) comes to us from

Analog via an early DAW paperback,

with extensive rewriting. The
challenge to mix heroic fantasy with

..hard-core sf seems irresistible to many
writers (one thinks immediately of the

Strugaskys’ superb Hard to Be a God),

and Dr. Pournelle is not about to resist

it. A little less persnickety about hard

science than he has become in his

recent writings, Pournelle, when he
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BOOKS

conceived this one, was only too glad to

accept the conventions of faster-than-

light drive, a multiplicity of exactly

earth-type planets, and more-or-less

instant English spoken by more-or-less

everybody. The hell with all that— he
has a story to tell. And off he goes with
his lances and crossbows, campfires
and barbarians, in a background of

spaceships and a galactic empire.
There’s a gratifying amount of

intrigue, imperial versus local

government, military versus civilian,

plot versus plan. The story winds up
with the wildest ride into the wide
black yonder and the most unexpected
technological twist that have ever
curled up my delighted toes.

I have said and written many
times that I detest the compartmenta-
tion of fiction during my lifetime— that
a story is Gothic, or Western, or

Detective, or Fantasy, or Mainstream
(whatever that is)— and yearn for the

days when I could just sidle up to a

book and say, “Hey, tell me a story.”

Any kind of a story would do; I was
prepared to love it, to live it for a
while, to recall it as something
experienced. And I think that An
Island Called Moreau by Brian W.
Aldiss (Simon & Schuster, $10.95) was
just the sort of story I was after:

something attached at some point to

my own world and real life, but also to

something I had read and lived. It’s a

sort of update of The Island ofDoctor
Moreau— a. look into the near future,

with the world about to suffer the

terrible blowtorch of war. But there’s

also the Wells book’s shipwreck, the
burn of sun and salt, the island of

refuge which becomes an abode of

terror, of frightening yet pathetic

subhumans, of a succulent female full of

surprises, and of a strange, cultured,

embittered dictator/scientist. What
Aldiss has added are things I always
missed in the original: a real rationale

for the island operation at all, a

believable explanation for the island’s

continued nonexistence on anyone’s

map, and a credible means for

financing the damn thing. Nobody can
claim that this book is a profound
intellectual adventure, which Aldiss is

quite capable of giving us. All I asked
of the volume was that it tell me a

story— and it did.

Gene Wolfe earns increasing

respect as a master orchestrator of the

language. His shimmering images, the

scents and the sounds of his narrative.

the cadence and the sensuous, almost
tactile quality of his words, all are
virtually unmatched. The Claw of the

Conciliator (Simon & Schuster, $12.95)

is the second volume of what he calls

The Book of the New Sun, and I must
say that it held me magicked from
beginning to end. Thereafter, I must
also say, I found myself twice

bewildered, for I confess to not having

read the first volume, and therefore

had to put up w th mystification as to

certain clues and references, of which
there are many. This, of course, is the

danger in the cu rrent proliferation of

series books, and is why I tend to avoid

them— but not all of them! (The
difficulty can be overcome, vide Marion
Zimmer Bradley’s Darkover books.)

For all that. Conciliator is a treasure

chest of languaj:e and scene.

The first novel I’ve seen under
Pocket Books’ new sf logo is Syd
Logsdon’s A Fond Farewell to Dying
(Timescape, $2.50), and it’s a good one.

After a worldwide tectonic catastrophe

triggered by nuclear warheads up and
down our West iJoast, with the ensuing

retaliations, the earth is left with only

one major civili;;ed nation, India. Into

this comes a bri liant American
immigrant who undertakes a very
serious confrontation with the concept

of immortality in two areas: science

(Logsdon’s is credible) and religion.

With a nation on the verge of yet

another catastrophe, a terrible

time-pressure, and the overarching

burden of widespread sterility, the

achievement of immortality is vital.

The kind of imrr ortality achieved, and
its effect on the people involved, is

truly fascinating. Highly

recommended.

Briefly— tcro briefly— noted:

Conan and the Spider God (Bantam,
$2.25) is anothe)- of L. Sprague de
Camp’s heroics. Nobody writes better

Conan than de Camp, not even
Howard. Nightmares (Playboy Press,

$1.95) is editor Charles Grant’s

horror/shocker antho, with lots of

great grue. Though the book is a year
old now, I want i,o cite Steven Edward
McDonald’s “The Duppy Tree,” which
must be one of tliis remarkable
newcomer’s firsi; published stories.

And he’s in good company.

One more for the academics:

another of the VMters of the 21st

Century series, edited by the tireless

Martin Harry Greenberg and Joseph

D. Olander (the series) and Tim
Underwood and Chuck Miller (this

volume): Jack Vance (Taplinger, $12.95

cloth, $5.95 paper) a collection of

essays on various aspects of the work
of this gifted writer by the likes of

Silverberg, Spinrad, and others.

Next time, i Randall, a Robert
Young, an Anderson, some bright new
fantasies, and a lot more.

... ’la vista

.

fS
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OTHER DIME

Screen
by Gahan Wilson

Flash Gordon
(Universal) Directed by Mike
Hodges; screenplay by Lorenzo
Semple, Jr.

Altered States

(Warner Bros.) Directed by Ken
Russell; screenplay by Sidney
Aaron

The effect of a movie on someone
encountering it, like the effect of a

landscape, or a pizza, or even, reader,

our very own separate selves, is

determined in large part by the mental
set of the encounterer. If a movie is

approached with an incongruous

cluster of expectations— say, for

e.xample, if Miracle on SUh Street is

come upon with the intellectual and
emotional bent appropriate for viewing

one of Ingmar Bergman’s heavier

explorations— the result will not be

satisfactory. The discovery that lovable

old Edmund Gwenn may actually be
Santa Claus himself will produce
profound brooding over the archetypal

implications, and the chatty dialogue

between John Payne and Maureen
O’Hara will be fruitlessly mulled for

hours in an attempt to understand

what they were really trying to say.

The encounter just won’t work.

Such a thing has happened to poor
Flash Gordon. For some reason every
reviewer I have read has approached it

with the sternest moral tone in his

repertoire, and there has been much
head-shaking and breast-beating

across the land about the movie’s lack

of depth, its tendency to make little

jokes, and the shallow character

development of its flying Hawkmen.
True, Flash Gordon does suffer

from one horrendous and continuing

flaw: the fellow playing its title role

constantly reminds one of Liberace.

Also, less importantly, whoever did

Max von Sydow’s Ming the Merciless

eye makeup had his good days and his

bad days. But for God’s sake, fellows,

this is not Francis Coppola trying to

convince us that he and Marlon Brando

are a genius team. This is light, fluffy

stuff, a bagatelle, a light diversion.

Honest, it’s only kidding!

Having read all those dispiriting

and off-putting reviews, I did what I

almost never do: I didn’t bother to

show up in time to watch it bang from
the first frame. I wandered in with my
popcorn somewhere in the middle. God
knows I had been familiar with the
basic plot since my earliest literacy:

Flash Gordon is successful in stopping

the Emperor Ming of Mongo from
destroying our planet Earth. (There,

I’ve given it away.)

It’s quite possible that my
amiability about the film springs from
my late arrival, as it really doesn’t get

properly revved up and rolling until its

middle. Then, after a so-so-ish

interlude with a deadly vegetable.

Flash is damn near eaten by a surprise

swamp monster and we’re off and
running.

There’s lots of good stuff in the

early part, mind, but the script jerks

you this way and that a little too much,
and there’s an awful lot of footage

showing Sam J. Jones, who plays

Flash, sitting around here on Earth
without the distractions of Mongo—
and with Sam J. Jones you need the

distractions of Mongo. They are flaws

in Flash, you bet.

But we do have von Sydow as a

really first-rate Fake Sinister Oriental,

possibly the best Fake Sinister

Oriental since Boris Karloff in The
Mask ofFu Manchu

.

Of course, a real

Oriental could never handle such a role;

he’d fall flat on his face, he’d be totally

unconvincing. What you’ve got to have

for a role like this is a blatant

Caucasian with phoney brows arching

high above his real, plastered-over

brows; lots of great, tricky makeup
around the eyes; and, of course, he’s

got to talk with this weird accent which
no Oriental in the entire histories of

Earth or Mongo ever used. That’s what
you’ve got to have. You have a real

Oriental playing Ming or Fu and you’d

just have this guy. Nothing really

weird about him. All that swell

unreality missing. Wouldn’t be the

same.

And von Sydow has worked out

N S I O N S

such nice detaus, and had obviously

had so much fu:i doing it, that every

little nuance is a pleasure to watch.

He’s got a great emperor’s mince—
wait’ll you see him hitch up his cape as

he mounts a stt ircase — and he’s

worked out an absolutely dandy bit of

business, a little unconscious tic which

has obviously been with Ming since

childhood: he n^aches out with his

hands as he wa ks along and crushes

little bits of air.

So I’d settle for that alone; but

there’s quite a bit more. There’s

absolutely delightful fantasy

designwork throughout, by Danilo

Donati, who wcrked with Fellini and

who is probably wondering what on

earth he’s done which has gotten

everybody so cranky. The sets and
costumes and sicy effects are all

absolutely in keeping with the mood of

Alex Raymond’s comic strip— clearly

the result of car eful study— and, as a

cartoonist, I tend to be very picky

about that sort of thing. Perhaps it's

the general air of Mongo’s being one
giant discotheque that’s miffed

everyone— the zappy music by Queen,
the cotton-candy clouds— but nobody
got peevish whe n Dorothy sang “Over
the Rainbow,” did they?

Among other things you’ll

probably enjoy ( so long as you don’t try

to read too much into them) is Peter

Wyngarde as a Darth Vaderish type
whose head innr.rds gook out of his

mask when he dies; Mariangela Melato
as a revolving bitch-villainess, the sort

of loud, pushy b ’oad who tries to grab
clerks away from you in department
stores; and the fact that, when injured,

the fiends of Mongo bleed black.

Try and ha\ e fun.

If Flash Go '•don wants you to take

it with a large grain of salt. Altered

States would hai'e you approach it with

awe. Indeed, I don’t think I’ve ever

seen a film so su olimely confident of its

profundity. Adapted by Paddy
Chayefsky from his novel of the same
name (though because of artistic

differences, he lists himself as “Sidney

Aaron” in the sereenwriting credit),

and directed wit i fine gusto by Ken
Russell, Altered States is an absolutely

magical entertainment which you as
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. a really first-rate Fake Sinister Oriental."

Max von Sydow plays F ash’s adversary, the merciless

Emperor Ming of ihe planet Mongo, who’s outto

destroy Earth because— well, because it’s there.

"The sets and costume; ...are all absolutely in keeping

with the mood ofAlex Raymond’s comic strip."

Aided by Brian Blessed as a very macho Hawkman,
Flash Gordon (Sam J. Jones) prepares to launch an

attack against the Emperor’s palace.

the reader of a magazine dealing with

bizarre and fantastic themes are sure

to enjoy, and which will probably

spawn mountains of solemn blather—

for take it from me, friends, Altered

State,H is going to be discussed and

discussed and discusstd.

Another thing it is going to do is

inspire the burning of nuch marijuana

in darkened theaters. 1 have noticed,

as doubtless you have too, that there

are many tiny fires breaking out in

various parts of the au ditorium just

before we enter hyperspace in Star-

Wars or turn embryo in 2001

.

A
growing number of filmgoers consider

pot a vital adjunct to the cinematic

experience, and the pi'oducers of this

movie may confidently expect much

repeated attendance from that smoky

band, because Alterea States wants to

turn you on.

It is, basically, a rnad-scientist

show, but our scientist is no Fran-

kenstein, experimenting furtively in

some gothic ruin; our ;;cientist works in

Boston, as do many other mad
scientists, and he is funded by grants

and goes to bed with his students, just

like mad scientists do in real life. He is

played, and very well played, by

William Hurt. Every so often, just

briefly, he turns into a large blond

Dustin Hoffman, but that’s clearly the

result of an early influence he’s almost

worked his way clear of, and for

ninety-seven percent of the time he

does an excellent job of convincing us

that he’s a driven genius, a tortured

searcher after truth, and a bona fide

creature of academe.

The presentation of the academic

life, its environments both personal

and professional, its people and their

quirks, is one of the most successful

aspects of the picture. The apartments

they live in are absolutely perfect, and

I suspect the locations were in fact the

lairs of actual professors, so convincing

is the genteel clutter, the scattering of

intellectual artifacts. The dialogue and

its delivery is totally on target: enor-

mous words, throwaway scholarship,

obscure references instantly grasped

as a matter of course; and all delivered

in fast patter with lots of overlapping

dialogue, in the manner invented by

Welles for Citizen Kane and originally

imported into horror flicks so

effectively for The Thing

.

The Thing is decidedly a major

influence on Altered States. There is

the same careful buildup, the menace

only becoming visible degree by

degree, and the characters' reactions

to it are the same as those in The

Thing: not only are they scared by

what is going on; they are terrified by

its implications.

The premise of the movie is based,

quite cleverly, on the rash of recent

explorations, from pop culture on up to

* the lab, into Where Our Heads Are At

and Where Else Can We Put Them If

We Tinker? Lilly’s water tanks, Carlos

Castaneda’s Yaqui brujo

,

LSD, and

Aldous Huxley are all adroitly shuffled

into the plot— not to mention the
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SCREEN

"... a mood of desperately earnest inquiry"

Fresh from several hours in on isolation tank Altered
States researcher Edward Jessup (William Hurt) returns

with visions of having been a prehistoric man,
but— owing to the temporary regression of tils vocai
cords— he is unable to communicate with his

colleagues (Bob Balaban and Charles Haici).

"Ourmad scientist hero has decided to plumb the secrets
of the soul .

.

Journeying even further back in tiine, Jessup becomes,
in one final experiment, a kind of tsrimal being,
lumpish and half-formed as something shaped in clay.

Apocalypse— because our mad
scientist hero, once a boy mystic

discouraged by his father’s death from

cancer, has decided to plumb the

secrets of his soul no matter what

happens to it in the process.

Starting out with relatively mild

meditations under sensory deprivation

(believe me, the seven-eyed lamb and
Book ofRevelation are just for

starters), he moves on to a drug stew
in Mexico which makes him pretty

rough on lizards, then sets off in

earnest on his trek into the

sub-basements of his mind. What he

finds down ther e— and it is the

essential philosophical premise of the

film that it is, indeed, down there—
and what he brings back up to Boston

and his astonished fellow Harvardians,

is what the movie’s all about.

The cast is first-rate. Blair Brown
is excellent as the scientist’s wife, and

it’s not at all an easy role. Bob Balaban

and Charles Haid are both authentic

and funny as two other scientists

hauled into our mad scientist’s doings;

their contrasting reactions to the

various horrific events are very well

played, one against the other, leading

up to a hilarious shouting match.

Charles White Eagle makes a most
convincing brujo, and Miguel Godreau
is absolutely the best jim-dandy little

ape-man ever to strut across the

screen. The special effects— and they

are very special indeed— are the work
of Bran Ferren.

The flaw in the movie, and it is

resounding, is that it succeeds so well

in creating a mood of desperately

earnest inquiry, it succeeds so well in

asking such achingly important

questions, that it actually gets you
thinking! It really works as a

consciousness-raiser, asking you to

ponder your father’s death, to consider

the fragility of your most cherished

loved ones, to wonder at the enormou.s

possibilities we human beings possess.

Then, rather abruptly, it gives up.

The resolution offered us is worse than

simplistic, it’s beside the point. It’s a

cop-out. For ove • an hour this movie

has been telling us, in no uncertain

terms, that it is urofound, that we
should pay it serious attention; and it

has backed up these requests by use of

the most extraor dinary effects, both

visual and audio, that filmmakers can

command. Unfor tunately, all these

pyrotechnics prt pare us for some-

thing-some great revelation— that

the film can’t deliver.

In short, this is no Blakeian tiger

we’ve been watcliing, though it did

glow and prance quite wonderfully.

This is a pussycat. We have had

philosophical forirplay aplenty, but no

orgasm.

Otherwise, it’s great, (g
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Peter Straub
“I looked into my imagination and that’s what I found.”

T Z I N T E R V I E W
Interviewer Jay Gregory reports: just built. He is currently at work on a Wolfe. I was sixteen or seventeen, the

The nhenomennl success of Ghost
reading vo- perfect age for him. I read all that

Story has put Peter Straub on the map. ^-aciously or listening to jazz, he occa- romantic stuff about a sensitive kid, and

Best of all, it wasn’t a quirky success;
interviewed, of course I thought 1 was that sensitive

both critical acclaim and word-of- TZ: You’ve set your books in England, kid. And then, too, I read Joyce and

\
mouth approval con tributed to the Wisconsin, New York, Arizona, and Proust. I was a terrible snob,

t tiovel’s more than thirty weeks on the Vermont; you yourself have lived both TZ: Did any of this reading have apar-

New York Times bestseller lists, with here and abroad. Maybe you should ticularly lasting influence on you?

two and a halfmillion copies sold since start, then, by telling us something Straub: I know that the Arthur

\ its appearance in 1979 and a majorfilm about your own background. Machenstory The Great God Pan had

I currently in production. Straub: I was born in Milwaukee, Wis- ^ effect on me; it was in the back of

i

Ghost Story, a novel of nightmare consin, in 1943. My family was what I mind when I was writing Ghost

I

and demonic revenge, is particularly guess you’d call aspiring: they started Story. And there was another story I

notablefor its mature sense ofcharacter off more or less lower middle class and read as a kid that really affected me
and its brilliant evocation ofwinter in a worked their way up to middle middle emotionally— a story about a future so-

small, isolated town in upstate New class—which is a huge jump, actually, ciety in which people don’t have movies

York. Straub had already written two It’s a jump from corner taverns to as we know them. Instead they go

other supernatural novels: Ju\ia(1975), houses in the suburbs. So most of my around and recruit children who dream

la chiller in the Jamesian manner, re- childhood, except for the very early particularly vivid dreams. They ask the

counts an Englishwoman’s psychologi- years, was a suburban one. My essen- kids, “When you have dreams, do you

\
cal breakdown after the loss ofher child, tial vistas incorporate housing devel- see colors in them? Do you smell things?

'and her subsequent haunting by opments with raw streets, no trees, and If you touch something hot in your

I

another child that leads, eventually, to kids rattling around aimlessly trying to dreams, do you feel the heat?” And

\

madness. If You Could See Me Now kill chipmunks. And new houses, not old when they find kids who dream in these

j

(1976) chronicles a youthful love affair, houses, and fields that were replaced by tactile and olfactory details, they whip

a terrible promise—and its horrifying yet another subdivision. them away from their parents, shave

'

effect ,
years later, 071 a rural Midwest- TZ: Yet you had the advantage of a pri- their heads, and put tubes in them.

e7'n community. vate education. Then they wire them up and slam them

;
Straub’s latest and in so7ne ways Straub: Well, I went to a boys’ private into a drawer, and their dreams become

'• most extraordmary book is Shadow- school in Milwaukee because I had a the movies that everybody goes to see.

\\&r\A(1980), a novel about magic in all of scholarship to it. It’s very much like the Anyhow, when I read the story, I

! its flpurishes, prestidigitatio7is, pyro- school in Shadowland, but not as bad. thought: “That’s me. I’m one of those

! technics, and awesoyrie potential for Nothing is as bad as that place. kids. That’s what I am. That’s what I

evil. Two boys on vacationfrom school TZ: What sort of childhood reading did do.” I wasn’t particularly pleased with

travel east to Vermont to visit an uncle you do? that . . . but I knew that if they came

who happens to be the most powerful Straub: I read nonstop. As a preado- looking, they’d get me.

\
magician in the world—and whom one lescent I was particularly infatuated TZ: So you were very much the reader

[

o/ the two is destined to succeed, with science fiction—you know, A. E. in those days.

I

fhro7ighout the novel Straub weaves van Vogt and all of the great science Straub: Yes, but writing is where I got

\ elementsfxo7nfolklore and the Brothers fiction writers. I had never heard of the most satisfaction. I wrote a lot of

I
Grimyn, exploriyig themes such as love them before; I just went into the drug stories as a child, but because I read so

\a7xd rayicor, strength and corruption, store or the library and got their books, much, I wrote almost like a grownup. I

power and inescapable dooyn. It’s a I also remember being interested in had a big vocabulary for my age and

work of remarkable erudition and bal- that Modern Library anthology. Great ? knew a lot of things. I had a lot of trou-

auce, enchanting rather than terrify- Tales ofTerror and the Supernatural. I ble with teachers over this; they

ing; it stays withthereiider as, perhaps, read it a couple of times. But after I got thought that my father did my hoine-

the memory ofa fine red unne. through puberty, I started to be more work. Later, of course, you have to

Peter Straub lives today in Green’s interested in what you would have to write in class, so the teachers could see

^Farm, Connecticut, with his wife and call serious mainstream fiction. The that this was just the way I wrote.

' two young children in a new home he’s writer I idolized at the time was Thomas : Yet, even from a very early age, I had
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the sense that I wasn’t writing for my
teachers, but for posterity. I wrote as if

everything were going to be engraved
on stone. The problem was, you couldn’t

make a living out of writing. Nobody I

knew had ever done it; nobody in my
family had ever done it. Telling my par-

ents that I didn’t want to work, that I

wanted to write, was like declaring my-
self certifiably crazy. That’s why I be-

came interested in graduate school and
scholarship— because it seemed to me
that that was a way to be at least close to

that world, to absorb it.

TZ: You pursued an academic career?

Straub: Yes, for a while. I got a degree
in English at the University of Wiscon-
sin, then went to Columbia in New York
and got a master’s degree. I was broke
by that time, and I wanted to be mar-
ried. So I called up an old professor of

mine and, through him, I got a job
teaching English there. I taught for

three years, until I was twenty-six. By
then I wanted to get out ofteaching, so I

applied to various graduate schools out

of the country, and was accepted by
University College, Dublin. I went
there to work on a Ph.D. — but I was
really just trying to find out where I

belonged in the world.

I was supposed to be writing a thesis

about D.H. Lawrence, just like the poor
character in IfYou Could See Me Now. I

was plugging away at this, but only half

enjoying it. Each day I’d go to the Na-
tional Library in Dublin. It’s a beautiful

old Victorian building with big glass

skylights and an iron-ribbed roof that

pigeons would sit on all day. It had old-

fashioned handwritten catalogues, and
little twelve-year-old boys that would
go into the dusty interior of the library

to fetch you your books.

I didn’t know where I was going with
the thesis, but I did publish, at this

time, a little book of poetry. I had been
writing poetry for years, and it was
damned near all that I was reading. I

realized, though, that I wasn’t going to

be a great poet, and that what I wanted
to do was write a novel. I’d always
thought of myself as a novelist, but I’d

never known what to write about. I’d

never had a subject.

TZ: How did you come up with one?

Straub: Duringmy second year in Dub-
lin I suddenly felt myself more or less

“invaded”— invaded by fiction. Walking
down the street. I’d be flooded with
sentences about characters in various

situations. I didn’t know what to do with
this stuff, but finally I decided, “This is

14

"It's no good, in a horrornovel, just to have horror. . . . It’s silly, it's iDoring, and it's what
characterizes atx>ut ninety percent of the work in this field."

it. I have to move or die.” I thought, “I’ll

chuck this thesis,” and every day I went
to the library and wrote five hundred
words of a novel. It just went drip, drip,

drip . . . and in about four months the
thing was done. It was a non-super-
natural novel called Marriages, and
was published in ’73.1 thought, “That’s

it. I’m cutting myself free, and I’m
never going to work again.” I knew that

I was never going to have a job. I could

announce to my parents and my wife’s

parents that I was going to write, be-

cause at least I had something that I

could point to. It was still a foolhardy

way to make a living, but it was the
right thing to do.

TZ: You began writing regularly, then?
Straub: Yes, but there was a long time
between my finishing Marriages and
my starting Julia. We moved, at this

point, from Ireland to England. It

turned out to be an extremely low
period of my life, because I spent a

year and a half writing a very long,

rambling, straightforward novel that I

couldn’t get published. I tried to re-

write it; I worked and worked in a de-

spairing, underwater kind of fashion.

Finally I went to see my agent, Carol

Smith. I said, “What can I do? I’m in a

deep hole. I’m out of money, and my
wife wants me to take a job in a book-

store. I’ve got to have something that I

can do to make some money.” One day
Carol said to me, “Why don’t you give

up this hopeless book and 'write a

gothic?” I said, “What’s a gothic?”— and
I still don’t know. But I walked on
Hampstead Heath and tried to think of

an idea that would appeal to a publisher.

That’s where I thought of Julia.

I used a nightmare in that book, one

that I’d had quite a bit over the preced-

ing years, a nightmare of wandering

through a city that got seedier and
more threatening as I proceeded
through it, and of suddenly finding my-
self on a rooftop in circumstances that

weren’t explained but were probably

sinister. Ever since then, I’ve been in-

terested in using dreams in books. They
allow me to use nonrealistic matter in a

realistic surrounding. And by inventing

dreams, I’m no longer burdened by the
dreadful necessity of incorporating my
own dreams into my books. What I par-

ticularly like about the supernatural
novel— its grea: strength— is that it

can incorporate nonrealistic, truly sur-

realistic material in contexts which are,

in a William Dean Howells sense, purely
realistic.

TZ: So Julia, then, was your first foray

into the superns tural.

Straub: Yes. I didn’t know that I would
end up workingin this field, but I looked

into my imagination and that’s what I

found.

I was burdened, though, with every-

thing I thought I knew about super-

natural literature— a kind of Henry
James lesson: that to be good, books of

this kind had to be ambiguous, modest,
and restrained. They had to have good
manners. Julia was written more or

less in that spirit. I was trying to write a

scary book in v/hich the horror could

either be inside or outside, attached to

the people or to some external force.

TZ: Julia, it seems, has much to do
with the fine line between sanity and
madness.

Straub: I was thinking, as I often do, of

“The Turn of the' Screw.” As you know,
the classic question about the James
story is, are these two evil people.

Quint and Miss Jessel, actually there

looking in the windows and standing on
the other side of the pond? Or are they
only in the warped mind of the gover-

ness? I wanted that kind of ambiguity

.

TZ: Was this a policy you stuck to?

Straub: No, when I came to my next

book. If You Could See Me Now, I fi-

nally decided, after a lot of struggle,

that it was cheating not to have the

ghost revealed. If you’re pulling the

strings of the supernatural all the way
through the book, you can’t have it end
up with a detective story at the end.

TZ: Did you wri:e that book, then, as a

sort of experiment?

Straub: I wanted to do another super-

natural novel because it seemed to me
I’d really just scratched the surface of

what the field could offer. I wanted to

write a book with much more feeling in
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Fetter

Producttons

it, much more emotion --like the obses-

sive love relationship tt the center of

the novel. Writing it showed me that

you could do a)ii/thi)ig within a super-

natural or gothic strui;ture; anything

you had in you could be expressed

through the bizari-e, the grotesque.

There were very few treas in life you

couldn’t reach.

TZ: Including, it seems, your own
childhood memories— since If You

Could See Me Note takes place in the

back I'oads of Wisconsin.

Straub: Yes, it was set ;n a place I knew
very well— Norway \'alley near Ar-

cadia, Wisconsin, where my grand-

mother and all my Noinvegian relatives

lived. They were farmers. We used to

visit them every summer, from when I

was a very young child all the way
through high school. I wanted to use the

landscape, the sense of a close commu-
nity. I do a terrible injustice, though, to

the people who actually live there, be-

cause unlike the ones in the book,

they’i-e terribly civilize ! and very kind.

I thought of it origiially as a short

story idea, but after I’d made notes on

it, it seemed to me that there was so

much stuff there, so mt ny details that I

could invent or recall from my child-

hood, that it would be a terrible shame

to waste it as a short story.

TZ: rm told that you seldom write

short stories.

Straub: That’s right. Short stories are

very demanding. They seem more like

poems than novels, and I have a lot of

'The scrip/ seems to have been done in a
hurry and revised by sorr eone eise in a
hurry." Keir Dullea (above ) and Mia
Farrow in the 1977 film version of

Straub’s novelJu//o.

trouble writing them. I can think of an

idea, but once I know what’s going to

happen and how it’s going to end, it

seems as though all the work is done. In

fact, the whole process of writing it

down depresses me. I tried to write a

story for Ramsey Campbell, for his New
Terrors anthology, but the whole point

of writing seemed subverted by my
knowing w'hat was going to happen. I

got terribly depressed, and could

hardly bear to sit down at my desk.

TZ: So you drew on childhood memo-
ries and produced an entire novel. What
did you draw on for the upstate New
York of Ghost Storyl

Straub: I didn’t know anything at all

about the area; the book could have

Taeen set anywhere. I was thinking of

setting it near Baltimore for a while,

because of the Poe connections, but I

was talking to a friend of mine from

London named Tom Tessier, who is a

writer himself— a book called The
Nightv'alker— and he said to me, “You

know, my brother goes to school at Cor-

nell, and that area up there is kind of

remote and peculiar. Why don’t you set

the book there?” I thought it over, and I

said, “Gee, it sounds like a good idea.” It

was like Wisconsin, with more snow. We
had the brother send me a map, so I

could get the road names right, and he

told me what kind of beer people drink

around there, things like that. I had no

special town in mind, but after the book

was published I got telephone calls from

people saying, “I know where that town
is. It’s Deposit.” I’ve never even seen

Deposit.

Along about that time I first met
Stephen King, and he had a galvanic

effect on me. I felt how much he worked;

it came off his personality. He made me
realize that, though I believed I had

been working hard, I had been lazy. I

thought, “Now I understand what I

have to do,” and my imagination went
forward.

Also, after readimg‘Sa/em’sLo/, The

Shining, and The Stand, I realized that

my notions about a well-bred novel

didn’t apply to this kind of book. In fact,

they were inhibiting. Better that this

kind of book be bad-mannered, noisy,

and operatic. What struck me about

The Shining in particular was that it

was so beautifully ornamented; it was
like an Oriental carpet with lots of little

items in the background, crazy little

figures and loops knotted together. I

was also struck by the fact that King

could describe the horror and put it

right in front of your face — and it

worked. That dazzled me. “Damn it,” 1

thought, “1 can do that, too. 1 carfbe

presentational, instead of shading ev-

erything backward into ambiguity.”

TZ: And this new appi'oach worked for

you?

Straub: Yes. I surprised myself, in

writing Ghost Story, with my own in-

ventiveness. I found myself doing

things I didn't know I could do, shifting

between the inner world and the outer

world, juggling the fantastical and the

real so that people couldn’t tell anymore
what was real and what was not. It’s

also a very scary book, because I be-

lieved very much in my characters—

I

loved them, actually. I thought about

the old men a lot when I was working on

the book, or even just walking down the

street. And so, when those characters

were threatened, the reader felt is as a

threat. I think that my involvement

with them gave the book whatever force

it had.

It’s also very important, in this field,

that the bad stuff, the evil, just doesn’t

come out of the blue, as something in-

vented; it should come from the charac-

ters themselves. It’s no good, in a hor-

ror novel, just to have horror; that’s

juvenile. It’s silly, it’s boring, and it’s

what characterizes about ninety per-

cent ofthe work in this field— the power
simply is there and it’s simply wielded.

The evil simply occurs and kills people.

It just happens; it doesn’t have any

weight. But if the evil that’s out there is

some echo or reflection of the people

who have to fight it, then it does have

weight.

Actually, I’m not so interested in the

forces of evil, except as they can be used

in books. The forces of evil seem to me
to be pretty readily identifiable in con
temporary life, and you don’t have to

reach so far as to posit supernatural

forces to explain them.

TZ: Often it seems that, in your books,

the evil— the villain— is female.

Straub: I hadn’t even realized this until

I met Gahan Wilson at a fantasy conven-

tion in 1979, just after Ghost Story was
published. Gahan came up to me in one

of the ballrooms and said, “I want to talk

to you outside.” I followed him out into

Jhe hall, and he suddenly shoved a mi-

crophone into my face. He was doing a

taping for PBS radio. He said, “All of

your villains are female. What kind of

problem do you have?” And I could hard-

ly answer him. I was a bit astonished by

the whole performance, but I realized
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that he was right: all ofmy villains were

;

female. It’s not a very grownup kind of

,

feeling, and it probably isn’t a feeling

that I possess any longer, but certainly
I women have a kind of emotional power
;

over men which they often don’t under-
stand.

I I remember, as a college student, sit-

ting at a lecture about Faulkner. The
lecturer said something about how “a
sexual crime in the past” reverberated
through the lives of the characters—
and that phrase, for some reason, went
right through me. It seemed to call up
all sorts of ideas. Certainly Julia is

based, in essence, on a kind of sexual
crime in the past— and so is Ghost
Story.

TZ: Certain names in Ghost Story—
Mulligan, Mobley, Rowles, Venuti, and
so forth— seem awfully familiar. Aren’t
they the last names of jazz musicians?
Straub: Yes, I have a lot of fun using
jazz musicians’ names. Ghost Story is

: full of them. You see, apart from Eng-
lish studies, jazz is where I learned I

most of what I know about art. My ar-
i

tistic model, in a way, is as much a jazz
soul as it is anything I learned in

graduate school. So I am improvisatory,

sometimes, in the same way as a musi-
cian.

TZ: Was it the American success of
Ghost Story that pulled you home?
Straub: No. The real pull had to do with
English tax law. I couldn’t believe how
much money I’d made; in fact, I was
scared by it. But I was even more
scared by Her Majesty’s Government,
which was about to come along and take
it away from me.' My accountants all

said, “You have to go, you have to go . .

.”

So we left in a couple of months.
TZ: Was this about the time you started
Shadowland'!

Straub: I started Shadowland before I

left England. I had written the first

third, the part about the school, without
knowing what it was about or even what
it was going to do. Then we left in June
of ’79 on the QE. II and came to

I

America, which was like a new country

I

to us. It had been ten years since we’d

[

lived here.

TZ: What was the impetus for the
|

book?
i

Straub: The real thrust ofShadowland
\

came from my having discovered, as a
j

;

father, the imaginative world of fairy
' tales. I would make up fairy tales formy i

child once he became verbal enough to
'

understand them. It seemed to me that
i

:
these stories were enigmatic, and that

!

I

they had a kind of enchantment in them
i by virtue of being enigmatic. Even
! when I was still writing Ghost Story, I

I

knew that I wanted the children in my
I next book to go into a deep wood, and be

I

lost there, and have all kinds of in-

I

explicable and magical and terrifying

i

events happen to them. I didn’t know
what the events were, but I knew I

j

wanted that atmosphere— the atmo-
: sphere of Hansel and Gretel, of two
' children lost in a wood.

!
TZ: Fairy tales are earnest, even

i
grave, but there’s also much humor in

!

your books.

Straub: Well, I think the basic material
of any kind of gothic or supernatural
novel is, by its very nature, absurd. It’s

as prone to create laughter as to create
fear. You have to take that into ac-

count— that this stuff is silly in some
ways— and you have to manage the
material so that people don’t laugh. But
at the same time I think you have to

bear in mind that there’s kind of a won-
derful, gaudy, foolish aspect to it.

Maybe because I lived in England for a
long time and read a lot of English
novels, I value a kind of deadpan humor
in books, and try to use that a little bit.

TZ: Have you ever considered writing a
sequel to one of your books?
Straub: Only in terms of character. A
thing I enjoy is that the characters in

one novel would exist in the same world
as the characters in the other book.
Steve King once said to me that he
thought that if the characters in

Shadowland had opened a map of New

j

York, they’d find Milburn on that map.

i

Another reader once asked me what
i happens to Tom Flanagan, the hero in

Shadowland, when he’s about sixty-five

years old. He’s this wonderful, almost
self-renouncing character now, but
what happens when he’s older and is

I

used to being the most powerful magi-

j

dan in the world? Will he then resent
some younger guy coming along? I think
about that a little. It might be an inter-

esting sequel.

TZ: What was the film of Julia like?

Straub: Thefilmmadeof/wiia- called

Full Circle in England and The Haunt-
ing ofJulia here— starred Mia Farrow,
who was very good in it. Keir Dullea,

unfortunately, was miscast as Magnus.
The film has terrible problems, the
foremost of which is the script. It seems
to have been done in a hurry and revised
by someone else in a hurry, so there are
big holes in it, and you cannot exactly
understand why Keir Dullea sees so

;

much of a fifty-five-year-old English-
! woman, played by Jill Bennett. In fact

: she’s his sister, but the relationship is

;

never made apparent in the movie.

I

Also, you dont understand that Keir
Dullea is supposed to be an English bar-

!
rister; that’s never explained. You just

I

see him as an .^^merican who is feeding

;
off his rich wife. But apart from that,

I the film was shot beautifully; there are
! a lot of scenic moments in it. The direc-

tor was a guy named Richard Long-
1 craine; I don’t know what he’s done
since.

i

TZ: Can we expect other films of your
novels?

Straub: Yes, Ghost Story is being made
into a film. 'They’re actually building a
town. They’re building Milburn. Shoot-
ing starts early this year.

TZ: Have you seen the script?

Straub: No, they won’t show me the
script. They promised that they would,

I

but they don’t v^ant me to see it because

j

I’d be a terrible pain in the ass to them,

j

But I’m satisfieid with what I’ve heard

I

about it. What I like about it is that they
I
have a lot of th(! great old actors that I

j

wanted to be in it: John Houseman and
I Fred Astaire and Melvyn Douglas and
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Your heart
moves when you see people like that, so
I’m really pleased.

TZ: What are you working on now?
Straub: I just s tarted to work on a book
called Floating Dragon. It used to be
called Fairfield County, because that’s

the setting— one of the most well-off

counties in the whole United States,

and one ofthe most alcoholic. Westport,
the town where I live, has a population
of about twenty-five thousand, and I

think it has five' chapters of Alcoholics

Anonymous. It’s a very odd place. It’s

very nice to look at, and there are beau-
tiful houses and landscapes, but there’s

a feeling of unreality about it.

TZ: To end on this appropriate note of
unreality, respond, please, to this quo-
tation from Hav^thorne that you use in

one of your bocks: “I have sometimes
produced a singular and not unpleasing
effect, so far as. my own mind is con-

cerned, by imag) ning a train ofincidents
in which the spii'itual mechanism of the
fairy legend should be combined with
the characters and manners of every-
day life.”

Straub: Well, of course, that’s it. That’s
what I want to do. It’s precisely that
sort of combination that satisfies me
most when I read a book, and what I

want to approach in my own work. fS
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SURELY THIS WAS HELL-OR A FEVER-RIDDEN NIGHTMARE,
BUT THEN HE LEARNED THE TRUTH: THAT HE WAS TRAPPED . .

.

1

I

I

et his stories contain no mystery greater than the

one surrounding his untimely death. The fact
that, upon leaving Richmond, he took with him

his host’s walking stick rather than his own, and that,

I

though believed to have boarded a train for Philadel-

I

phia, hefailed to visit thefriends he had planned to see

I

there— these suggest that he was ill or feverish. But
!
even a protracted attack of his disabling headaches

j

does not account for his whereabouts during the next
five days, before he was at last discovered filthy and

I
unconscious on the streets ofBaltimore, where he died

j

in delirium shortly thereafter. Nor is there any solu-

\

tion to the puzzle ofthe name he cried out at the moment
ofdeath— “Reynolds,” a name with no known referent
in his personal history. Without doubt the occurrences

i
which befell Edgar Poe during these missingfive days
of his life will never be known tons. .. .

Stephen Wyralski
The Gallows Poe

I I is eyes open slowly to total darkness. The lidsM are swollen from fatigue and from a feverous illness

j
that threatens to consume him. Behind his left

eyeball is a headache he has endured for weeks.
(where is this? it cannot be the train to Philadel-

phia there is no motion no noise have we stopped? but
there is no light like a tomb)

The terror of premature interment has haunted
him throughout his life. He feels i;he tickle of sweat on
his moustache, attempts to brush it away, but his arms
are numb as though he had slept on them. Panic spins in

his head, shreds his thoughts; he would kick and claw
out of this blackness if only he could move his arms and
legs, but paralyzed, he is incapable of exploiting the
surge of adrenaline. The itch of the sweat on his lip is

driving him mad. He finds, then, that he can move his

mouth; he pushes out his lower lip, huffs and huffs at

the irritant moustache, until the sweat blows away. He
discovers that his back is arched and that the dullest of
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sensations has returned to his feet. He begins to feel

again. This comforts him, and he relaxes.

All he knows is that he is lying on his back on a

comfortable, somehow buoyant surface. Yet when the
lights come up moments later, a scene appears before
him which suggests he is defying gravity, standing on
his feet. Vertigo roars in his ears, his stomach pushes
toward his throat, and he looks away from the flicker-

ing scene with its clustered figures too quickly to as-

similate it. He represses the surging knot at his throat

with gritted teeth, though this task swells his headache
till it bulges against his eye. He lowers his head, suck-
ing in cool breath.

Then he sees that his coat has been removed and
his shirt replaced by a thin shirt of some kind of gauzy
material. Despite its thinness, he is hot. Both hands are
folded across his chest in imitation of death—

(they thought they thought I was dead beaten?
robbed? buried would have been buried would have
been — calm be calm you’re alive yes yes alive)

— clutching a stick, a walking stick. He can see
only the bossed knob— a ring of silver around a black
circle, in the center of which has been penknifed
CARTER.

I

(carter carter Doctor Carterfrom Richmond?

)

His hands are tingling now, and he can feel his

legs to the knees. He watches his left foot move and is

comforted by it somewhat. Blinking at sweat, he at-

tempts to confront the bright and seemingly motionless
scene again. Squints, raises his head, then wishes he
hadn’t.

The scene is grotesque, culled from a nightmare.

A sickly, malignant yellow light is cast by hundreds of

misshapen candles spitting hissing animal-fat flames.

The candles are high up on dozens of circular chan-
deliers hung from chains that vanish above, where
there is no sign of a ceiling. Wax plops onto robed
figures who seem oblivious to it, figures who have
remained motionless since he began to watch. They are
gathered close together, facing away from him, intent

on some central object. He thinks he hears, above the
candles’ sibilance, a hiss of a different kind, as of some-
thing whipping through the air.

He flutters his hands until the tingling dies

away, then pushes away from the surface at his back—
(how can I be standing when I know I’m lying

down?)
—takes a first hesitant step, like the first step

into Hell, moving slowly, delicately forward. Some
enormous machine groans, shaking the floor (the

wall?), and he halts, poised like prey ready to run. He
hears squealing, glances down, and sees enormous rats

weaving between the legs of the frozen figures. The
rats skitter as he draws near.

He stretches on his toes to see over the shoul-

ders of the robes, but they are too tall. He risks reach-

ing out, shoves gently at the two in front of him. They

turn away easily, allowing him to slip between them,
ignoring him as they ignore the rats. There are three
rows of these robed figures. The two at the back close

up behind him and he is trapped among them, panicked
by rushing claustrophobia, sweat pouring out all over
him. He fights through the second row, kicking at the
rats that scuttle over his boot. I’he swishing sound is

much louder, and something black and enormous moves
steadily in the dimness just ahead.

He glances at a face beside him. It is shadowed
by the cowl, a thin face, eaten by disease. The eyes,

though narrowed, burn like those of the rats below. He
forces his eyes down, sees tiny jewels blink at him from
the floor. He cries out and shoves through the last row.

The object of rapt attention is a stone altar. He
stands at the foot of it— watching. A single victim is

strapped there, head back, neck muscles locked,
spasming, rocking desperately from side to side to
break the belt across his waist. He wears a coarse
parody of the robes around him. His wild eyes follow

something in the darkness above. The watcher, too,

looks up: a shiny black crescent swings ponderously
back and forth, lowering insidiously with each pass
over the victim’s body.

k / o!” the watcher shouts, and the victim raises his

l)| head to see who has yelled, and the watcher sees

J
himself strapped there, sees the madness of the

certainty of death on his own face
,
and cries in howling,

inhuman terror. He looks frantically about the scene,

sees one robed figure to the side, working a lever. He
charges at that figure, who makes no attempt to defend
his position. He swats the robed man aside with his

stick and pulls the lever back, even as the blade splits

the first few threads of the coarse gown the victim
wears.

Victim and watcher gibber out of control, weep-
ing the same sound simultaneously.

The watcher drops to his knees, suddenly over-

come by his fever. He vomits, cries out a prayer: “God!
I’m not in Hell!’’— though that is precisely where he
fears he is. He crawls toward his shackled double,

certain that he must save that fijjure in order to save
himself, not knowing why that should be or why he
believes it, -not caring, only crawling. His stomach
heaves with every movement. He hears footsteps run-

ning as if down a mile of stairs, nearer, louder, like the
fist pounding behind his eye. He reaches up blindly to

unlace the belt; but his heavy arm slides away and he
falls face down onto the floor, stretched out beside his

twin.

hen his eyes open, he is again on his back. His
head rests on its cheek. He can see beside him a

thin line of crimson ruffles between black lapels

of a coat, the ruffles shadowed sti'angely from lighting

set below. Painstakingly he rais(‘s his eyes. The red
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ruffles lead up to a collar open at the throat, this space

filled with a gold cravat. Above the shiny gold is a face

that is proud, with a stiff jaw, cleft chin, wide friendly

mouth, fleshy nose, dark eyes, dark brows, small ears,

high forehead, and receding dark hair. The face is smil-

ing, delighted. The coat smells of ghastly French per-

fume.

(can the DevU look like this?)

“Who are you?” he asks.

“My name is Reynolds, Mr. Poe. I’ve given you

something for your fever— sorry I failed to do that

earlier— and a sedative.”

Poe’s deep-set gray eyes blink in incompre-

hension. “Sedative?”

“Sleeping draft.”

Poe closes his eyes, feeling the sweat oily on his

lids. “Ah, that expla ns it— the dreams,” he says softly,

“the horrible dreams I have had. My own words came
down to haunt me. Never happened before.” He glances

again at the proud face lighted so sinisterly from below.

“Tell me, Mr. . . . Reynolds ... am I in Philadelphia?”

“No, sir. You are in Baltimore.”

He raises his head. “But I was on the train for

Philadelphia! I had already left Baltimore!”

Sympathy. “Yes, of course. But in your fever, I

presume, you mistalcenly caught the train back to Bal-

timore.”

Poe sinks back into the cushion. After a period

of deliberation he says; “Then be so good as to take a let-

ter for me and post it to Mother ... to my dear . . .

Muddy.” Reynolds’ hand has passed over his head, and
in his last moments of consciousness Poe follows it,

seeing for the first time the hairline of silver in the

darkness behind Reynolds’ head, which can be nothing

other than the pendulum itself, and a splinter of terror

accompanies him into dreamless sleep.

hen Poe awakens, Reynolds is standing in pre-

cisely the same position and place. Watchful,

imperturbable, so kindly of visage it would be
impossible to dislike him, Reynolds exudes trust.

Poe remains doubtful, however, uncertain of the

border of reality as lie searches in vain for the blade in

the blackness above. Nothing is visible there. He re-

fuses to accept the ol'fered assurance in Reynolds’ eyes,

but says nothing.

(he will think me mad)
He feels cooler, realizes his fever has broken,

and that he seems full as if he had feasted while asleep.

And amazingly, his incessant headache is gone!

“I — I am recovered.”

“Yes.”

He sits up gingerly, but finds himself feeling

vigorous, healthy. “For whatever you have given me,

for whatever you’ve done to aid me, I cannot suffi-

ciently thank you. I am in your debt more than you can

know, but I am penniless to repay you. You see, even
my coat has been stripped from me, no doubt by vil-

lains. My memories are so vague. There are periods

when I recall nothing, when I stumble like a madman
through the streets, so I am told. Because ofmy illness.

That I have managed to retain this stick of Carter’s is

miraculous. Again, my thanks upon my rescue, sir.”

“Think nothing of it.” Reynolds pats him on the

shoulder.

“My first thoughts were that I was dead and had

been buried. You have no windows.”

“Not here, no. But you are hardly dead, Mr.

Poe.”

“Yes,” he agrees. “However, I have been in many
countries, sir, including Russia”— a harmless lie, spo-

ken mainly out of habit— “and nowhere have I seen a

place as dark and impenetrable as this.” He pauses as if

thoughtfully, then adds for effect, “With the possible

exception of the Antarctic in summer. Nonetheless, you
and I can see one another perfectly. So it comes that I

must ask you just where it is that I am.”

Reynolds claps his hands, cries “Marvelous!”

Laughs. “Of course you want to know. But please, come
with me and let me explain while you see.”

“See what, Mr. Reynolds?” His expression

hardens. “Is my old rival, Griswold, responsible for

this? Yes, I believe he is. Only he would be so bold as

to-”
“Griswold is dead, Mr. Poe.”

He gapes. “What?”

“Please, come with me”— he offers his hand—
“and all will Be explained.”

(I do not care to trust you yet I must appear to if

1 am to discover the explanationfor this place what it is

and where in Baltimore there must be a simple solution

such as a deep cellar or moonless night but where then

are the windows? Griswold dead too dear God my old

enemy)
He allows Reynolds to help him stand, then fol-

lows as the tall man leads. He discovers that the floor,

which he could not see while on his back, is the source of

the sinister light. A ring around his unusual bed is

composed of panels in the shape of stone tiles, but

seemingly made of stained glass. Reynolds steps for-

ward and a trail of these colorful gems ignites, extend-

ing as far ahead as he can see. He is quite taken with the

idea oflamps beneath a glass floor, a twinkling path like

stars in the darkness. What a unique effect the light

conveys upon their features, which seemingly change

color with every stride. On either side of the path the

darkness is impenetrable, and reminds him of bottom-

less chasms. A tiny knot of terror clenches in his

stomach, but he turns all of his attention to the trail.
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concentrating on the sequence of colors, fighting
against the frightening conjectures; he wants to under-
stand the truth of this place and concentrates on the
more hopeful explanations. The mounting misgivings
of his revery are interrupted as Reynolds begins to

speak.

“I am a student of your work. You may not have
realized there were such people. Nevertheless, I have
read every word you have ever written. I have, in fact,

dedicated myself to erecting replicas of your work. I

have chosen scenes, poems, tales, sometimes combin-
ing them, and modeled them into representations.” He
grins.

“I am speechless, sir. I don’t know what to say.”

That someone would construct a wax museum in his

honor is astonishing. He relaxes, wondering if this

accounts for the lack of light— for surely sunlight, heat,

would melt the wax figures. They must be protected.
And a museum dedicated to him is proof of his right-

ness. Who else could make such claims? Not Hawthorne
or Cooper. A museum of his own! And in Baltimore! “A
museum,” he says quietly, but with a pride so immense
it has erased even his memory of being afraid.

Reynolds latches onto the word. “Yes! A mu-
seum!”

“And you’ve peopled it with your own reproduc-
tions—”

“Of your work, yes.”

He dwells upon the scene he witnessed earlier,

depicting “The Pit and the Pendulum.”
(it was not a dream!)
Admittedly it was lifelike, incredibly so. The

man, he tells himself, is a genius in wax. Wax also

accounts for the apparent intentness of the robed fig-

ures and why he was ignored. Of course. But the victim

had been himself. And it had moved! Hadn’t it? Or had
that been an illusion?

(madness fever)

He asks about this.

Reynolds replies: “Of course it seemed lifelike.

That is the illusion I strive for, and it was indeed your
face. You were the narrator, your voice was the story,

so who better to represent you than . . . you?”
Poe blanches. The thought of his double turning

up as the victim in each exhibit is unsettling. He is

unsure as to just how much of that he cares to see.

et me show you something,” Reynolds says, as ami-
able as ever. He leads the way more quickly, bob-

bing with each step on the tiles. The clump of

footsteps resounds from unseen walls and ceilings; the

echoes sound cavernous. Poe reflects on the areas of

Baltimore he knows, tries to place a building of this

size. Then he recalls the train ride from Richmond, but

that memory is ebbing, as vague as the recollection of a

former life. He looks again at Reynolds, wonders who
this man can be. He has known a good many of the

wealthy, the elite. This place would take money to

build. Yet he has never heard of Reynolds. The realiza-

tion is a discomfiting one.

“Beyond this building—” he begins.

Reynolds, as if finishing his thought, says, “Is a

city, yes. There.” He grabs Poe’s arm and turns him.

Poe gasps into the palms of his hands.

A few feet before him is greenish water glowing

like liquid fire, and he seems to stand behind an enor-

mous aqiiarium partition. The light that kindles the

water comes from clustered phosphorescent buildings

that squat on the murky ocean bottom; twisted spires

thrust between domes; frescoed walls are hidden be-

hind thick vines. The windows in the structure are

comparatively dark, but as he watches, a light appears
in one of them, then moves on, carried by some unseen
hand.

^

He draws closer, peering.

A fish swims lazily befort; him. He reaches out

his hand to touch the glass. There is no glass! And his

hand comes back dripping, smelling of brine. His eyes
plead to Reynolds, who pulls him back with a casual

reply: “It’s done with mirrors, don’t you know.”

(no I don’t know I don't believe)

“You know this place, don’t you?”
He looks again at the towers, though without

turning his head, without facing it.
“
‘The Drowned

City,’ ” he answers
,
horror-struck . He flicks water from

his fingertips. “I know it as I know myself.”

“Well said, sir,” his guide answers, shaking his

head, marveling at his own creation. Obviously his

guest is supposed to do likewise. He recites:
“
‘Lo! Death has reared himselfa throne

In a strange city lying alone

Far down within the dim west

Where the good and the bad and the worst

and the best

Have gone to their eternal rest.’

A marvelous verse, sir.”

The words attempt to inveigle him; praise has

swayed him all of his life. Advocates of his work have
never been evil, for how could a villain see Truth so

well?

But not this time; not this one.

Poe presents a favorable attitude, makes his

voice sound joyous. “You have created a wonderful

work here, capturing every detail just as I saw it.”

(escape)

“I had hoped you would come to feel that way,
especially after the first scene, which was an enormous
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error on my part. I had no idea how ill you were, that

you would see it as a nightmare, and again I sincerely

apologize, Mr. Poe.”

“Think nothing of it. The honor you do me here is

quite enough recompense.”

(how in God’s name do I get out?)

Reynolds bows. “There is so much more for you
to see.”

P
oe drops the sham of delight. The additional delay

suggested is out of the question. It is important to

try to make Reynolds aware of that, despite the

risk of offending the man. Warily he says, “That is most
wonderful.” He rubs at his eyelid; the headache, like a

hornet, seems to have reclaimed its nest. Ignoring it,

he continues, “But, sir, you must understand, I have
vital appointments in New York. Already I am days

late, no doubt. If you know anything about me, you
know how much I w ant to begin my magazine. And it

has come true. I will have The Stylus if I carry through

with my meetings.

“I could return at some future time, of course.

To spend a week here with you. I will advertise your

museum for you, let the world hear about you. They
will come in droves and your fame might well match
mine. But I beg you, sir, to let,me go!” He watches
attentively for a shift in expression that will reveal the

answer, but Reynolds’ face still smiles.

“Nonsense,” he says. “I can assure you that you
have lost no time, that not a solitary day will go by while

you are here.”

Cold sweat beads on Poe’s brow, his mouth is

clogged, his tongue thick. Nausea floods into him again

as the medicine starts to wear off, but he cannot afford

to falter now. “How is that possible? I must be three

days late as it is. How can you say that?”

Reynolds opens his mouth as if to reply, but

closes it without a word, as if recognizing that the

explanation would be impossible. Then he laughs and

says: “What are a few days to men like you or me?” He
laughs again.

“Then, I am your prisoner until such time as you
see fit to release me!” Sweat trickles on his temple. He
wipes it away, brushing his hand against his hair. It is

matted; he hates being dirty. He shakes his head gently

to clear his thoughts.

“No!” Reynolds shouts, aghast. “I would never

dream of such a thing. Would a host ask a prisoner to

dine with him? Would he be held in a prison designed for

his own introspection?”

Poe studies tine guileless face.

(yes that is precisely the case when the host is a

madman who thinks time outside has stoppedfor him
I’m your prisoner because I understand nothing here

your questions are lies and your answers say nothing

only confuse me)
He says, “I would be delighted to dine with you.

but my fever and sickness are back.” It is hardly a lie.

His host waves it off. “I can give you something
for your fever again.”

Hesitantly: “Very well. I thank you for that. But
I am also tired, and would prefer to rest first.”

“Of course.” And he leads the way back along the

trail of gems hanging motionless in space where no
stars sparkle.

This place, he is certain, can only be under-

ground. There is no place in Baltimore so gargantuan
that it could hold this museum of unnatural art. He will

regain his strength through sleep just as he did be-

fore— and then, somehow, escape. Even if it means
clawing his way through sheer rock with his bare
hands.

He perceives now that the magnanimity his host

has shown is that of a lunatic. These tableaux are su-

premely wrought, but all with that overpowering vi-

sion of a lunatic’s reality. To Poe they are more horrible

than the demented dissection of a cat’s eye— an image
that has haunted him all his life. He wonders for a
second how he might approach this place as a fictional

springboard, once he has escaped. His will escape; a
self-made promise.

Trembling, he lies back on the flat, yielding bier,

frightened nearly to tears, but fighting to remain out-

wardly composed. His host must not catch wind of this

plan.

Then Reynolds passes something over Poe’s

head and he retreats to where the ubiquitous darkness

drapes over his troubles.

His own voice calling for Virginia, his late wife,

awakens him. He lies still, seeing her face from the

dream, yearns for her. Later he listens for some sound
to suggest that Reynolds is returning, has heard him,

knows he is awake. There is no sound beyond the

tubercular wheeze of his own breath, still racing from
the dream.

His vision rises up, through the supposed
earth’s crust, into the daylight that must be above
him— city streets where, even now, people search the

alleys and the taverns, expending every effort to find

the ragged or the drunken Edgar Allan Poe. They
might even have come to Reynolds’ mansion while he
slept . . .

Mansion, he realizes, is a presumption on his

part that on the surface is a facade— a structure with

windows and curtains and drawing rooms— the false-

ness of which no person could detect. The thought of

such a house redoubles his notion of captivity, ignoring

the fact that the structure lives only in his mind. At the

moment, his mind is the single reality he can trust.

(escape)

He sits up quickly. Somewhere there must be
stairs, a way out, if only he can locate them. The prob-

lem is where to look.

Carter’s malacca stick is leaning against his bed.
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and he picks it up as he slides down onto his feet,

pressure lighting the tiles.

(which way'?)

A pathway lights, stretching out to a false hori-

zon, as he steps forward, and vanishes when he moves
on in a circle round his bed. A second one lights, then a

third. Completing the circle, he has found eight paths

that lead away like the dew-beaded threads of a web.
“Mr. Poe.”

He falls stricken against the altar. Reynolds
stands beside him, holding a small device that looks like

some bizarre chamberless pistol. It points loosely at his

chest. Yet Reynolds’ fixed smile still exudes charm and
compassion. Poe is now certain that this is the smile of

madness.

He grips the cane tighter and raises it defen-

sively.

With heavy disappointment, Reynolds says,

“Mr. Poe, you surprise me. This is no weapon.” His
thumb snaps back the hammer. “It’s for your fever. It

will alleviate your illness again.”

Poe swings the cane against Reynolds’ wrist,

falls forward from the force behind the blow. The gun
flies away into the dark, clatters somewhere. Reyn-
olds’ wrist dangles, broken. Still he smiles. Poe scram-
bles to gather up the cane, stumbles onto a lighted path,

taking it blind, hoping that it will somehow lead him
from the nightmare.

“Mr.Poe! Mr. Poe!”

(mr. poe)

Running, running, aware that the lighted path is

nothing other than his own rainbowed spoor, he turns

to the darkness, praying to God there is a floor out

there.

Soon he has crossed three paths.

A corridor flares up before him, a long thin

hallway with brick walls and a smoking, burning
brazier. The solidity of walls, ceiling, and floor comfort
him. The cries of pursuit—

(mr. poe!)
— are gone. Only the flutter of the bluish flame

is audible. He creeps stealthily into the lighted hallway.

The smoke is pungent, and he coughs.

Reaching a bend in the corridor, he discovers,

set in the wall on his left, a large, slender blue-stained

glass window. Directly opposite it stands another
brazier. Poe watches his shadow shrink as he nears the

glass. Cupping his hand around his eyes, he peers
through the lead-limned plates.

O
n the other side is a room, an apartment, with
polished wood furnishings, gold ornaments dan-
gling from the ceiling, tapestries, carpet, portraits,

flagons, and creatures— parodies ofhuman form, some
covered in fur, others in feathers, a grotesque gamut of

faces, animal travesties. He realizes with reliefthat it is

a masquerade. More people enter the chamber every

moment, there must be hundreds. “Real people,” he

hears himself say. They are not vmx! It is no dream, no

fantasy. They move.

He forces himself to leave the window and con-

tinue along the corridor, which turns every ten steps,

each turn presenting a different window, a different

color, the scheme of tiny lead-limned panels giving view

to another chamber. After the second one, the purple ;

one, he knows where they lead, where he is going, and ^

though he wants to pull away, to retreat the way he has !

come, the situation is as it was with the Drowned City:
j

he is helpless to resist.

The last window is red. The chamber within is
;

black, and every detail is smothered in a hellish glow,
j

There is the black clock rising out of view; there, the !

people standing in the doorway, afraid to enter this
1

ghastly travesty of a tomb; there, a tall figure wrapped
:

in a shroud, its cadaverous mask mottled with drops of
j

blood, empty of eyes. Suddenly the figure turns toward
j

him; the Red Death stalks him through the glass.
;

The clock strikes once; a tremor runs across
;

the floor, travels up his legs. Dust sprinkles from the :

ceiling.

He flees up the corridor as the clock strikes

again, into darkness as the hollow dismal note rings
|

again, followed ineluctably by another, on, on, on, >

changing pitch subtly until it is the reverberating peal

of bells. Bells, Bells, clapping at his ears, inescapably

dear, beating in time with his heart.

A rainbow path flashes as he runs across a stone.

He stumbles and falls across the top of a flight of stairs.

The bells stop.

Scraping, slow footsteps approach. He huddles

beside an oaken bannister. Out of the darkness, a figure

with lustrous eyes appears, searching, unaware of his

presence, the face scarred by more grief than Poe has

ever seen. The tissue-thin cheeks are collapsed in

against the bones. The thin lips (}uiver, part.

“Madman!” The figure clasps his hands to his

ears against his own voice. He reinoves them only a few
inches, fingers spread. “Now hear it?” he asks. As Poe
watches, his own double appears again, this time

dressed in his usual black habiliments; the double takes

the other’s, arm with care and leads him through an

open doorway. The door swings closed.

A moment later, he hears a somber voice— Rod-

erick Usher’s voice, and yet his own!— begin to read

from the “Mad Trist.” He flees, leaps the last of the

stairs, out of Usher’s sinking House into black limbo.

Sparks of color dance in his eyes. He coughs up
something thick from his lungs, spits it out. His head
seems light, cloudy, but so very hot.

Another chamber suddenly appears around him,

but this one is more ghoulish than any he has entered

before. It is a vault. The walls carry inscriptions on
plaques, behind which, he infers, are the corpses that

match the names.
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He arrives at the end of the vault.

The plaque reads: MADELAINE. Even as he
comprehends it he grows aware of faint scraping

sounds, slithering, icy, clutching at his backbone. His

body shakes like a hooked fish and he falls against a

wall. The scraping is louder. He envisions fingernails

digging in death’s darkness; he tilts back his head, eyes

bulging, his moustache outlining the scream to come.

The plaque falls, breaks on the floor. Above it,

two bricks vanish into the wall. A set of bloodied,

shredded fingers curl over the edge of the hole. Light

glints from a single milky eyeball.

“Roderick,” calls the husky voice of the tomb.

He shrieks, I’uns, plunging away from it all.

“Reynolds! I’lease, Reynolds, stop this! This is

the desolation of my soul!”

His cries unanswered, he goes on.

A vague figure looms from out the darkness. He
runs toward it. “Reynolds,” he sobs, chokes back the

last sob. Stopped. He falls slowly to his knees. A few

feet in front of him is a woman. She is tall, wrapped in

bandages which, even as he scrambles back, biting his

hand to keep from screaming, she begins to unravel:

from her mouth; from her hair falling thick and glossy

black, below her shoulders. Her large eyes open.

“No!” he cries. “No!” and rolls back, his stomach
heaving. His head wants to explode. She walks pur-

posefully after him.

She is a Ligeia— but she resembles no one in

Poe’s life so much as his dead and cherished wife, Vir-

ginia. His fever alters any differences in her appear-

ance; she is his wife. The frail shell of his sanity slides

like the House into the Tarn.

Running is a reflex of panic now. Figures,

rooms, ghosts assail him, but he stops for none of them,

responds to none of them. He wants out, only out.

He comes upon a door that is nothing he has ever

envisioned— a wide, gleaming door of glass. But there

is no handle. He pushes against it; it is immovable. He
has no idea how to get through, and he knows, some-
how, that he must.

“You mustn’t go there,” a voice calls.

He recognizes Reynolds moving out of the dim-

ness between paths, and immediately he backs away,

raises the stick.

“You could not stand it,” his host continues, un-

moved.

Poe sees the hand he has broken with the stick.

sees that it is no longer broken; his lips draw back from
his teeth and he stares sidelong like a rabid wolf.

“Poe, you should not have run. It was wrong.”

Reynolds’ tone is that of a regretful father speaking to

his child. “I’m so sorry, so utterly sorry. Others have

come here and enjoyed it. But I didn’t know you were
ill. No one did for certain. There is no one to blame but

myself for this.” And that kindly smile goes on forever.

B
ut such kindness is lost on Poe; the sympathy con-

veyed is buried beneath the jarring beat of his

headache. Pink foam bubbles in one corner of his

mouth. He screams in pain and rage. Reynolds is taller,

heavier, but Poe grabs him and hurls him at the door,

smashing Reynolds’ head into it again and again with

frenzied strength. One side of the proud face cracks; a

slice of it flips up, falls onto the glowing tiles, and rocks

there like a gutted clamshell. Poe continues to batter

Reynolds against the door until the clear wall flexes

and shatters.
Only then does he release Reynolds and see the

destruction he has caused in that proud face. There is

no blood. The wound is razor-sharp, a gash in the hollow

of the cheek the size ofhis palm. Within it is a crosswork

of woven fiber.

No blood.

Poe squeezes tears of agony and confusion from
his eyes. “Mr. Poe,” says Reynolds, in a syrupy slow

voice.

Poe turns, leaps headlong through the shattered

door. As he rolls, dazed, his arm cut by a jagged shard,

a ramp is suddenly illuminated, a glowing maroon ramp
that leads upward. Someone calls out from behind him.

He runs, crying with joy, sucking in hoarse, ripping

breaths, pleading to God to save him. The ramp seems

to go on as far as heaven. Up, up, until at last he reaches

a plateau and another door. It is solid metal, and hums
to life as he touches it. He cowers. It rolls back, buzz-

ing, to let him out.

He is outside before he comprehends the land-

scape.

Black trees surround him, bent from the weight

of swollen cystic leaves, dancing in an acid breeze. No
grass, but rotted, eroded gray ground, smelling of cen-

turies of decay.

The sky is red behind brown clouds. The hazy

sun hangs like a dead eye. He coughs and closes his

hand over his mouth, begins to choke. A thin trickle of

blood escapes between his fingers.

(Hell it is Hell after all like no Hell ever seen I

am doomed by God to live hi my own nightmares soon

they’ll come to take me back to my own mind oh Vir-

ginia it is! it isMhe Haunted Palace is Hell!)

He sees down an embankment a large valley that

has once held water but is now dry. Thick smoke rises

from it. He cannot run there.

In the other direction, through tears, he beholds

twisted towers, some as high as mountains, their sur-
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faces like the scales of serpents— stiff snakes twined
against the bloody sky. Small lumpy shapes move on the
ground there, and he shudders at seeing them, knows
no safety there either.

He whirls around. The building he has just es-

caped is a black mound with a small black cupola at the

top, glossy, shining, a clean, polished anomaly . . .

He vomits pink foam, leans against one of the
spongy trees. The leaves above him spill a thick yellow
fluid on his shoulder. He screams and flings himself
away, toward the building, then stops, skids, and falls

back.

In the doorway Reynolds stands motionless; his

dull smile, as though painted on, curves up to the jag-

ged hole in his cheek. Beside him, moving forward, is a

short gargoyle figure. Its flesh is gray and leathery, its

torso hangs in doughy folds, flopping like a clotted skirt

just above the ground. It is the image of the creatures
Poe has seen below the toWers. The feet are in shadow;
the arms are short, reedy, fingers grossly extended.
And the face—

(the face!)
— is a lump on its neckless shoulders. The eyes

are jelly, the nose a single vertical vent, the lips purple
and crumpled in an uncordial crescent.

Reynolds, he now perceives, is the only one who
can release him from this purgatory. He would plead

and prostrate himself, he would beg his host to take him
home, to take him away, to save him, to explain, just to

explain!

But the swollen gray monster moves between
them with alarming ease, and Poe dares not step for-

ward. “Reynolds!” he shrieks. “Reynolds!”

His host continues to stare blankly ahead, smil-

ing as before.

The monster moves closer. Poe scrabbles to the

crest of the hill.' “Reynolds!”

The large purple lips part, and the monster
speaks— a raw, bubbling voice not meant for English

speech, but conveying a tone of detached annoyance,
and somehow, in some vague way, reminiscent of

Reynolds’ voice.

“He does not hear you, Poe. I’ve shut him off.”

“What?!” His head begins to shake, as from
chills.

“He is only a mechanism, voice-activated. Oh,

stop it!” One of the hands raises, fingers curled, looking

like some kind of hide-covered claw. The creature
snarls. “I have brought you all this far forward, gone to

incalculable expense and trouble to learn your lan-

guage, build your monument— for you— all for you—
and you refuse to take solace. You have not entertained

me at all! You are the only— ”

“Reynolds!”

“Poe, I am your host. I brought you here from
out of your sleeping compartment. You saw Reynolds
because you could not have stood the sight of me. Could

you? Can you?” The creature appears to have ex-
panded.

Poe’s mind spins, dazzled, tumbled, and the

creature’s words are no more distinguishable than the
horrendous roar of breakers on rocks. But he fights off

the weight of the fever, refust^s to be dragged into

unconsciousness; he clamps his hands over his ears as if

this will shut out the roar. “What are you?” he shouts.

“’Where am I?”

“There is little point in explaining further. You
cannot be expected to comprehend the differences in

the world eight thousand years have made. You weren’t
supposed to see it!” The gray fai’e darkens to the color

of its lips.

Poe stares back blankly. The stick drops from his

hand.

(is this a man? God oh God no! how can these

things be? that a city and this ynuseuni ofabominations
ayid he calls me his entertainment? ! no no no no the

Bells the Bells hear it! I grabbed the poor beast by the

throat — )

His hands in loose fists pound at the sides of his

head. He falls to his knees. The cane of Doctor Carter
lies before him, tangled in threads of mist.

( —and deliberately cut one of its eyes from the

socket oh the bells the bells the bells . . .)

The gray bulk turns. “Reynolds!” it burbles,

hawks, and spits out a wad of brown syrup.

Poe’s fingers caress the knob of the walking
stick. He is not aware of himseli' rising to his feet.

“Reynolds! Come and collect Mr. Poe.”

S
he stick smashes down upon the back of the lumpy
gray head. Again, again, Poe batters out the soft

brains, breaks the eyeballs like egg yolks that ooze
down the face, caves in the ridge around the single

nostril, spatters blood from the lips before Reynolds
can rip the frail, dying madman offhis dead and bloated

host. He takes away Poe’s stick with an ungraceful tug.

Poe looks up at the proud, cracked face.

“Reynolds?” he says timidly, like a child. His fist is

balled around the tail of Reynolds’ coat.

“Yes— yes, Mr. Poe. Ple-please come with me.”
Reynolds’ speech has become flat and disjointed. “It’s

time I sent you back home. I am . . . really very sor-

sorry. It’s never happened before.”

Poe, not listening, looks back at the corpse—
(red on gray pretty colors)

— as Reynolds leads the way into the black
mound. Poe tags after, his eyes idiot and childlike.

(the play is the tragedy man and its hero the

conqueror worm the conqueror worm the conqueror
worm)

They shamble, the manic and the mechanism,
down a sparkling trail ofgems. The colored specks wink
out behind them, until the museiim is reinstated in its

shroud of gloom. iS
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THERE WAS A MONSTER ON THE FARM-AND PERHAP;:
ITWAS A MEMBER OF' THE FAMILY ...

/
rom somewhere inside the barn came a dripping

noise. It made Denny feel strange because it

sounded like rain, yet he was sitting outside in

the warm evening, watching the moon come up through
the East Texas pines.

The moon was big and orange-colored and
looked like a pumpkin with little smears of dirt on it.

“Dennnny!”
“Coming,” he called. He didn’t want to go inside.

When he went inside it meant the day was almost over,

and he didn’t want it to end. It was the last day of

summer, which made him a little sad, but it was his

birthday, too. They’d given him a puppy, and he wanted
to stay outside and make the day last forever.

Today he was thirty-five years old.

unning hot water into a sticky saucepan, Anne
mF took another look out the window. Denny was
V w still by the barn, watching the moon come up, and
she wondered if she was going to have to go out and lead

him to the dinner table by his hand.

It had been a good day. E\fen Tom had seemed to

relax a little, and he and Denny had played together in

the Indian summer sunshine likcj a couple of idiots—
She almost bit herself. K flush of shame went

down her neck and she had to splash some water into

her eyes. It was one of those words —like “dummy” and
“fool” and even “monster”— that she couldn’t use any-



more. Denny had only been with them a few weeks
now, since Mom had died, and in the years she’d been

away from him she’d lost the habit of watching her

words. So far she hadn’t slipped in front of him, but Tom
nearly had, more than once, and the worst part had

been the tension it left behind.

When she looked out again Denny was sham-

bling back toward the house, slump-shouldered and

staring at the gi’ound. Good. At least he remembered
enough to come inside.

Then he turned again and started for the door of

the barn, and her heart sank. It was no use.

“Tom?” she called. “Can you get Denny for me?
He’s headed for the barn.”

Sure, Tom thought. I'd love to. What else do I

have to do but plaaj hide-and-seek with your- half-witted

brother?

Guilt clenched his stomach like a cold hand, and

he shut his eyes. “Okay,” he said. “Fm going.”

What’s happening to us? he wondered, as he

pulled on his boots and stamped his tired feet down into

them. Guilty all the time, everything coming to pieces

around us .. .

As he came ai'ound the side of the house he could

see Anne framed in the yellow light of the kitchen

window, but no sign of Denny.

“He went in the barn,” came Anne’s voice. “Fm
putting supper on the table now.”

“Okay.”

A chicken cut across his path, and for the hun-

dredth time he wondered what he was doing there. He
was no farmer, yet for the last three weeks, nearly a

month now, he’d been tending two horses, four cows, a

dozen chickens, and one tired old sow. The university in

Nacogdoches had let him set up his schedule for after-

noon classes, leaving his mornings free for the chores,

but the hour’s drive into town seemed to eat up the last

of his free time.

It was harder on Anne, of course. She had to do
the gardening, cooking, half the repairs, and take care

of Denny besides. But then, it was her farm. It was her

mother that had left it to them, and her brother that

was part of the package.

And there I go again, Tom thought. Trying to

squirm outfrom under the responsibility.

In the pasture behind the barn one of the horses

whickered nervously, and the other night sounds of the

farm all went quiet.

Suddenly Tom caught the odor of the swamp
that lay a mile or so south of the house, and he won-
dered if it affected the animals the same way it did him.

He believed in history, not in superstitions, but some-
thing about that swamp was frightening, even in day-

light. “The glades,” the locals called the place, and like

the Florida Everglades it was full of birds and snakes

and even alligators. But the locals talked about other

things that lived in the swamp, things out of their

rightful place and time. Like the bug that one of the

neighbor boys claimed to have found, a dragonfly-

shaped thing over a foot long.

But of course Tom had never seen it; and when
he’d asked what had happened to the thing, the boy’d

told him a cat had eaten it. “Made the cat sick as all get

out,” the boy had said, laughing, and Tom had just

assumed the kid was having him on.

But nothing accounted for the smell of that

place, or the way the animals got nervous when the

wind blew up out of the south.

Tom put his hand on the barn door and stopped.

A snuffling sound was coming from inside, and all of a

sudden he didn’t want to open it.

He pulled on the handle. The hinges groaned,

and Tom peered into the darkness of the building.

“Denny,” he said softly. He could still hear the snuffling,

and behind it another noise, a steady, persistent drip-

ping sound.

“Denny?” he said again. For some reason his

voice was barely coming out of his throat. He slapped at

the wall with his left hand, searching for the light

switch, and finally found it. The floodlight high in the

ceiling came on, blinding him, and as his eyes slowly

cleared it looked like everything was all right. He saw
Denny standing over one of the low shelves at the side

of the barn, facing away from him.

Then he saw what Denny was looking at, and
saw the blood dripping onto the dirt floor and the

puddle of it under Denny’s feet.

“Oh my God,” Tom said. “Oh my God . .
.”

#%,enny was upstairs, still crying. Anne could hear

Jfjm his sobs through the floor and wanted to go com-
fort him, but she wasn’t sure she could think of

anything to say. She was more afraid she would just

start crying herself, or worse yet, screaming, and not

be able to stop.

She couldn’t believe that Denny had killed the

dog. Tom hadn’t gone into details, but she knew from
the look on his face that it had been bad, something
savage and brutal, and Denny simply wasn’t capable of

it. Tom had said he didn’t believe it either, but the doubt
in his voice had dropped a wall between them.

But if Denny hadn’t done it, then who— or

what—had?

She lay in bed with the covers pulled up to her

chin. The breeze that pushed and rustled at the cur-

tains was still warm, but she was wearing a woolen
nightgown in spite of it. She had a book in one hand, but

her eyes wouldn’t focus on the page, and she knew as

well as Tom did :that it was there for a defense, an

excuse not to talk to him. He lay with his back to her

now, the set of her shoulders and the depth of his

breathing telling her he was not really asleep.

The sheriff hadn’t had time to come out. Three
area high schools had football games scheduled that
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SS unlt^it was an emergency he needed every
' man he had to drunks off the roads. That was
his e.xcuse, any^HBmough Anne believed he simply

hated to make tl^rong drive out to their farm. First

thing in the morning, he’d said.

Anne put the book down, went into the bath-

room, and closed the door. There's a simple explaria-

iion, she told herself, turning on the faucet. The sound
of running water relaxed her, and she left it on while

she looked through the medicine cabinet for some Val-

ium. Rats, maybe, she thought.

But Tom said it had been killed somewhere else

and carried over to the shelf. Rats didn’t do that.

She found the pills and took two of them, wash-
ing them down with a long drink. Her reflection stared

back at her from the door of the medicine cabinet, tired

and brittle-looking.

Thirty-two

,

she thought, patting compulsively

at the split ends and spikes of white coming out of the

straight blonde hair. / look forty, at least. Her eyes

were bloodshot and swollen, as if she had been crying

for hours instead of fighting to keep from it.

It had been a mistake coming to the farm, she

knew. Everything was too fragile— the marriage,
Tom’s ego, Denny’s temper, most of all their bank ac-

count. They could have sold the farm to pay for some
kind of hospital for Denny, with maybe enough left over

to send Tom to England for the research he’d always
wanted to do.

She turned the water off, started to reach for

the light cord, then opened the door first. She won-
dered how she was ever going to sleep again.

f
he scream woke Tom instantly. He came up out of

a dream of desolation and fear, where he’d been
wandering through a bleak, alien landscape. He

was ravenous, but everything he put in his mouth
turned sour and putrid and he couldn’t swallow it.

He woke so hard that his legs kicked into the
wall, and he rolled over to see Anne as a huddle in the
sheets, scooting away from him. Her breath was com-
ing in short gasps, making a huh, huh, huh sound.

He reached for her automatically, knowing she
was still half asleep and wrapped in a nightmare. “It’s

okay,” he told her. “There’s nothing there.”

“Yes there is!” Anne whispered. ''Look!”

Her hand shot toward the window, and Tom felt

like the bed had dropped from under him. Christ, what
if—

He got his legs under him and turned to the
window. For an instant he thought he saw something,
but when he blinked he couldn’t see anything but the
shadow of the tree.

“You’re dreaming,” he said. “You’re just dream-
: ing. Everything’s okay.”

,

A rasping sound went through the room as a

I

branch scraped the window screen, and Anne sucked in

her breath with a harsh whistle.

“It’s just the branches,” he said, putting his arms
around her loosely and stroking her back. Graduaily he

felt her relax; after a moment she muttered something,

turned over, and was still.

Tom tried to get comfortable again, but his

nerves were humming with adrt naline. Had he really

seen something at the window, cr was it the combina-

tion of the dream and Anne's ow i terror?

He closed his eyes and the image of the dead

puppy came to him again. Its eyes were closed as if it

was only sleeping, but its head was twisted ninety

degrees from the body. The pale vehite cords of the neck

muscles looked like electrical cables in some sort of

mechanical toy. Or they would have, if there hadn’t

been blood everywhere.
Something rasped along the screen again, and

Tom thought his heart would punch its way through the

wall of his chest.

This is not getting me to sieep, he thought. And
sleep is what 1 need right now.

There was nothing else to do but go outside and

cut off the branch. He’d been meaning to do it for weeks
now, anyway.

He was next to the wall, and had to slide care-

fully down the length of the bed to avoid waking Anne.

Even so, she got up on one elbov? to look at him.

“Where are you going?”

He pulled on his pants and groped around on the

dresser top for the flashlight. “Outside,” he said. “Just

for a second.”

“Why?”
“Never mind. Just go bade to sleep.”

He slid his feet into leathe ” slippers and thought

for a second about getting the shotgun out ofthe closet.

Jesus, he thought. You’re really in bad shape.

He closed the bedroom door behind him and

turned on the hall light. The side door would let him out

of the house right next to the tree, but he found himself

unwilling to go out empty-handed.
He went into the kitchen and took a butcher

knife out of the drawer. He told himself he needed it to

tririi back the branch, but he realzed he wasn’t fooling

himself. Instead of going back to the side door, he went
out the front, turning on the porch light.

The wind had picked up from the north, blowing

thin shreds of cloud over the moon. Tom stopped, puz-

zled, and then figured out what was bothering him.

With the wind out of the north he shouldn’t have been
able to smell the glades anymor(!, but for some reason

the odor was still there. The ai " was cooling off, and

Tom felt goosebumps knotting tiemselves on the skin

of his bare arms.

He opened the gate into the chicken yard and
heard something thump into the dirt. His hand snapped

:
back reflexively; then he realized that something had

1 fallen off the top of the gate when he moved it.



He bent over for a closer look, and for a long i

moment he didn’t believe what he saw. Then his mouth
|

slowly came open and the flashlight dropped from his ^

fingers.

Anne lay in bed and looked at the wedge of light :

coming in through tf e door. She hadn’t been able to get

back to sleep after Tom had left the bed.

She tided to remember the dream that had

awakened her. It hai 1 been so vivid and close to reality

that it was hard to separate from what had followed.

She knew she had been seeing some shadowy . . . thing,

but she’d seen more than just the physical form, she’d

also seen its feelings. Through the jumble of emotions

she’d felt a hopelessness — and a driving compulsion. It

had frightened her, and when she came awake she was
still seeing it, there at the window. Even after Tom had

held her and talked to her, she could still see it.

The Vallum made her feel insubstantial, but it

didn’t quiet the voices in her head. She wondered
where Tom was, what he was doing, why he was taking

so long.

The house was quieter now than she could ever

remember it. Even Denny upstairs was not shifting

around or making noises in his sleep. The soft sound of

her own breathing was starting to hypnotize her, and

she felt her eyelids slowly close.

Suddenly she was sitting bolt upright in the bed.

A noise had gone d .rectly into her subconscious, and

now she couldn’t even remember what sort of noise it

had been. But it was wrong, not a normal noise at all,

and this time she krew there would be no more sleep.

“Tom?” she called softly.

Silence, then a rustling, scraping sort of sound

from outside.

“Tom!” She didn’t care if Denny woke up. Even
the sound of his crying would be a relief from the fear

and tension that we I'e suffocating her.

She knew she had to get out of bed and look for

Tom. Don’t even thhik about it, she told herself. do

it, because you don t have any choice about it. Some-
thing’s ivrong, and you have to know what it is.

She dropped her legs over the side of the bed and

felt them hit something soft and furry. Tom’s descrip-

tion of the mutilate :1 puppy flashed across her mind,

and she bit off a scream an instant before it could get

out.

It's your slijryers, she told herself. She reached

out with her feet again and slipped them inside.

Now get up.

She walked around to the foot of the bed. Her

hand went to the drawstring of the curtains, hesitated,

then pulled it sharp y down.

Nothing. The "tree, with a leafy arm held against

the screen. The dusty yard, empty as a desert in the

moonlight.

As she turned her head, something glittered in

the dirt. She glanced back again and saw a piece of

metal lying near the fence. It looked for all the world

like one of her kitchen knives, but she couldn’t under-

stand how it had gotten outside.

She went back around the bed and reached for

the lamp. She didn’t even realize how badly her hand
was shaking until she felt the slick porcelain skitter out

of her grasp and crash onto the floor.

“Shit!” she cried, and it was almost a scream.

There was no overhead light in the bedroom; Tom had
always meant to put one in, and now it was too late, too

late.

She wrapped her hands around the knob of the

hall door and forced herself to calm down. Nothing was
wrong, nothing beyond the jumpy feeling in her

stomach. She would get the flashlight, clean up the

mess, and go find Tom.
Tom had taken the flashlight.

All right then, she’d go find Tom. And as a

concession to her nerves, she’d take the shotgun with

her.

enny sat by the window upstairs, hardly daring

to breathe. He knew he wasn’t supposed to be out

of bed, and sometimes when he walked around at

night the floorboards would creak and Sissy would
come up and find him.

Funny things were happening. First had been
the funny thing with the puppy, which wasn’t funny at

all, and he didn’t like to think about it because it made
his chest hurt and his eyes burn. Then there had been
the dream, and when he woke up from it Sissy was
screaming downstairs. Then Tom had gone outside and
Denny had come to the window to watch him. He came
out the front door, right under the window, carrying a

knife and looking very frightened. He had disappeared

around one side of the house and after a while Sissy had

gotten up, and now lights were coming on all through

the house.

The dream had been the funniest part of all.

Denny didn’t usually remember dreams, except the

ones the doctors had helped him with, but this one he

did. Feelings ofbeing lost and confused and frightened.

And very, very hungry.

nne could see Tom’s tracks in the porch light,

leading around toward the south side of the

house through the soft dirt. She was looking

down and following them, carrying the gun cradled in

her arms, and so she saw it before she stepped on it.

It took nearly ten seconds for her to realize it

had once been amhicken. The head was folded com-

pletely back against the body, and blood had soaked

through all its feathers. There was blood on the top of

the gate, where it had obviously been lying.

The way the puppy had been lying on the shelf.

She tasted bile, and the strength seemed to leak
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right out other legs. She put one arm out and steadied

;
herself against the side of the house.

]

“Tom!” she shouted. “Tom!”
The wind snapped at her nightgown and a strand

of hair stung her face like a tiny whip. There was no
other answer.

She pushed open the gate and bent to pick up the

piece of glittering metal. It was one of her kitchen

knives, a butcher knife, and something had discolored

the handle and part of the blade. For an awful moment
she thought it was blood . . . Then she saw that it was
something else, something like mud, with the greenish
color of the river bottoms in it.

Tom’s footprints ended in a scuffed place in the

sand; it looked like branches had been dragged over it to

cover up the tracks. The brush marks led offtoward the

tree at the bedroom window.
“Tom?” she called again, hopelessly.

Something was wrong, beyond question, and
she tried to sort through the drugged, frightened mud-
dle in her head for the sensible thing to do. She wanted
help, no matter how foolish she might sound, and she
was going to try to get some.

She went back into the brightness of the house
and picked up the phone. The buzz of the dial tone was a

comfort to her, and she suddenly realized how afraid

she’d been that the phone wouldn’t be working.

She dialed the sheriff’s number from a little

white stick-on label on the cradle of the phone. It

seemed to ring forever, but finally a woman’s voice

answered.

“Sheriff’s office.”

“This is . . . this is Anne Jeffries, out on the old

post road. I think ... I think I have a prowler.”

“You called earlier?”

“That’s right. You said . . . unless it was an
emergency you couldn’t . . . but now I think it is, yes, an
emergency .'

.

.”

“All right, Mrs. Jeffries, I’ll get someone out

there as soon as I can, but it’s going to take a while. Is

your husband there?”

“Yes. That is—” A sound came from the bed-
room, a rustling, then a creaking of bedsprings. “Yes,

he is. Listen, I’ll call you right back, okay?”

“Mrs. Jeffries? Wait, I need—”
Anne put the phone down and went back to the

bedroom. “Tom? Is that you?” The shotgun was still in

her hands, and she couldn’t bring herself to let go of it,

not yet.

She pushed open the bedroom door, but the light

from the hall barely reached the corner where the bed
was. She stepped inside, barely noticing as a piece of

broken lamp crunched under her foot. The outline of a

body was just visible on the bed, and a trickle of moon-
light from the window glittered on the red of Tom’s

beard.

“Tom? Why don’t you say something?” He was

sulking again, she thought, but it didn’t matter. She
was so relieved to see him that she could put up with his

moodiness. She laid the shotgun by the door and
crawled into bed, sliding across to get next to his

warmth.
“Tommy?” She reached up to stroke his face,

running her hand up his neck, and her hand came to a

mouth where no mouth should be;.

Her hand was drenched in cool, sticky blood.

She felt the grayness of fainting close over her,

but her horror of the bed was so great that she fought it

off and rolled onto the floor, still half conscious.

She wiped her hands across the sheets, the smell

of blood now seeming to fill the entire room. Her
stomach rolled and twisted inside her and she could

taste acid bile burning the bade of her throat. The
darkness had a coarse texture to it, like black burlap,

and she prayed she wouldn’t faint, that she could get to

the shotgun and stay awake until someone came to help.

Still too weak to stand, she scooted herself

backwards on the hardwood floor, toward the rectangle

of light from the hallway and the gleaming barrel of the

shotgun.

The stairs in the hallway groaned with the

weight of someone walking on them.

It’s still inside, she thought. And, oh God, it’s

been up there with Denny. . .

She got to the gun and crawled back into the

shadows of the bedroom with it as slow footsteps moved
down the stairs: a shuffle, a creak, a pause, and another

shuffle.

^ She sighted through the doorway, the barrel

propped on her upraised knees, trying to keep herself

from shaking. Only anotherfew seconds, she thought.

Another couple of seconds, then close your eyes and
make yourself do it and it will he over.

The shuffling reached the bottom of the stairs

and moved slowly toward her. She took up the slack in

the trigger and held her breath.

And nearly shot her brother as he shambled past

her into the yard.

f
he tension went out of her like the light from a

broken bulb. Her head went down onto her knees

and the tears started out of her eyes. She tried to

call Denny’s name, but all that came out was a

sandpaper noise from deep in hei’ throat.

'Then she remembered wh£it was waiting outside

for Denny, and the blood hammei’ed in her ears.

“I can’t,” she heard herself whispering. “I can’t

go on.” But somehow she got to her feet again and went
into the hall and out the open door to the yard.

Denny was running now, toward the corral, and
in a couple of seconds he would be out of the circle of

light from the house and she wouldn’t be able to see

him.

“Denny!” Her words whip]Ded away on the wind.
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and Denny faded irto the shadows.

The darkness next to the barn was full of darker

shai)es, and she sti'ained to make them out as she stum-
bled forward, elut.'hing the shotgun. As she moved
through the (kirk she could see the outline of the tractor

and the individual j- osts of the fence. And then she was
seeing shapes where there shouldn’t have been any, and
she pulled up short. She closed her eyes, then opened
them again, but it only made things worse.

It was the ^cene of a slaughter. Blackie, the

mare, was sprawle d across the bench seat of the trac-

tor, forelegs bent, tiroat torn open. A few feet away lay

their sow, belly up on a watering trough with her head

flopped over at an :mpossible angle.

The dirt in all directions around them was
soaked with blood.

The sweet, metallic smell of it made Anne’s

stomach heave, and this time her dinner came up. She
fell to her knees, not even trying to fight it, sucking

burning gasps of aii into her lungs between the spasms.

From far away she heard Denny’s voice.

For just an instant she thought he might be
talking to the police, that help might have arrived. The
idea faded as quic dy as it had come, and she knew
Denny was talking to the killer.

She was jus: getting to her feet when she saw
Denny backing away from a deeper darkness in the

shadows next to the barn.

“D-don’t be scared,” Denny was saying to it.

“Puh-puh-please dcrn’t be scared.”

The wood fence of the corral stood between her

and her brother, and she got over it with clumsy speed.

Something une.xpected was happening to her, blanking

out the memory of her slaughtered husband, turning

off the Valium, even pushing the fear into some other

part ofher brain where it didn’t bother her. She pointed

the shotgun into the shadows.

“Denny,” she said. “Go to the house. Now.”

Denny was almost within her reach as he turned

ai’ound.

“Sissy?”

His puffy, childish face struggled with ideas that

were too big for him to put into words.

“What is it. Sissy?” he asked.

“I don’t knoiV,” she said. She tried to keep her

voice calm, but it slipped away from her at the end of

the sentence. “But it’s bad, Denny. It’s some kind of

awful monster, and it can hurt you.”

“Monster?” Denny said. “Like me?”
Ok God, she thought, not now. Some other time,

when I can deal with it. “Run” she told him. “Run away.

As fast as you can.”

She saw Der ny pick up the fear in her voice, saw
it seize control of him. He spun around, tried to run,

and tripped over his own feet. His head went into the

wooden fence post and his eyes rolled back. He moaned ^

softly.

Anne stepped between Denny and the shadow.

“Stop,” she said to it, “or I’ll shoot.’’

Then the smell hit her, and once and for ah she

knew that the killer was no escaped lunatic, was not

even human at all. It was a river bottom smell, chalky

and decaying, but with a yeasty sourness underneath
that threatened to gag her all over again.

A matted, green-brown arm came out of the

darkness, and Anne pulled the trigger of the gun.

The explosion kicked her back two steps and
nearly made her fall over Denny, but she kept on her
feet. When she looked up, the creature was still mov-
ing, slowly coming into the light.

She couldn’t seem to focus her eyes on it. It was
seven feet tall, asymmetrical, pulpy, without any obvi-

ous features except its arms and legs, leaking its foul

odor in a cloud around it.

She pumped another shell into the chamber and
fired the gun again. This time she was ready for the

impact, and she watched as the thing took the full

charge of buckshot the way a bull might take a blow
with a stick. And then it was coming again.

Anne knew she was going to die.

f
he had time enough to pump and fire again, and
then it occurred to her, too late, to turn and run.

But it seemed easier to stand there and face that

awful thing than to face the thought of running away
and leaving Denny alone. She was pulling back on the

handgrip to load another shell when the thing took hold

of her.

And pushed her gently aside.

Off' balance, she slipped to her knees and
watched it step over Denny’s legs and through the gap
in the fence, heading for the tiny pasture where the

cows were left to graze.

And then it came to her. One dog. One chicken.

One horse, one pig.

One human.
And as she heard the cow’s scream of terror and

the slick, chopping sound of its death, she remembered
her dream, ancl knew that the thing was only sampling,

only trying to find something that didn’t turn to gall in

its mouth. That it was looking for a prey that no longer

existed. That it was lost, fallen somehow into a time and
place where it didn’t belong at all.

Like me? Denny had said.

With a strength that Anne could not com-
prehend, the creature lifted the dead cow in its arms
and turned with it as if looking for some place to put it,

driven by the same unfathomable purpose that had
made it put her dead husband back in her bed. Finally it

laid the mangled corpse in front of her, almost apologet-

ically, and moved away.

A shivering took hold of her and she hugged her

knees to herself, listening as the thing shuffled off into

the darkness, still searching. i0
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ALL MEN PRAY FOR RESCUE- BUT WHO WILL SAVE THE RESCUERS?

I
t was with them constantly— the black patch di-

rectly overhead from whence proceeded the light-

nings, the near-blinding downpour, the explosions

like artillery fire.

Van Berkum staggered as the ship shifted again,'

almost dropping the carton he carried. The winds
howled about him, tearing at his soaked garments; the

water splashed and swirled around his ankles—re-

treating, returning, retreating. High waves crashed

constantly against the ship. The eerie, green light of

St. Elmo’s fire danced along the spars.

Above the wind and over even the thunder, he

heard the sudden shriek of a fellow seaman, random

object of attention from one of their drifting demonic
tormentors.

Trapped high in the rigging was a dead man.

flensed of all flesh by the elements, his bony frame
infected now by the moving gieen glow, right arm
flapping as if waving—or beckoning.

Van Berkum crossed the deck to the new cargo

site, began lashing his carton into place. How many
times had they shifted these cartons, crates, and bar-

rels about? He had lost count long ago. It seemed that

every time the job was done a new move was immedi-

ately ordered.

He looked out over the rail ing. Whenever he was
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near, whenever the opportunity presented itself, he

i

scanned the distant liorizon, dim through the curtain of

j

rain. And he hoped.

In this, he was different. Unlike any of the

others, he had a hope—albeit a small one—for he had a

I

plan.

A mighty peal of laughter shook the ship. Van
Berkum shuddered. The captain stayed in his

cabin almost constantly now, with a keg ofrum.

I

It was said that he was playing cards with the Devil. It

I

sounded as if the Devil had just won another hand.

Pretending to inspect the cargo’s fastenings.

Van Berkum located his barrel again, mixed in with all

the others. He could tell it by the small dab of blue

paint. Unlike the otliers it was empty, and caulked on

the inside.

Turning, he made his way across the deck again.

Something huge and bat-winged flitted past him. He
hunched his shoulders and hurried.

Four more loads, and each time a quick look into

the distance. Then— Then . . .?

Then!

He saw it. There was a ship off the port bow! He

I

looked about frantically. There was no one near him.

j

This was it. If he hurried. If he was not seen.

He approached his barrel, undid the fastenings,

looked about again. Still no one nearby. The other ves-

sel definitely appeared to be approaching. There was
neither time nor means to calculate courses, judge
winds or currents. There was only the gamble and the

i

hope.

;

He took the former and held to the latter as he
! rolled the barrel to the railing, raised it, and cast it

overboard. A moment later he followed it.

The water w'as icy, turbulent, dark. He was
sucked downward. Frantically he clawed at it, striving

to drag himself to the surface.

Finally there' was a glimpse of light. He was
buffeted by waves, tossed about, submerged a dozen

times. Each time, he fought his way back to the top.

He was on the verge of giving up when the sea

suddenly grew calm. The sounds of the storm softened.

The day began to gi'ow brighter about him. Treading

water, he saw the vessel he had just quitted receding in

the distance, carrying its private hell along with it.

And there, off to his left, bobbed the barrel with the

blue marking. He struck out after it.

When he finally reached it, he caught hold. He
was able to draw himself partly out of the water. He
clung there and panted. He shivered. Although the sea

was calmer here, it was still very cold.

When some of his strength returned, he raised

his head, scanned tlie horizon.

There!

The vessel he had sighted was even nearer now.

He raised an arm and waved it. He tore offhis shirt and

held it high, rippling in the wind like a banner.

He did this until his arm grew numb. When he

I

looked again the ship was nearer still, though there was

I

no indication that he had been sighted. From what

I

appeared to be their relative movements, it seemed
that he might well drift past it in a matter of minutes.

He transferred the shirt to his other hand, began wav-

I

ing it again.

W hen next he looked, he saw that the vessel

was changing course, coming toward him.

Had he been stronger and less emotionally

drained, he might have wept. As it was, he became
almost immediately aware of a mighty fatigue and a

great coldness. His eyes stung from the salt, yet they
wanted to close. He had to keep looking at his numbed
hands to be certain that they maintained their hold

upon the barrel.

“Hurry!” he breathed. “Hurry . .
.”

He was barely conscious when they took him
into the lifeboat and wrapped him in blankets. By the

time they came alongside the ship, he was asleep.

He slept the rest of that day and all that night,

awakening only long enough to sip hot grog and broth.

When he did try to speak, he was not understood.
It was not until the following afternoon that

they brought in a seaman who spoke Dutch. He told the

man his entire story, from the time he had signed
aboard until the time he had jumped into the sea.

“Incredible!” the seaman observed, pausing
after a long spell of translation for the officers. “Then
that storm-tossed apparition we saw yesterday was
really the Flying Dutchman! There truly is such a

thing—and you, you are the only man to have escaped
from it!”

Van Berkum smiled weakly, drained his mug,

I

and set it aside, hands still shaking.

I

The seaman clapped him on the shoulder.

I

“Rest easy now, my friend. You are safe at last,”

' he said, “free of the demon ship. You are aboard a

\

vessel with a fine safety record and excellent officers

!
and crew—and just a few days away from her port.

1 Recover your strength and rid your mind of past afflic-

I tions. We welcome you aboard the Marie Celeste” 10

“On December Uh, 1872, not three hours past dawn, the

British barque Dei Gratia sighted an unknoum brig off Gi-

braltar, steering a strangely erratic course under a full sail.

Her deck appeared deserted, her wheel unmanned. She
proved to be the Marie Celeste out ofBoston. .. .On boarding

her an extraordinary state ofaffairs was revealed. Not a boat

was missing; not a sign ofpanic or disorder was noticeable;

yet she was crewle^, without a soul on board. Breakfast was
laid on the table in the after-cabin, with some of the food

already consumed; three cups of tea were lukewarm, the

galley-range still hot. The captain’s watch, still ticking, was
found suspended on a tmil above his bunk. Whateverfate had
overtaken the Celeste remains, to this day, a mystery. . .

.”

—Bowen’s Legends of the Sea

I
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IN WHICH HARRY THE HORSE TAKES A GANDER AT THE PRESENT-
AND ALMOST GETS CAUGHT IN A PAIR OF DUCKS.

In respectful memory ofDamon Runyon,
Who knows no other tense than the present.

And sometimes the future.

Y
ou will think that when a guy sees eighty

summers on Broadway, he sees it all, and
until recently so will I. It is a long time since I

see something that surprises me very much, and in fact

the last time I remember being surprised is when the

Giants take the wind for L.A. But when I come home a

couple of nights after my eightieth birthday, along
about four bells in the morning, and find a ghost watch-
ing my TV, I am surprised no little, and in fact more
than somewhat.

At first I do not figure him for a ghost. What I

figure him for is a hophead, what they call nowadays a

junkie, and most guys will figure this proposition for a
cinch, at that. I decide that my play is to go out again,

and have a cup of coffee, and come back when he is

finished, or maybe even ask the gendarmes to come
back before he is finished. But Astaire will never hoof
again and neither will I, because I have not even man-
aged to get her into reverse when this character hauls

out a short John Roscoe and says like this:

“Stand and deliver.”

This is when I figure him for a ghost, because I

recognize the words he uses, and then his voice, and
finally his face, and who is it but Harry the Horse.

Now, Harry the Horse is never a guy I am apt to

hang around with, as he is a very tough guy, who will

shoot you as soon as look at you, and maybe even

sooner. Fimthermore he is mary years dead at this

time, and I figure the chances are; good that the climate

where he is lately is hot enough to make him irritable.

In fact, I am wishing more with fivery passing moment
to go have this cup of coffee, but I cannot see any price

at all on arguing with a John Roscoe, especially such a

John Roscoe as is being piloted by Harry the Horse, or

even his ghost. So I up with my m:itts and say as follows:

“Don’t shoot, Harry.”

Well, it turns out that nobody is more surprised

than Harry when he recognizes me. I cannot figure

this, since I always understand that ghosts know who
they are haunting, but then again I never hear of a

ghost packing a John Roscoe, at t hat. In fact, I start to

wonder if maybe Harry the HoJ'se is not a hallucina-

tion, and I am gone daffy.

You have to understand that Harry the Horse
looks not a day older than when I see him last, which is

going back about fifty years. Furthermore his suit is

the kind they do not make for fifty years, except it looks

no older than is customary on Harry when I know him,

and likewise his hair is greased up like only some of the

spies and smokes still do anymore, and in fact he looks

in every respect like he does when I last see him, except

that he is not smiling and not laying down and does not

seem to have several .45 caliber holes in him. In fact, he
looks pretty good, except for his forehead being wrin-

kled up a little like something is on his mind.

“Well,” he says, “it is certainly good to see you,

even if you do become an ugly old geezer. I will never
think to guzzle your joint if I know it is you. In fact, I
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will not guzzle your joint, even though this causes me
some inconvenience, because,” he says, “you have al-

ways been aces with me. So now you must help me pick

some other joint to guzzle.”

"Now, I hear of ghosts that like to scare a guy out

of his pants, although personally 1 never meet one, but
I never hear that they are interested in the contents of

the pants pockets. Even if they are the ghost of Harry
the Horse. “Harry,” I say, “what would a guy such as

yourselfbe doing working the second story?”

“Well,” Harry the Horse says, “that is a long

story. But if I do not tell the story to someone soon 1

think I will go crazy, and in fact you are just the guy to

tell it to, because you remember the way things used to

be.”

“Harry,” I say, “I have nothing better to do than

to hear your story.”

And Harry the Horse nods, and says to me like

this:

O ne day me and Spanish’John and Little Isa-

dore all happen to be in the sneezer together,

on account ofa small misunderstanding about
the color ofsome money we are spending, and I wish to

say in passing that this beef is a total crock, as we steal

that money fair and square from a bank on Third Av-
enue, and ran we help it if things are so bad that banks
are starting to pass out funny money? But anyway
there we are in the sneezer, so naturally we call Judge
Goldfobber to get us out. As you probably know. Judge
Goldfobber is by no means ajudge, and never is ajudge,

and in my line it is 100 to 1 against him ever being a

judge, bathe is a lawyer by trade, and he is better than

Houdini at getting citizens out of the sneezer, and in

fact when it comes to getting out of the sneezer
Goldfoiiber is usually cheaper than buying a real judge,

at that.

So we call him and he comes right down and
springs us, and then he takes us back uptown to his

office and pours us a couple shots of-Scotch, and fur-

thermore it is Scotch he gets from Dave the Dude, and
you know that Dave the Dude handles only the very
best merchandise. So we knock them back and then

Goldfobber says like this: “Boys, when 1 spring a guy
for bad paper it is my firm policy never to accept my fee

in cash. None of you has any gold or securities, so I

propose to take it out in trade.”

“Judge,” I say, “you have always been a good
employer, and in fact it seems to me that every time you
put a little job our way, we come away with a few bobs
for our trouble. Furthermore you are a right gee, be-

causeyou put down several potatoes to bail us out, and
you must know that you have no more chance of seeing

us show up in court than Hoover has of seeing another
vote. So we are happy to entertain your proposition.”

“Well,” he says, “it is not exactly a job you can be
proud of.”

“How do you mean?” Little Isadore asks.

“For one thing, it involves chilling a guy, and an
old guy besides, and furthermore he is one of those

guys who is so brilliant that he is like a baby. It is not

exactly sporting.”

“Judge,” Spanish John says to him, “1 and my
friends are suffering greatly from the unemployment
situation, because if nobody is working and making
money, there is nobody for us to rob, and if there is

nobody for us to rob, we are reduccjd to robbing banks,

and you see how that works out. I do not speak for my
friends, but 1 myself will be happy to chill somebody
just on general principles, and if it is an old guy that

does not shoot back, why, so much the better.”

“It involves work,” Judge Goldfobber says.

“How do you mean, ‘work’?
’

“Physical exertion. Manual labor. You will have

to carry something very much like a phone booth, and
which weighs maybe twice as much as a phone booth,

down three flights of stairs and deliver it to my place

out on the Island.”

“Judge,” I say, greatly horrified, “we are eter-

nally grateful for what you do for us. But to do manual
labor in satisfaction of a debt is perilously close to

honest work, and that is more grateful than I, for one,

wish to be. However,” I say as he starts to frown, “not

only am I grateful, but I just remember that you know
where Isadore and me bury Boat-Race Benny three

years ago, so we will accept your job.”

So he gives us an address up in Harlem, and that

night we borrow a truck somebody is not using and go
up there.

The job goes down as easy as a doll’s drawers, or

maybe even easier. The building is a big fancy joint,

with a doorman and everything, but the lock on the

back door does not give Little Issidore any difficulty,

and neither does the lock on the apartment door of the

old geezer. The name on his door is “Doctor Philbert

Twitched,” so we figure him for a sawbones, except it

turns out he is not that kind of doctor, but the professor

kind.

Anyway, we stick him up in his bed, and we
scare him so bad we nearly save ourselves the trouble of

croaking him. We tell him to show us the phone booth,

and toots wheat, and he just blinks at us. This Doc
Twitched is about a million years old and bald as an

eight bad, and I wish to say I never see another guy like

him for blinking. In fact I remember thinking that he
will be a handy guy to have around on a hot day, since he

keeps a pretty good breeze going, cixcept of course that

by the time the next hot day comes around he will not be

blinking so good, and is apt to smell bad, besides.

About the time I haul the hammer back on my
Roscoe he gives up blinking and gets up and puts on a

bathrobe that looks like it belongs to Jack Johnson, and

he takes us to the phone booth. It is-in a big room way in

back of his apartment, and the room is a kind of a
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lavatory, like in this movie I see when I am ten years old
|

i called Frankensteivi, which I hear they are going to
;

; remake as a talkie. Anyway there is all kinds of ma-

;

: chines and gadgets and gizmos, and a wire the size of a
:

;

shotgun barrel taped along the floor from the wall to
|

* the bottom of this phone booth. It is the size and shape
i

of a phone booth, but it does not really look much like
j

;
one, and in fact it makes me think of a stand-up coffin,

i except for all the wires and things hanging off of it.

;

There is no door on it, so I can see the thing is empty,

I

and it occurs to me that it will make a fair coffin, at that,

I since we can carry t he Doc downstairs in it and save an
< extra trip.

i “Okay,” I say “This is a cinch. Spanish John, you

j

go down and get thi; dolly out of the back of the truck.

I

Little Isadore, you go along and wait for him at the

j

door, keep lookout \rhilst I croak the Doc here.” At this

i the Doc starts in blinking a mile a minute. He starts to

: say something, and then he thinks better of it and waits

I until Spanish John and Little Isadore are gone, and

;

then he starts talking even faster than he is blinking,

i

which is pretty fast talking indeed. He talks kind of

I tony, with lots of big fancy words, but I give you the

!
gist:

1 “Goldfobber the mouthpiece sends you guys to

j

see me, am I right?”

I

I admit this, and start putting the silencer on my
' John Roscoe.

I

“Would you consider double-crossing Gold-

j

fobber?”

I

“Certainly. Vi'^hat is your proposition?”

I “You mean Goldfobber does not tell you?” he
says, very surprise:!.

“Tell me whc.t?”

“This thing you call a phone booth is a time

machine.”

“You mean like a big clock? Where is the hands?”

“No, no,” he says, real excited. “A machine for

1

traveling in time.”
!

“In time for w'hat?”

“No, through time! My machine can take you
|

into next week, or next year, or the year after that. It is
;

the only one in the world.”
:

“Well, I never hear of such a machine, at that.”
i

“Of course not,” he says. “You and me and that
|

thief Goldfobber are the only three people in the world i

that know about it.”
i

“Okay,” I tell him. “So get to the part about why
i

I should double-cross Goldfobber.” i

“Don’t you see?” he says, blinking away. “You
;

can travel to tomorrow night, read the stock market
quotations, then come back to today and buy every-

thing that is going to go up.”

I

do not know too many guys in the stocks racket,”

I tell him, “and furthermore I hear it is a chancy

proposition. But if I understand you, I can go to

tomorrow night and read the racing results, and then

come back and bet on all the winning ponies?” I am
commencing to get excited.

“Exactly,” he says, jumping up and down a little,
i

“Likewise the World Series, and the football, and the

elections, and— the sky is the limit.”

By now I am figuring the angles, and I am more
excited than somewhat. This is a machine such as a guy
could get very rich with, and I am a guy such as likes

the idea of being very rich. “Does it work backwards?

Can I go back to yesterday, or last week?”
“Hell, no!” he says, or anyway that is what the

things he says come down to. “Oh, it can be done,” he

says, “but I never have the guts to do it, and in fact only

a dope will try it. Why—” His voice gets real quiet and
solemn, like a funeral, “—you might make a pair of

ducks.”

I can make no sense of this, but he says it like it is

something to be very, very afraid of, and I figure he
ought to know. But I decide it does not matter, because
I figure going to tomorrow is plenty good enough for

me. I point my Roscoe at the Doc. “Prove to me that

this machine does like you say.”

“Give me your watch,” he says, and I do so.

“See?” he says. “It is just now exactly five minutes to

midnight, am I right?” I look at the watch and he is

perfectly right. He puts the watch on the floor of the

phone booth. “How long do you figure it is before your
associate comes back with the dolly?”

“Well,” I tell him, “figuring he has a pint in his

pants pocket, and he knows we are in no special hurry,

maybe it takes him another five minutes.”

“Okay,” he says. “So I set the machine for two
minutes.” He fiddles with some dials and things on the

outside of the phone booth, and pushes a button. The
light goes way down, like when a guy gets it at Sing

Sing, and even before it comes back up I see that the

phone booth isn’t there anymore. The big wire ends in a
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plug; the socket for it is gone. It scares me so much I

almost scrag the Doc by accident—and now that I think

of it, it is a better thing all the way around if I do, at

that—but the slug misses him clean. Since I have the

silencer on, it is 6 to 1 that Little Isadore never even
hears the shot.

Then I just watch the Doc blink for two minutes,

and finally— pop!— the phone booth is back again. My
watch is still in it, and the watch is still ticking, but it

says that it is still five minutes of midnight. The ma-
chine works.

“Say,” I tell the Doc, “this is okay. Can you set

this thing to go and then come right back again?”

“Certainly,” he says. “Watch.” He fiddles with it

again, and this time when he pushes the button the light

and the phone booth both kind of . . . flicker, like a

movie. “See?” he says. “It just goes into tomorrow,
stays there an hour, and comes right back to the instant

it leaves.”

My head hurts when I try to think about this.

“Okay,” I say, “here is what you do. You set that thing to

take me into the future. I want to see what the world
looks like when the depression is over, so you better

send me a long way. Say, fifty years—they ought to

have the country back on its feet, by then. Have the

phone booth go to 1980, stay there for a whole day, and
then come right back to here. You can do this?”

“It’s a cinch,” he says, blinking up a storm, and
he does like I say. “There. Just push that button and off

she goes.”

“Can’t I make it work from inside?”

“Certainly,” he says, and shows me another but-

ton on the inside. “I am planning to experiment with
people,” he says, “instead ofjust objects and wop pigs,

when you boys guzzle my joint. In fact I will do it

already, except I decide I should patent the phone
booth first, and I bring the idea to that gonif Goldfob-

ber, which I now regret.”

(Actually he does not call it a phone booth, any
more than he uses any of the regular words I am put-

ting in his mouth. What he calls it is—give me a min-
ute—a Chronic Lodge Misplacer, I think he says.)

“What happens to the woja pigs?” I ask him,

beginning to get a little nervous.

“Not a thing,” he says. “They come back per-

fectly copacetic and in the pink, and in fact there they
are now.” And he points, and sure enough over in the

corner is a bunch ofcages full of little wop pigs, and I am
relieved to see that they look happy, and there are no
empty cages. “Well,” he says, “what do you say? I make
you rich and you do not make me d(;ad; you cannot get a

better deal than that.”

S
ure I can,” I say, and his eyelids commence to

flutter so fast I can feel the breeze a clear six

feet away. The right eye seems to blink faster

than the left, so that is the eye I shoot him in. Then I go
out and scrag Little Isadore, and I meet Spanish John
on the landing where he is communing with his pint and
scrag him too, and then I put him on the dolly and carry

him upstairs and stretch him out nfixt to Little Isadore.

It makes me no little sad to seti them lying there,

because they are my friends a long time, but I cannot

help but think how fortunate it is that it is me Doc
Twitched tells his secret to, because otherwise I will be
laying there stiffand one ofmy friends will be standing

around feeling sad, and I do not wish a friend ofmine to

have this sorrow.

Then I go back to the phont; booth.

I figure the deal for a cinch. I will go to 1980, and
I will go to the Public Library. They got books in there

that are records of all the pony-races ever run, and
naturally I know where they keep these books since I

often have recourse to them in the course of business. I

will burgle the joint and heist such books as relate to

races from 1930 to 1980, which certainly can not take me
more than a day, and then I will come back to 1930 and
find out what it is like to be a millionaire.

So I step into the phone booth and push the

button.

All of a sudden it is very dai’k, and the lights do
not come back up, so I figure I maybe blow a fuse, or

some such. I step out of the phone booth and light a

match, and I almost drop it. The whole room is com-
pletely different. Mostly what it is, is empty. The Doc’s

body is gone, and so are all the gizmos and gadgets and
such, and even the cages full of little wop pigs.

The match goes out, and I think about it, and
now I think about it, of course it figures that a joint

does not look the same after fifty years, and especially

not if you croak the guy who owns it. It does not seem
like an^/body owns this joint for a long time, and I

figure that for a piece of luck, all tilings considered.

Until I light the second match and notice the

other thing that is missing.

The big wire.

Well, hell, I say to myself, of course it will not

still be around after fifty years. So while I am out

guzzling the track records I will gizzle a bunch of big
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wire from a wire place, and a plug as well . .

.

Except the light switch does not work when I

try it, and it looks like there is no electric in the apart-

ment now, becaus«j I keep finding little home-made
candles in all the rooms, all burned down. There is

nothing else in the
j
oint but junk, and there is no water

in the crapper or the faucets, and I commence to get the

idea that this building is abandoned. So now I must get

the electric turned back on, as well as heist the track

records and the wire. Except I do not see how I will get

the electric turned on, as I do not happen to be holding

any potatoes at the moment, and in fact what I am is

broke. To heist pot£itoes and track records and wire and
get the electric turned on, all in one day, is a pretty full

day, even for a tough guy such as myself.

But if this is what I must do to be the richest guy
in the world, then I will take a crack at it. So I leave, and
you know what? Harlem is all full of smokes these days.

Oh, you heair about this? Yeah, I guess you will at that.

Anyway, not only is Harlem all over smokes, but these

are very hostile smokes, such as I never see before. I

run into one on the lamding, and I show him the equal-

izer to cleair him out ofmy way, and what does he do but

say something abou t my ma and then haul out an equal-

izer of his own. It is only good fortune that I escape the

shame ofbeing croa ked by a smoke, and this shakes me
up no little. I pass some other smokes in the street

outside, and they all act unfriendly too. One of them
even tries to tell riie I am a Hunkie, which I cannot

figure until I see he wears black cheaters and probably

is blind. Except hei is by no means blind, because he
outs with a shiv as long as my foot and tries to pdt a

couple new vents in my suit, and I am forced to break
his face.

This brings a whole bunch of smokes, all holler-

ing and carrying on in smoke, and some in spic, and I

decide I will leave Harlem for the time being. I run

pretty good and build up a good lead, but then I blow it

when I decide to steal a heap. I get it hot-wired okay,

but the shift is all funny and I cannot find the clutch

anyplace. So I leave the heap just before these ten

dozen yelling smokes catch up, and a few blocks later I

find a taxi waiting at a red light andjump in. The jockey
starts to give me a hard time, but I show him the

Roscoe and tell him to take me where the white people

live, and toots wheat, so he shuts up and drives, with-

out putting on the meter even. I try to see how he

drives with no clutch, but I cannot see his feet, and
besides he never seems to use the shift at all.

W hile he drives the short I look around.

Harlem does not seem to be a class

neighborhood anymore, naturally, what
with all the smokes living in it, and in fact it is nothing

but a dump. Doc Twitchell’s building is by no means the

only one abandoned. But when we get downtown I see

that things are not much better there. Oh, there are

some awful fancy big new buildings here and there, but

there are also a great many buildings just as broken

down as the ones up in Harlem. I see many more winos

and rumdums and hopheads on the street than I re-

member, and furthermore there is garbage all over the

place in big piles. So I tell the jockey to pull up and buy a

paper, and what do you know? I do not go far enough
forward in time, because it seems the Depression is still

going on, and nobody is looking to see it get any better.

I cannot figure this, because I ask the jockey and he

tells me the President after Hoover is a Democrat, and
furthermore who is it but the Governor of New York.

So I guess you never know.
It just keeps getting worse. I have the jockey

take me to the Library, only the Library is not where I

left it, and in fact it is a whole new building altogether. I

can see that even if I get into this joint, I cannot find

where they now keep the track records in the dark, and

I have no flashlight, so there is nothing for it but to do a

daylight heist in the morning. And it figures I cannot

get the electric turned on or the wire until sun-up,

either. So I figure all I can do now is scare up some
potatoes for operating expenses. Only I decide to scare

up a drink first, as I am all of a sudden very very
thirsty. So I take the jockey’s potatoes and tell him to

take me to Lindy’s. Only he never hears of Lindy’s, or of

Good-Time Charlie’s, or the Bohemian Club, or any

other deadfall I name, not even the Stork Club. So I tell

him I wish a drink, and he hauls off and brings me to

this place all full ofbright lights and guys wearing dolls’

clothes, and where they wish two bobs for a drink of

Scotch which is nothing but a shot. In fact, it is in my
mind to shoot the jockey for this, except for some
reason he is gone when I come out, even though I tell

him to wait.

I walk a couple blocks, figuring to guzzle a few
pedestrians, but my luck is terrible, as half ofthem are
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broke and the other half shoot back, and one of them
actually has the brass to pick my pocket while I am
shaking him down and take the rest of the jockey’s

potatoes, so now I am broke again.

It goes like that all night. I can tell you all man-
ner of stories, like what happens when I go over to

Central Park to get a little shut-eye, and what a dump
Times Square turns into, but you probably hear all this

already and besides I see that you are tired, so I will

make a long story short.

So when the Library opens up the next day, I go
in and ask this old doll about the track records, and she
says they do not have these books anymore. She says
they have the information I wish but it is not in books
anymore. I know this will sound nutty, but I make her
say it twice, very slow: the information is on her crow
film. So I ask her to give me some of her crow film, and
she does, and what is it but a little tiny thing like a roll of

caps, or maybe like a little reel for a movie that is two
minutes long, and for all I know nowadays crows do
watch such films in this town. She puts it in a machine
and it makes words on a screen, like a newsreel, only it

does not move unless you make it. I have her get the
crow film with the righthorse records on it, and I watch
how she works it until I figure I can do it myself. So now
I must steal not only the drawer full ofcrow film but the
machine to read it, and I am not sure it will fit in the
phone booth with me.

But I figure I will cross that bridge when I get to

Brooklyn, and I thank the old doll and watch where she
puts the drawer full of crow film back, and I go try to

price the wire I need. You will not think there can be

more than one kind of wire as big around as a shotgun
barrel, but it turns out there are several dozen such
kinds, and I do not know which kind I want. But I

figure I will come back that night after closing and
borrow a dozen kinds and try them all.

Then I shake down a necktie salesman for some
change and call the electrics, and they tell me that to

turn on the electric in that building, even for one night,

they have to have a security deposit of no less than two
hundred potatoes. This two yards must be in cash, and
furthermore there are fire inspectors to be greased,

and so forth, and it will take at least a week.
By this time I am commencing to get somewhat

discouraged, and in fact I am dowm'ight unhappy. That
night I go back up to Harlem, with some trivial diffi-

culty, and I sit in that phone booth from eleven-thirty to

twelve-thirty, just in case it will still go home without
the electric, and it does not. I figui-e the Doc slips it to

me pretty good, and in fact it is a dirty shame I cannot

croak him twice, or even three times.

So I figure I am stuck here, and am not apt to

become a rich guy after all, and in iact it is time to do a

little second-story work and build up my poke. So I bust
your joint, and I wish to know how come, ifthe Depres-
sion is still around, movies get so cheap that you can

show talkies in your own joint, with colors yet, and
furthermore you can leave them running while you
take the air. Also where is the projector?

W hen Harry the Horse finishes telling me
this story, and I finish telling him about

television, I get out the old nosepaint

and we have a few, and in fact we have more than a few,

although Harry the Horse says he once makes better

booze in a trash can, and .as a matter of fact I know this

to be true. A little while after the bottle is empty an

idea comes to me, and I say to Harry the Horse like

this:

“Harry, you are welcome to stay at my joint as

long as you wish, naturally, because you are always
aces with me. But ifyou still wish to go back to 1930 and
be a rich guy, I think I can fix it.”

“It is too late,” he says. “The Doc sets the phone
booth to go home after twenty-four hours, and it does

not, so I am stuck here even if I get the electric and the

wire and the crow film machine, whiich I figure is about

a 20 to 1 shot.”

“Harry,” I tell him, “you will naturally not know
this, but nowadays almost all the clocks in this man’s

town are on electric, and if you pull out the plug, the

clock stops

.

So I figure if we plug the phone booth back
in, twenty-four hours after that it goes home, with you
inside, and maybe also this crow film machine.”

Harry thinks this over, and starts to cheer up.

“This appeals to me no little,” he says, “with or without

the crow film machine. I like 1930 better.”

I decide maybe Harry the Horse is not so dumb,
at that.
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“But can you fix the rest?” he asks.

“I think I can.”

So I call up my friend Toomey the electrician,

who everybody calls Socket. He is a little agitated at

being woke up at five bells in the morning, but I tell him
that there is a couple of guys here that wish to sell a

dozen lids of Hawaiian pot for thirty bobs a lid, and he
says, “On my way,” and hangs up.

Harry the Horse wishes this translated. “Well,”

I explain, “Prohibition is over since a little after I see

you last—”

Harry is greatly surprised to hear this. “What
do the coppers do for a living?”

“Well, there is this pot, which is nothing but

muggles, only it is now as illegal as booze used to be.

And right now in this man’s town there are maybe six

milhon citizens as ai e apt to pay sixty bobs for an ounce

of this muggles, and thirty is a very good price.”

Harry the Horse shakes his head at this, and

just then the bell rings and it is none other than Socket,

all out of breath. He is a young guy, but a very good
electrician, and in fact he wires my joint for me when I

get the air condition, and for a young guy he knows the

way things are. He is very aggravated when he finds

that there is no Hav/aiian muggles, and in fact he turns

around and starts t(j leave. But when he puts his hand
out to the doorknob he finds a shiv pinning his sleeve to

the door so that he cannot reach the knob, and when he

looks around he sees Harry the Horse deciding where
to put the next one, so Socket decides he does not wish

to reach the knob a.'ter all, and says as much.
So we explain the story to Socket, which uses up

my last bottle of sauce, and he says he is willing to look

the proposition over. A^en we hit the street I wonder
how we are going to get up to Harlem, because I am not

anxious to take the subway. But right offwe find a hack

who is so thoughtless as to park where he cannot make
a quick getaway, so when Harry the Horse sticks his

John Roscoe in the \dndow ofthe short there is nothing

the jockey can do except get out and give us his short. A
few blocks away we change plates, and then we pick up
Socket’s tools and electric stuff from his joint and head

up Broadway at a hell of a clip, and we are in Harlem in

no time, or maybe less.

We get into the building with no trouble, and

Socket even manages to cop a lid of Mexican muggles

from a little skinny smoke we find in the lobby, before

we chase the smoke out. Socket puffs up on this mug-
gles while he checks out the electric room in the base-

ment, and he likes -virhat he sees in the electric room. “I

can power this building for a few days,” he tells us.

“Alarms will go off downtown, and sooner or later an

inspector comes to see what the hell, but with the red

tape and all, it has to be a good two or three days before

he gets here.” He goes ahead and does this, and then he

takes a light bulb out ofhis pouch and puts it in the wall,

and it works. He puts away his flashlight and pokes

around the basement, and what does he find but a real

old hunk of wire, as big around as a shotgun barrel and
in every respect such as Harry the Horse describes it,

except for the cobwebs. In fact. Socket says he figures

it is the original wire, which is tossed down in the

basement and forgotten by whoever rents Doc Twitch-

ell’s apartment after he croaks. This is water on the

wheel of Harry the Horse, who now begins to think

maybe his luck is back with him, and to like Socket

besides. Harry is very anxious for this to work, be-

cause a few minutes before he is obliged to plug a rat the

size of a Doberman, and Harry the Horse is thoroughly

disgusted with 1980 for letting rats into a class neigh-

borhood like Harlem, smokes or no smokes.

S
o we go up to the third floor and there is the

phone booth, just like Harry the Horse de-

scribes it except that there is a hophead sleep-

ing in it. We chase the hophead out and Socket sets the

wire back up the way it is supposed to be, and plugs it

in. Right away the phone booth starts to hum, and
Harry the Horse gets a great big smile on his pan.

Socket puts a light bulb in the ceiling and turns it

on, and then he looks the phone booth over. “I cannot

figure much of this,” he says, “but this part here has to

be the delay timer. Ifyou want to go back right now you
just twist this back to zero—”

“Not yet,” Harry the Horse says. “It is nice to

know I do not have to wait twenty-four hours, but I am
not yet ready. I must go guzzle the crow film and the

machine.”

All of a sudden Harry the Horse frowns, like he

sees a fly in the ointment. I begin to see the same fly

too, and so does Socket, because he speaks up and says

like this;

“Harry, I know what you are thinking. You do

not wish to leave us here while you go rob my crow
film—”

“What do you mean, your crow film?” Harry
asks angrily. “It is my crow film.”

“— of course,” Socket says real quick. “The point

is, you are afraid if you leave us behind with the ma-
chine, it may not be here when you get back, or us

either for that matter, and I am honest enough to admit

that this is at least a 10 to 1 shot. If you are as honest,

you will admit that what you think you will do about this

is scrag us both. Is this not so?”

“I like your style, kid,” Harry the Horse says to

him, “but I will admit that this seems like the good

thing to do.”

“I thank you for your honesty,” Socket says.

“You will understand that I am altogether opposed to

this proposition,' on general principles. So here is my
thought: how about if I come along with you while you
swipe the crow film machine, and generally be of assis-

tance (for it is sure to be heavy), and meanwhile our

mutual friend here,” meaning me, “will keep watch over
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the phone booth and keep the junkies out of it. He is not

apt to take the lam with it, on account of he is an old

geezer who cannot cut it in 1930 without ajoint or ajob,
and besides if he does you will surely scragme and I am
his friend.”

“This sounds jake to me,” Harry the Horse de-

cides, so off they go together, hurrying a bit because it

is a little past six bells in the morning and the sun will be
up soon. They come back in about an hour with a drawer
fiill ofcrow film and the machine for it, and while Harry
the Horse checks to make sure the machine fits in the
phone booth. Socket looks over the phone booth some
more. “I think I begin to figure this out,” he says.

“Frankly,” Harry the Horse says, “and I hope
you will not be offended, I am not so sure. You say if I

twist this little dingus here I go right back where I

start, right?”

“Right to the moment you leave,” Socket agrees.

“I am reluctant,” Harry the Horse says, “to

tamper with the way Doc Twitched leaves the machine,
and then test the result with my personal body.' It is

more than half a day until the phone booth is supposed
to go back— suppose I get there a half day early?”

“That is impossible,” Socket tells him. “That
would be a pair of ducks.”

Harry the Horse frowns. “That is exactly what I

mean. I wish to have no truck whatsoever with these
ducks, as Doc Twitched teds me they are bad
medicine.”

B
y this time I am tired of hanging around in

Harlem with Harry the Horse, and I do not

care a fig if he does get a pair of ducks, or

even a pair of goats or chickens. “Harry,” I say, “my
good friend Socket knows ad about this science jazz. He
reads ad the rocket ship stuff and you can rely on him.

It is a piece of cake.”

Maybe I say it too enthusiastic, because Harry
frowns even more. “If it is so safe,” he says to me, “why
do you not be the one who tries it out? In fact,” he says,

“I think this is a terrific idea.”

Now, this horrifies me no little, and in fact more
than somewhat, but I am not about to let on to Harry
the Horse that I am horrified, or he is apt to figure I

care more about myselfthan him, and become insulted.

So I swallow and head for the phone booth.

“As soon as you get there and see that every-

thing is copacetic,” Harry teds me, “you push the but-

ton again. It is still set the same way, so it should bring

you right back here. Do not monkey with it.”

“Wait!” Socket yells, and this seems like a ter-

rific idea to me. “Listen, Harry,” he says, “I figure this

gizmo will take him back to the very instant he leaves,

or maybe a split second after. But if he then pushes the

button again right away, it brings him forward the

same amount of time as before— and he arrives a sec-

ond after you do, a day and a halfago. Except that there

is already a phone booth here, and nowhere for his to

go, so there is a big explosion.”

My blood pressure now goes up into the paint

cards. Harry thinks about this, 2nd I can see it is a

strain for him. “So how do we do this?”

“Wed,” Socket says, “I think I get the hang of

this phone booth, and if I am right this dial here is for

years, and this one is for days, and this one is hours, and
so on. See, the years one is on fifty, and the rest are in

neutral.”

“So?”

“So ad he has to do when he gets back to 1930 is

move the days dial forward one notch, and the hours
dial ahead seven notches, and the minutes, say, thirty

to be on the safe side, and he arriwjs here about fifteen

minutes from now.”

Harry the Horse looks at m(j. “Do you get that?”

he says.

“Yeah,” I ted him, a little distracted because
something just occurs to me.

“Listen,” Socket says to me, “for the love of Pete

do not fail to set the delay timer aj:ain before you push
the button to come back here. Anything over five min-
utes is probably fine. Otherwise as soon as you get here
you slingshot right back to 1930 ag:ain.”

“Got you,” I say, and he tuims the delay gizmo
back to zero.

Ad of a sudden the lights g«jt dim like a brown-
out, and when they come back up again Harry the

Horse and Socket are nowhere to be seen. What is to be
seen is a lot of gadgets and gizmo-s and little wop pigs

and an old dead guy I know is Doc Twitched.

I will be damned, I say to myself, it works.
Perhaps I should do like I promise Harry the

Horse and go right back. If I do not arrive back at the

right time he is apt to get angry and scrag my young
friend Socket. But I figure I can reset the dials to any
time I want, and if it does not work out right it is

Socket’s fault for giving me the bum steer.

And besides, I cannot help myself.

I go into the livingroom and get some subway
tokens and a couple of bobs from Little Isadore’s pants
pocket, and I take the A train dovm to Broadway.

B
roadway is just beginning to jump when I

get there, on account of it is just past mid-

night, and I wish to ted you it looks swell.

The guys and dolls are ad out taking the air, and I see

faces I do not see for a long long time. I see Lance
McGowan, and Dream Street Rose, and Bookie Bob,

and Miss Missouri Martin, and L>ave the Dude with

Miss Billy Perry on his arm, and Regret the Horse-
player, and Nicely-Nicely Jones, and the Lemon Drop
Kid, and Waldo Winchester the newspaper scribe, and
ad kinds of people. I see Joe the Joker give Frankie

Ferocious a hotfoot while Frankie is taking a shine from



a little smoke. I see Rusty Charlie punch a draft horse
square in the kisser and stretch it in the street. I buy an

apple from Madame La Gimp. I find the current loca-

tion of Nathan Detroit’s permanent floating crap game,
and lose a few bobs. I stick my noodle into Lindy’s, and I

watch a couple of dolls take it off at the Stork Club, the

way dolls used to taite it off, and I even have a drink at

Good-Time Charlie’s, even though Good-Time Charlie

naturally does not recognize me and serves me the

same liquor he serves his customers. You know some-
thing? It is the best booze I taste in fifty years.

I see people and places and things that I say

goodbye to a long long time ago, and it feels so good that

al i,er a while I haul off and bust out crying.

Somehow I never seem to bump into myself—
my thirty-year-old self— while I am walking around,

and I guess this is just as well, at that. After a while I

decide that I am awake a long time for a guy my age, so

I walk over to Central Park and take a snooze near the

pond. When I wake up it is just coming on daylight, and
I am hungry and there is very little of Little Isadore’s
(’ ugh left, so I take the A train back up to Harlem and
meak in the back door ofDoc Twitchell’s building again.

V/’ien I get back to i;he phone booth it is just about half

jtast seven bells, so I set the dial ahead one day and no
hours and no minutes, and then I set the delay thing

and push the button.

T
he lights gci down and up and there are Harry
the Horse s.nd Socket again. Socket looks very
glad to see me, and for that matter so does

Harry the Horse. “It works great,” I tell them, and step
pot.

“This is good news,” Harry says, “because I am
rmmencing to get impatient. Socket, I am sorry I do

jiof trust you. Both of you are right gees, and you both
ist n e more than somewhat, and I tell you what I

1 do. When I get back home and become a rich guy, I

' put half of the I’irst million I make into a suitcase,

I will bring the suitcase to the First National Bank
( ntown and tell them to surrender it to you guys in

I'ears, and you can go right down there today and
How is that for gratitude?”

Socket’s fact: gets all twisted up funny for a

minute, like he wants to say something and does not

want to say it, all at the same time. “Harry,” I say, “do

you ever come back yourself?”

“Naw,” he says. “This stuff gives me the willies,

and 1980 you can keep. As soon as I get back home I

shoot up this phone booth until it does not work any-

more. I have all I need to be a rich guy, and if anybody
else gets ahold ofthe phone booth, maybe it gets around
and they start not having horse races anymore or some-
thing. So this is goodbye.” He puts the crow film ma-
chine and the drawer full ofcrow films in the booth, and

steps in with them.

“Well, Harry,” I say, “I wish to thank you for

your generosity. Half a million bobs is pretty good
wages for a electric guy and a dago pig. Enjoy your

riches and goodbye.”

He has Socket move the delay gizmo back to

zero, and the lights go dovra and up again, and that is

the last I ever see ofHarry the Horse, any way you look

at it.

“Socket,” I start to say, “I hope you do not think

for a minute that there is any half a million clams

waiting at the bank for us—”
“I know there is not,” he says, and he shows me a

little teeny light bulb the size of a peanut. “I do not like

the way this mug talks about plugging people such as

yourselfand me, so while he and I are guzzling the crow
film machine I decide it will be a great gag if I take this

bulb out when he is not looking, and sure enough he
never knows any different. I regret this later when he

speaks of a million iron men, but I cannot think of a

tactful way to bring the matter up, and he still has the

gat, so I let it ride. Without this bulb,” he says, “Harry
the Horse cannot read the crow film, and they do not

make this bulb fifty years ago.”

Well, at this I am so surprised that I never get

around to telling Socket Toomey why it is that I am so

certain that are no half a million potatoes waiting for us

at the First National Bank. And perhaps I even feel a

little guilty, too, considering that Harry the Horse
gives me the seven happiest hours of my life.

Because before I get on the A train to go back up
to Harlem, fifty years ago, I call up Judge Goldfobber

at his place out on the Island, and I tell him that the

reason Harry the Horse and Spanish John and Little

Isadore are late bringing the phone booth is because

they are planning to double-cross him and keep it for

themselves. Who Judge Goldfobber thinks I am, and

why I am calling him, is anybody’s guess—but I know
he believes me, and furthermore makes very good time

in from the Island, because I can remember back al-

most fifty years ago to when I am in the bleachers the

day a real judge gives Judge Goldfobber the hot squat,

on account of hisjersonal revolver matches up with six

slugs they dig oiit of Harry the Horse.

I figure it is a good thing I am not a guy such as is

apt to talk about himself a lot. There is no way for

Harry the Horse to know that Philbert Twitchell is

once my favorite uncle. iS
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JUST WHAT EVERY SCIENCE FICTION WRITER NEEDS: A BEAUTIFUL
WOMAN IN A NICE SUBURBAN HOUSE . . . WITH A FLYING SAUCER IN THE

GARAGE AND AN EIGHT-FOOT-TALL ALIEN IN THE LIVING ROOM!

S ometimes it’s best to settle for part of the truth.

When you’re at a cocktail party and some
stranger asks what you do for a living, you don’t

come right out and say “I’m a science fiction writer.”

Sometimes it’s better to say “I’m a novelist,” or “I’m a

free-lance writer,” or even “I’m between jobs right

now.” Because you can get the damnedest responses.

Now, I’m not bothered by the philistines who

mumble something about “that Buck Rogers stuff” and
wander vaguely away. Nor even the people who have a

terrific story idea and will split fifty-fifty, if you’ll do

the writing. (I always tell them I’m deadlined and give

them my ex-agents phone number. ) What bothers me is

some of the nuts you meet, if they’re unpleasant ones,

and the people who think that you. yourself must be a

nut.

SEVEN
RNDTHE
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People find out you write science fiction and
they automatically think you share their belief in flying

saucers,yetis ,
the Loch Ness Monster, the Tooth Fairy,

anything. Most of the sf writers I know don’t even
believe in NASA.

Still, you can’t stay away from cocktail parties.

If a writer refuses a free drink, they find out about it

and take away his Guild membership.
So I was at this West Village cocktail party,

having canapes for dinner, when an elegant woman in

fifty-dollar jeans came up and asked me the Question.

You can’t lie to fifty-dollar jeans. There’s something
sincere about that kind of excess.

“Oh,” she said, “you must be interested in

UFOs.”
Here I have to admit to some incipient sexism, or

at least an optimistic mating instinct. If she’d been a

man, I would’ve rolled my eyes ceilingward and said

something disparaging. And life would be simpler now.
As it was, I put on a serious expression and said only

that I didn’t think there was enough evidence to come to

a conclusion.

She dimpled gloriously and said she thought she

had evidence. My instincts should have told me that

screwballs come in all shapes and sizes. But I was
attracted to her, and she didn’t seem too loony, and in

the back ofmy mind was the idea that there might be a

story here— not science fiction, but the cheap kind of

breathless exploitation that fuels the weekly tabloids.

I’d never stooped that low before. But the rent was due
and I actually was at that party for the canapes.

“What sort of evidence?” I asked. “I’ve never
seen a photograph, or anything, that I thought was
very convincing.”

“It’s . . . hard to describe. You might think I was
crazy or something.”

“Not at all. That’s not an accusation a science

fiction writer would make lightly. Six impossible things

before breakfast, you know.”

“If you really are interested. I’d rather show
you. Come to my place after the party?”

No, I’d rather be poked in the eye with some-
thing sharp. I told her I’d be ready to leave whenever
she was. She circulated for a while and I finished my
dinner.

I should have smelled a rat. One minute of con-
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versation and she wants me to come spend the evening.

It was not for my lean and hairy personage.

We walked to an undergound lot and picked up
her car, a well-restored old Jaguar sedan. On the drive

out to Westchester I learned that she was an analyst for

a municipal-fund outfit. So I was able to check her

out— a couple of years ago I had some Hollywood
money and put it into municipals—and found that she

was very sharp. About her “evidence,” though, she

offered nothing. I didn’t ask, of course.

Her name was Lydia Martell. She lived in North

Tarrytown, in an upper-middle-class stucco house over-

looking the Hudson and the train. I expressed surprise

that she had such a large place; she said she’d been

married once.

T
he first thing I noticed, inside, was a strong

citrus odor, like those sachets little old ladies

bring back from Florida. Other than that, the

house was severely modern, unrelentingly tasteful.

When Lydia went off to make coffee, I did some dis-

creet snooping. Most of the wall hangings were num-
bered-and-signed contemporary prints, though pride

of place went to a spare drawing by Picasso, an original

nude. If she was a nut, she was the richest one I’d ever

met.

She returned with a tray, two cups of coffee, and

a metal tube.

“Exhibit A,” she said.

The tube was very peculiar-looking. It was the

kind of silvery blue you might associate with outdoors

equipment: pack frames and ski poles of anodized

aluminum. But it seemed to glow, and was too heavy to

be aluminum. Much too heavy. I hefted it in the palm of

my hand.

“Right,” she said. “If that were made of solid

gold it would weigh less.”

“It’s impressive.” I peered through it; it was just

an empty tube of thin metal. “What’s the story?”

“Exhibit B.” She took the tube from me and

stood it on its end, on the coffee table. “Come on out.

Seven.”

A voice came from the tube. “You found one.”

Behind me, I heard a door click open. I turned—and
saw one of those six impossible things you’re supposed

to believe before breakfast.

He, or she, or it, was about eight feet tall and

scrawny. It had the right number of legs and arms and

eyes. No mouth to speak of, or with. Another blue tube

swung on a chain around its neck, and it walked slowly,

with the aid of two staffs. It was scaly blue and smelled

like an orange grove in heat.

“Uh,” I said.

“He is a scientist?” the tube said.

“Not exactly,” Lydia said. “A science fiction

writer.”

“Please explain.”

It had
mouth

to apeak
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“They’re people who tell stories about the fu-

ture, usually in terms of science.”

“We have those on my world ,” it said. “We keep

them in a special place. Away from the young.”

“Well, there weren’t any scientists at the party.

The biologist didn’t show up. If you’d let me go to the

University—”
“No, not yet. One at a time. Do you, science

fiction writer, know much about science?”

“I— I read the magazines,” I said. “You’re . .

.

from another planet? Another dimension?”

“Yes, both. Perhaps he will do.”

My brain was sitting there with the clutch in.

The only mundane explanation I cnuld come up with

was that this was some elaborate joke involving

psychedelics. I’d been turning dov/n LSD for twenty

years; now I wished I’d tried it once, for a data base.

Everything else seemed so real.

“Lydia, this isn’t some kind of a hoax? Like a

Muppet, or—”
“Seven, shake hands with him.”

The creature clumped over, transferred both

staffs to his left hand, and offered his right. It was
rough and dry and hotter than a fev ered child’s skin. “I

am real,” it said. “At least as real as you are.”

Then it sat down, a painfidly slow operation

accompanied by alarming noises. Sitting on the floor, it

was almost at eye level. And too close. “Please explain

in a way he can understand, Lydia.”

“Seven is marooned here. He’s . . . well, some-

thing like a tourist. His ship’s driv'e broke down, and

Earth was the nearest place whei’e he could survive

and maybe get help. He orbited' for a few weeks,

monitoring our broadcasts, and th(m landed here.”



“Reluctantly,” Seven said. “I’m not really sure

you can help me. From your programs it seems likely

you will harm me.”

“But those a]"ejust entertainments,” I started to

protest. “Nobody—”
“Exactly. Fiction is truth is fiction.”

I

took a sip of coffee and was surprised that the cup

didn’t rattle; 1 didn’t spill any of it. That would hap-

pen in fiction. “How did you wind up here? Why did

you choose Lydia?”

“My garage door was open,” she said.

“That seems like an awful chance. If we’re so

dangerous.”

“As individuals, you aren’t dangerous to me.

Examine your own feelings. Aren’t you surprised not

to be a little afrail?” I thought that was due to my
science-fictional objectivity. “No, I don’t have control

over your mind, and I can’t ‘read’ it. You trust me
because you can sense my intentions directly. It’s not a

well-developed tak;nt in humans, though, and I doubt

that it would work in a crowd, or over television. It’s in

groups that you are dangerous.”

I’d noticed that myself. “You flew a flying saucer

through Westchester and parked it in her garage?”

“No lights,” Seven said. “Four in the morning.”

“It’s not a flying saucer,” Lydia added. “It’s a big

black sphere, like a huge bowling ball.”

“And it’s broken down,” I said. “You can orbit

Earth, slip down, and tuck it into someone’s garage,

but you can’t go from star to star. Is that it?”

“He could go to other stars,” Lydia said, “but it

would take a long t ime.”

“I could resich the star nearest here in about

twelve years. But it would take nearly a hundred cen-

turies for me to get home that way. Most ofmy friends

would be dead.”

“It’s like if you drove to California,” Lydia said,

“and your car brobs down there and you only had first

gear. You could drive back to New York, but it makes
more sense to look for a mechanic.”

“But there are not mechanics in this part of

California,” Seven said. “I have to find some intelli-

gent—what was th at word?”
“Blacksmith.”

“—blacksmith, and see whether he can fix it

under my guidance. But I’m not a mechanic either. I

know a little aboui; the basic principles. involved, but

that’s all.” He rested his chin on onebony knee. “I’m not

even sure how to take it apart safely.”

“What’s its j)ower source?”

“Simple fusion of hydrogen atoms.”

“That could be dangerous, all right.”

“No, that’s not what bothers me. It’s the part

that makes distances smaller. You’re not supposed to

use that near a planet.”

“Makes dist:inces smaller?”

“Yes. If you used it near a planet, it would make
part ofthe planet very small. I think the rest of it would
come apart, stretching.”

“How does it work?”
“It makes distances smaller, so you don’t have to

travel as long.”

I rubbed my eyes. When I opened them he was
still there. “I understand that part. What I mean is, do
you know how it makes distances smaller?”

“The process?”

“That’s right.”

“This is why I need a scientist.” He daintily took
a sugar cube from the bowl on the tray and rubbed it

between his palms. It disappeared. “All I know is that

you tell the ship where you want to go, and it tells you
how long it will take. You can stay awake or sleep.

When you are ready, it goes.”

“You must know some scientists,” Lydia said.

“Yeah. A magician, too.”

“I don’t want many people to know I’m here. Not
until I can leave quickly.”

I had to admit that made sense. “Why don’t you
do this,” Lydia said, “pretend it’s for a story . . . Ask
some scientists whether there’s some rationale for a

drive like this thing you made up. You must do that sort

of thing all the time.”

“Yeah.” Like the physicist who told me my antig-

ravity device violated the laws of conservation of en-

ergy, momentum, and natural resources. Sort ofconde-

scending. “Worth a try, I guess.”

I could show you the vehicle,” Seven said. Now
that did sound interesting. I helped him to his feet and
Lydia took us around to the back door of the garage.

It really wasn’t too helpful. The spaceship

looked like a prop for a low-budget TV movie. A fea-

tureless flat black sphere about eight feet in diameter.

Seven said something to it and it clamshelled open. It

looked pretty low-rent inside, too. Just a comfy-looking

settee in a small round room wallpapered with shabby

red satin. There were three gray boxes under the set-

tee that he identified as the fusion drive, the “shrinker,”

and a life-support center. He didn’t know how to get the

boxes open.

I couldn’t really fault him for that. I’ve been

riding the subway all my life, but if one stopped dead I

wouldn’t have the faintest idea of how to get it started

again.

That analogy stuck in my mind as I rattled home
in the last train back to the city. Suppose the subway
broke down and when I got out there was no one around

but a bunch of Stone Age savages. Or even colonial

Americans, say. Well, it’s run by an electrical motor.

You know —electricity? Ben Franklin?

Maybe somewhere in the city there was some-

one fiddling with the equivalent of Leyden jars and

kites and keys. Even if I could find him, could we turn

him into a metaphorical subway repairman?
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T he next morning I called Lydia and she confirmed

that it hadn’t been a dream, hallucination, or

joke. So I took a jigger’s worth out of my own
private life-support center and splashed my way
through the freezing rain to the public library.

There’s a section there that has all the publica-

tions of the New York Academy of Sciences. I scanned

titles and skimmed a few articles, looking for people

who had an interest in exotic propulsion systems. I

discarded a few names as being too prominent, figuring

they’d have had too much experience with screwballs.

By afternoon I had three names to call. One turned out

to be on sabbatical, one was openly contemptuous, and

one was Lazio Crane.

Dr. Crane is an assistant professor in the aero-

space engineering department of NYU. He had writ-

ten a paper with a new angle on using black holes for

interstellar flight. I couldn’t even understand the one-

paragraph summary, but the title was clear enough.

His office wasn’t too far, and I was out ofphone change,

so I slogged on over.

He looked sort of like a Lazio. Tall and skinny,

with a wisp of beard; prematurely bald, squinting

through thick glasses. He was working on a crossword

puzzle, standing up with the newspaper folded on top of

a filing cabinet. Like Thomas Wolfe used to do, writ-

ing, though Wolfe was beefier and not quite Lazio’s

seven feet.

“What’s a five-letter word meaning ‘sanctu-

ary’?’’ he asked without looking up. “The middle letter’s

a/c. I’m sure of it.”

“Sekos,” I said, and spelled it.

“Fits.” He scribbled it in, using a pencil.

Amateur. “Do I know you?” He peered at me over his

glasses.

I introduced myself and he gave the rare re-

sponse: “The science fiction writer?”

I replied modestly in the affirmative. He shook
hands and said, “Used to read your stuff,” without
elaborating. Too busy, I supposed, what with all the

space drives and crossword puzzles.

He sat down and nodded in the direction of the

only other chair. “Can I do something for you?”
“I read your paper in the last Academy Proceed-

ings. I thought maybe you could help me with a prob-

lem.”

“A science problem? I thought you stayed away
from that. Sort of made it up as you went along.”

Pleasant fellow. “Trying to clean up my act,” I

said, and outlined what I knew of Seven’s drive. It

didn’t take long, of course.

He pulled on his lower lip a couple of times and
hubbed his beard out of shape. “Why do you need an
explanation? Why not just say there’s this black box
that makes distances shorter?”

Gray box. “That would be kind of absurd,
wouldn’t it?”

“Not really.” He shrugged, a quick spasm. “Like
the way you handled time travel in Time and the

Chinaman—”
“Time and/or the Chinaman.”
“Whatever. You just presented it as an estab-

lished fact. If they actually had this distance-shrinker,

they wouldn’t stand around talking 8.bout it. They’d just
use it, wouldn’t they?” ,

“Well, that’s one way to handle it. A good way,

usually, if you do it convincingly. But even if I don’t

actually describe it in detail. I’d like to know how it

works, what it looks like.”

“A black box, probably.” He leaned back and
thought for a minute.“There is an angle. You know how
to make artificial gravity?”

“Sure, you spin the thing around—”
“No, that’s not gravity. It’s just imposing a rotat-

ing frame of reference. Ifyou drop something it doesn’t

fall in a straight line. It doesn’t even drop, really. It only

seems to.”

“Okay.” I think.

“The only way we know hovr to make artificial

gravity is to put a mass under the thing. You put a scale

on a table and put something on it that weighs a pound.
Roll a ten-ton lead weight under the table, and it

weighs a tiny fraction of an ounce more.”

“That’s not really artificial gravity, though,” I

said. “That’s natural, organic gravit;y.”

“Semantics. Don’t think of tliat block of lead in

Newtonian terms —more mass, therefore a greater at-

tractive force. Don’t think in terms of force at all. Think
of it as a device that changes the shape of space.” He
stood up quickly. “Let’s go to the undergraduate lab.”

I followed him through the door and down the

hall. “You know about the rubber sheet model?”

“I’ve seen pictures.”

“We have one here. Here.” He pushed open a

door and we went into a large room full of long tables

cluttered with electronic gear. In one corner was a

round table a couple of yards in diameter, a taut rubber

sheet nailed to a wooden frame with a wooden lip

around it. Lazio reached into a jar and took out a

marble-sized ball bearing and rolled it across the sheet.

‘’Straight lines, see?” The btill bearing bounced

from the opposite side and came btick. Lazio picked it

up. “Now we put a planet in there, or a sun.” He filled

his hand with a metal sphere about half the size of a

bowling ball and set it in the center ofthe sheet, turning

it into a kind of elastic bowl.

“We use this thing to demonstrate different

kinds of orbits.” He rolled the ball bearing out and it

dipped down in a graceful curve, came out banking to

the left, rolled back in, and began looping around in a

series of ellipses. He scooped up a handful of the ball

bearings and rolled them in at various angles and

speeds. “See there, there, that one’s almost a circle,

like the earth’s orbit.”
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drive is what happens to the gravitational gradient

very close to a tremendously massive, very small ob-

ject. Like a black hole.”

He pulled the weight out of the middle of the

sheet and the ball bearings sort of relaxed, rolling off

and clicking against the sides of the table and each

other.

“Now look.” He pushed his finger down into the

sheet and one ball bearing, the closest, rolled into the

dimple he made. None of the others was affected. “If

you think about the push being the same, here, but the

scale much reduced— the ball is smaller than a BB and

m.y finger is narrower than a hypodermic needle —you
can see you’re approaching a condition where the sides

of the gravity well, the rubber sheet, are almost verti-

cal. As it approaches the point of the needle, the BB
falls faster and faster.”

“But not for long.”

“That’s the point. It’s like rolling the lead weight

under the scale. I think I have a way to fool space-time.

Make it seem as if there were a small black hole just a

tiny distance away, constantly retreating in the direc-

tion you want to go. It’s only the gradient that makes a

difference, not the overall situation.” He poked the

rubber sheet again. “See? The other ball bearings don’t

even know I’m here. The gradient becomes infinitesi-

mal, out where they are.”

“Suppose it were a spaceship-sized thing.

Wouldn’t the gee forces get intolerable?”

“Not a bit. You’re in free fall, just like orbiting a

planet. Zero gravity, to the people aboard the space-

ship.” I

“You couldn’t go any faster than the speed of

light, though,” I said. “It doesn’t get by relativity.”

He picked up a ball bearing and stared at it,

frowning. “I’d have to say no.” He tossed it onto the

sheet and it bounced over the lip to rattle across the

floor. “Certainly within the context of my paper, I

didn’t say anything about exceeding the speed of light.

I did want to get it published.”

“You saw a catch to it?”

“There’s a paradox . . . having to do with the

allowable range of initial conditions. I’m waiting to see

whether anybody notices it.” He gestured at the rubber

sheet. “Ifyou were to interpret the paradox in terms of

this model, well, it would be like changing the elasticity

of the rubber, at the point where the BB is. Or being

able to reach up from the other side of the sheet and

twist it out of shape.

“The net result, looking at it one way, is that it

goes faster than the speed of light. Another way to look

at it, which is nojnore comfortable, is that . . . well, it

shrinks space. Like your black box, it makes distances

shorter. You accelerate for a certain period —falling, so

to speak—and then reverse the process, decelerating,

and you wind up having gone much farther than you
seem to have gone. Much farther than you should be

“Kind of a miniature solar system,” I said.

“Except that it runs down. Friction with the air

and the rubber surface.”

It was a hypnotic sight. We watched them whis-

pering around for a minute.

“Now the important thing is that these things

are still moving in a kind of straight line, though it

doesn’t look like it from our point of view.”

“Path of least; resistance?” I said.

“Something like that. The path they follow is

called a geodesic. How much it deviates from a simple

straight line, obviously, depends on how massive the

central object is and how far it is from the orbiting

object.”

“The closer they get, the faster they roll,” I said.

“Then they go out again and slow down.”

“Right. Now what we’re actually talking about,

at any given moment, is the angle the rubber sheet

makes, from the horizontal, at the spot right under the

ball bearing. The greater the angle is, the more the

ball’s influenced.”

“Sure.” Pretty sure, anyhow.

“That angle corresponds to what in four-dimen-

sional space-time we call the gravitational gradient.”

“If you say so.”

“Come on, new, it’s not that hard. You read the

black hole paper, didn’t you?”

Moment of truth. “Look, Dr. Crane, twenty

years ago I flunked calculus and switched to English.

The part of your paper that was in English, I read.”

He twisted his beard. “Not much, eh?”

“Enough to see that you might have what I

want. Go ahead. The gravitational gradient.”

“Well, what’s interesting in terms of your space
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able to go, on the energy expended.”
That was enough for me. “Would you be willing

to explain this to some friends of mine— other people
who are helping me with this thing?”

He shook his head. “I don’t want any publicity.”

“Nothing like that. They aren’t even writers.

We’d just get together for dinner and chat.”

The word “dinner” provoked some interest. Sci-

ence fiction writers and junior professors have some-
thing in common. “They aren’t a bunch of nuts, now?”

“One ofthem is pretty weird —but levelheaded.”

Flat on top, actually. “You might get a kick out of him.

He’s even taller than you are.”

“That would be novel. Okay, go ahead and set it

up. I’m free most nights.”

I called Lydia from his phone and set it up for

that evening, then went off to my local check-bouncing
service to get enough for our train fares.

I don’t recall now what I actually expected in the

way of a reaction, when Lazio Crane confronted Seven.
He was remarkably subdued.

L
ydia had charmed him with herself and with a

magnificent dinner of duck d Vorange
,
the cooking

of which masked Seven’s citric effluvium. After
dessert she took out the blue tube and for the first time
mentioned the reason for Crane’s presence.

“Lazio, there’s someone we’d like you to talk to.

About the paper you wrote.”

To Seven’s credit, he went around the long way,
so as not to sneak up from behind. As he walked across

the great room to where we were sitting, I watched
Lazio carefully. He didn’t freak or faint or even go
bug-eyed or stammer. Both eyebrows went up a bit,

true, and he blinked. Then he looked at the blue tube
and at me. “It’s not really a story, then,” he said.

“No. It’s all true.”

He nodded. “Ldidn’t think you wrote that sort of

thing.”

They talked for a couple of hours, Lazio ques-

tioning Seven closely about the range of his machine,
duration of voyages, the sensations he felt, and so

forth. Seven showed some fantastic pictures of the

places he’d been, like home movies but with three di-

mensions and smell.

Then Lydia and I opened the garage door and
checked to make sure the coast was clear, and the two of

them took off for a joyride in the black machine, which
was silent and nearly invisible. They came back ninety

minutes later, having been around the moon.
When we asked whether he could fix it, Lazio

said he wasn’t sure. “It’s not so much like a blacksmith
trying to fix a car. More like an auto mechanic trying to

repair an atom bomb, having read a couple of popular

science articles. We need sort of a backyard Manhattan
Project: people, secrecy, money, influence . .

.”

“You get the people,” Lydia said. “Leave the rest

S2

to me.”

“Wait,” I said. “What about safety? I thought
Seven said that thing could pull a planet apart.”

“Maybe it could,” Lazio admitted. “That’s why
we’ll be doing the blacksmith part on the moon.”

Lydia had quite a bit of money, but not enough
to swing a project of this magnitude. That’s how
Seven and the Stars was born.

Seven had home movies of 115 alien worlds. Ifwe
set up his projector inside a room with white walls and a
white floor, it was just like absolute reality. All I had to

do was go into the room with a gas mask and a good
half-inch color tape machine, and ^ve had instant docu-
mentary. Seven rambled on about the places into a tape
recorder, and I rewrote his monologue into a sort of

cross between National Geographic specials and the
venerable Mork & Mmdy —tongue-in-cheek science

fiction, with special effects that nc one in the industry
could match.

We paid union dues for a platoon of nonexistent

animators and special-effects people, made a package
of thirteen shows, and showed tliem to all five net-

works. The bidding was furious. CBS won, and they
ran Seven and the Stars right after Ninety Minutes
Sunday evening—and within four weeks we were out-

drawin’g our lead-in, our commercials getting the high-

est prices in the industry.

e were a real mystery. Our corporation owned
an ex-dude ranch in Nevada, with security to

match the sophistication of our supposed spe-

cial effects. That was where Lazio and his gang were, of

course, when they weren’t riding Seven’s bowling ball

to the moon.
Seven himself was a slight problem. He had a

great natural delivery for my lines, but he got sophisti-

cated, started mugging for laughs. I had to tone him
down. There’s nothing very funny about a cross be-

tween Jack Benny and a gila monster.

In a way, it’s a race against time. We’ve done not

quite half of Seven’s worlds: when we run out, the
series is over. But it looks as if we £.re going to make it.

Lazio’s people have gotten to the point where they can
open the gray box and poke around with the whatzis
inside. I keep looking up into the sky to see ifthe moon’s
still there.

I’ll hate to see it end. Right now I have the

reputation of having produced the most imaginative
science fiction ever—from the Thought-Eaters of Prrn
to the Sensuous Siblings of Sirius VI—and sooner or

later the whole world will know that it wasn’t fiction at

all.

So I’ll have to return all the Hugos and Nebulas
and stumble back into obscurity, with nothing to com-
fort me but a brilhant and beautiful wife—and the

largest residuals in the history of television. Nobody
ever said a writer’s life was easy. liB
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TZ SCREEN PREVIEW

The Hand

IN OLIVER STONE'S NEW HORROR FILM, AN ARTIST'S SEVERED HAND
BECOMES BOTH SCAPEGOAT AND AVENGING ANGEL.

“He had just got to the top of the stairs when the lights

we7it out a second time, and he heard again the scuttling

along thefloor. Quickly he stole on tiptoe in the dim
momishine in the direction of the noise, feeling, as he went,

for one of the sivitches. Hisfingers touched the metal knob at

last. He turned on the electric light.

“About ten yards infront ofhim, crawling along the

floor, was a man’s hand. .

.

The hand in question — formerly belonging to one
Adrian Borlsover, amateur botanist and bibliophile—
appeared in William Fryer Harvey’s classic 1928 horror tale

“The Beast with Five Fingers,” and reappeared some
twenty years later in the Warner Brothers picture of the

same name, starring Robert Alda and Peter Lorre. Equally

maleficent hands, not all of them with bodies attached, have

crept their way through the German Hands ofOrlac (1925),

the 1935 American remake Mad Love (another Peter Lorre
film), the “Terror in Teakwood” episode of TV’s Thriller

(1961), The Crawling Hand (1964), in which the hand is all

that’s left of a dead astronaut, and Dr. Terror’s House of
Horrors (1965), in "which a painter’s disembodied hand

menaces art critic Christopher Lee.

Now screenwriter-director Oliver Stone has brought

this tradition up to date in his forthcoming film The Hand,
produced by Edward Pressman and starring Michael Caine,

Andrea Marcovicci, Bruce McGill, and Viveca Lindfors.
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Stone, who won an Academy Award in 1979 for his

screenplay of Midnight Express, has reworked the familiar

horror-movie elements into a sophisticated psychological

j

thriller. It debuts May 15 from Orion Pictures.

Based on the novel The Lizard's Tail by Marc
Brandel, the film tells the story of cartoonist Jon Lansdale
(Caine), who lives in Vermont with his wife (Marcovicci) and
daughter (Mara Hobel)1 and makes a comfortable living

turning out a Co«aw -like comic strip called “Mandro.” One
day, in a bizarre traffic accident 2, he loses his right

hand —his drawing hand. Aided by a physical therapist

(John Stinson), he is outfitted with a prosthetic hand at a

New York clinic 3 . He returns home to a sympathetic

daughter4 and works long into the night in his studio,

learning to draw with his left hand 5 but the damage is

already done; as Stone explains it, “his career disintegrates,

j

his marriage disintegrates, and finally his sanity

disintegrates.”

Lansdale moves to a small college town in northern

j

California, where he gets a job teaching drawing.
“Gradually,” says Stone, “he becomes obsessed with the
notion that the hand he lost in Vermont still exists, that it

' has an independent life of its own. Eventually, in his mind, it

I

becomes a tool for attacking his enemies” —including, as the

i

film goes on, his wife 6
;
a bum from off the street (played by

Stone himself); a psychology instructor at the college (Bruce
McGill)7 who’s a rival for the affections of a pretty student
(Annie McEnroe)8 who, in turn, he later suspects of

I

betrayii^him 9 and finally, in a fit of conscience, Lansdale

I

himselflO

.

I “By this time,” notes Stone, “the man is dazed, nearly

Photoe
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catatonic. He goes berserk, but can’t remember afterward.

He has blackouts, states ... He decides he must kill the

hand because it’s gone too far and killed too many people. He
goes to the garage, stalking it—but all the while the hand is

stalking him.”

At the end of the fdm, Lansdale, almost totally

insane, is taken to a psychiatric clinic, where one of the

psychiatrists (Viveca Lindfors) wires him with electrodes

I and hooks him up to a battery of recording devices 11 . “She

tries to provoke him,” .says Stone, “tries to get a reaction on

her instruments. It’s a rather interesting scene, because

you’ll see all the machinery start to move every time he

thinks of something.” The psychiatrist denies the existence

of the hand — ridicules the idea, in fact — and attempts to

make Lansdale aware that all the crimes he’s committed are

his own responsibility.

“Well,” says Stone, “he deals with her, too— in his

way. As the scene progresses, he starts to get more and

more excited. She says, ‘What’s your image, Jon?’ and

finally he says, ‘The hand.’ ” (Stone’s voice drops menacingly

at this point, in imitation of Caine.
)“

‘Ah, I see,’ the

psychiatrist says —she’s disappointed because he’s relapsed.

‘Where is this hand?’ 'It's near your neck.' ‘Hmm,’ she says,

‘and what does this hand want to do?’ ‘It ivants to kill you.'

‘Why does it want to kill me?’ ‘Because it hates you
.' ”

Stone pauses, smiles. “1 won’t tell you the resolution,”

he says. “The final question, of course, is whether or not the

hand actually exists independent of his mind.”

Clearly The Hand is not a straight supernatural

horror film, but rather a study in psychosis. Indeed, in

Brandel’s novel one never actually sees the hand itself. Yet

such reticence has no place in the cinema. “A book,” says

Stone, “has the right to be suggestive. A film has to be more

literal.” In one sense, then — insofar as Jon Lansdale’s

five-fingered beast is visible to audiences— The Hand falls

squarely in the horror tradition.

Doesn’t it worry Stone (who, despite his

screenwriting credit, is relatively inexperienced as a

director) to be bringing out a film that’s bound to be

compared with a host of other “hand” movies? “No,” he says.

“In fact, it’s encouraged me. This is my first major film, and

working within a tradition, within a certain mainstream,

means that I haven’t felt completely cut off. The film is based

on a very good book, and also, since it fits a genre —the

thriller genre —it was a film that the studio would finance.”

In short it was, as Stone says, “a do-able film.”

That’s obviously an important consideration for



Stone, who, in the years before Midnight Express, wrote

thirteen original screenplays, none of them produced. (“I did

not have good luck with my material,” he says now. “Much of

it was political, and it was considered somewhat risky.”) His

only other directorial effort. Seizure, received poor

distribution when it was released in 1974 and, despite

generally favorable reviews, brought Stone neither money
nor opportunity for further work. “I was twenty-five years

old and just out of N.Y.U. film school," he recalls. “We made
Seizure very cheaply in Canada. It was a really low-budget

movie, though it didn’t look like one. Then we ran out of

money and had to sell it to a Canadian tax shelter— which, at

that time, meant that the backers weren’t fundamentally

interested in getting behind the movie; all they wanted to do

was buy it and get a tax write-off. They didn’t care how
much profit it made. Nobody cared.”

Seizure is essentially the story of a nightmare — that

of its hero, played by Dark S/mdoics’ Jonathan Frid. He
dreams that his house is invaded by three monstrous beings

who hold him and his house guests prisoner, subjecting them
to grisly games of death until all are killed. He wakes to

discover that the dream is true — and promptly dies of a

heart attack. “In the end,” says Stone, “he was done in by his

own thought processes.”

The Hand, too, explores this theme ofdreams versus

reality, and Stone likes to think of it as a more mature
version of the earlier film. “In both,’* he says, “the main
characters are obsessed — the one with his nightmare, the

other with his hand. Both are controlling the puppets of

their self-destruction, bringing themselves closer and closer

to their own doom.” iS

Prisoners at their ease. (Norbert Weisser and Brad Davis in

Midnight Express, for which Stone's screenpiay won an
Academy Award.)

Director Oiiver Stone on the set and (below) as the bum, Jon
Lonsdale’s first victim. "I found it very difficult to both act and
direct,” says Stone. "It felt somewhat schizophrenic . . . and
besides, the beard itched.”

Prisoners on the lawn, waiting to start the race. The last one
across the finish line will be executed. (Roger de Koven, Joe
Sirola, Mary Woronov, Christina Pickles, and Jonathan Frid in

Stone's first film, Seizure.] Below: a pre-Fantasy Island Herve
Villechaize as one of the movie's three invaders.
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THE INDIAN GIRL WAS LITHE AND BEAUTIFUL-AND SHE COULD
DANCE UP A STORM. SO WHAT WAS THE AGENT AFRAID OF?

tremor passed through the producer’s

body. “What are you saying? This pic-

ture cost the studio five million dollars.

It may not be a great picture— no, I correct myself. It

is a great picture. Great production values. Great box

office.”

“Nonetheless,” said the young agent, “if you in-

sist on releasing it— disaster.”

“Absurd! Why are you telling me this? Only one

of your people is in tl e picture— what’s her name, the

drum dancer. Light a cigarette. Relax. You push your-

self too hard, you’ll end up with an ulcer.”

The agent slumped back in the chair tiredly.

Except for his eyes and the waxy quality of his skin, he

looked bright and young and collegiate.

“I haven’t slept in weeks,” he said. “I’ve been

carrying this around with me, not knowing if I should

tell someone . .
.”

The producer waited patiently. He was a big

man with hanging jowls. On him the pose of patience

seemed oddly out of place.

“I’ve never ever wanted much,” said the agent.

“A little success, a little respect. I never had an urge to

save the world.”

The producer stared fixedly at him. The agent

swallowed and brushed his fingertips through his hair.

“I’m raving, aren’t I?”

“I’m due atthe premier of the picture in twenty

minutes,” said the producer. He lifted his bulk from the

chair.

“Wait!” said the agent. The producer sank back.

“I’ll tell you everything I know and let you decide for
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yourself. I can’t keep it to myself any longer."

bout six months ago (the agent said) I

was having lunch across the street from
the Gallery Theater and Actor’s Studio

on Melrose. It began to rain as soon as I was outside the

cafe. 1 looked around and the nearest cover was the
striped canopy over the entrance to the Gallery The-
ater. 1 stood under it a minute or so, getting my cuffs

wet, and then I decided to try inside. It v*'as dark
except for a little spot over the stage. There was a guy
who needed a haircut punishing the piano, but what
caught my eye was the girl who was working out.

(The agent looked down at the rich pattern in the

rug. It was as though he saw movement there, the
movement of a copper body dancing on a dim stage.)

She needed someone to tell her the piano was all

: wrong for what .she was doing. It was too noisy, too

^ brash. There was something solemn about the dance
i she was doing, something solemn and joyful at the same
I

time.

(He looked up at the producer brooding darkly

behind his desk.)

I’ve seen my share of dancers— all kinds: tap,

ballet, interpretive— but I never saw a dance like this

before. It was gripping. I just stood there and watched
her. I forgot about the agency, about appointments,
about business. I stood there and watched her. I stood
in the dark thinking about cave paintings, thinking
about primitive art, and I don’t think I moved till the
routine was over.

When she came down front to pick up some
things from one of the seats, I went up to her. She
frosted me with her black eyes and started to turn
away. I took out an agency card and handed it over. She
looked at it and became more friendly. “What’s your
name?” I asked.

“Maria,” she said. “Maria Spotted-legs.”

She was accustomed to getting a reaction so she
said, “It’s an Indian name.”

Everything fell into place —the dance, her exot-
ic appearance, her name. “You aren’t represented by
anyone?” I asked.

She shook her head.

“Can you get a little fringed buckskin outfit with
some beads on it?”

“Why?” she asked.

I tried to explain my idea to her. I had this

picture in my mind of a platform built to resemble an
Indian tom-tom with a hide stretched over it so it would
have the right sound. She would be decked out in an
Indian war bonnet, feathers trailing down her back. In

the buckskin bikini she’d dance on the tom-tom under a
single baby spot, just as she’d done in the theater. No
music. Just the sound of the drum.

“With your long black braids and copper skin-

coloring, the effect would be terrific. I could set up a

series of appearances for you in nightclubs across the

country.”

She didn’t spark to the idea. “This isn’t my regu-

lar dance,” she said. “I haven’t done it in years. What 1

really want to do is ballet.”

“This other thing,” 1 said. “Who taught it to

you?”

“My father. He’s shaman of the Pima tribe," 1

blinked.

She told me about her father. He’s on a reserva-
tion in Nevada or New Mexico or someplace, it seems
he’d taught her some kind of ceremonial dance they do
down there.

“This thing is visually exciting,” I said. “You
forget about ballet and I’ll put you to work.”

She looked doubtful.

“What have you got to lose ’ You can always go

back to ballet if this doesn’t work out. Who knows—
, maybe we can get you a spot in a ])icture."

By this time it was through raining, so I made an
: appointment with her for the following week and went

I

back to the agency. I got busy on other things.

The next time I saw her she’d talked herself into
!

I

going along with my idea. My idea — God! :

I

(The agent’s eyes burned. He laughed hollowly,
i

I Then he continued in an even voice.)

It took a couple of weeks to set things up while ^

;
she smoothed out her routine at the Gallery. We got the ;

I
war bonnet and the costume and ;he drum. I ran my

;

^ legs off, and I was lucky I didn’t end up with '

I

pneumonia, considering the lousy v/eather. You’d never i

j

believe it was California in the middle of June. '

I

Then Maria got stubborn. “I can’t wear this,” she i

I

said.

I
I thought she was talking about the skimpy out-

:

I

fit, but she was holding up the war bonnet. “It’s not

I

part of the Pima culture. It’s a Sioux headdress.” She

I

started to give me a lecture on the history, traditions,
i

I

beliefs, and cultural patterns of tlie Pimas, but I cut ^

j

her off.
;

I

“Maria,” I said. “I have no intention of making i

I

you do anything you don’t want to do. All I can tell you
is that I promised a lot of people ce rtain things. If they
feel that I haven’t delivered what I promised they are
free to cancel the contract.” I let her think about that ^

for a moment. Then I said, “We’re starting small, but if

you’ve got what I think you have, it won’t be long before
you get a shot at some important money.”

Somehow that was a turning point. She became
|

i like a little girl in her excitement. She had a smile for
i

^ everybody, and it looked for a time as though the trou-
j

I
bles we’d been having were over. I

It was a hectic last week. Somehow we got
i

I

through it, and she opened on schedule in the Green
j

I

Kitty in Denver. In spite of the inc:ement weather— it
j

j

rained— attendance was good. It was a big disappoint- ;

1 ment to Maria the next night when very few customers I

se



turned out, but then tl" e streets were wet and business •

was bad all over.

I figured she could use the moral support, so 1

1

flew out to meet her in Kansas City, her next date.
^

When I saw her at the Pink Frog in K.C. I knew Pd !

done the right thing. Her eyes lit up when she saw me. I

;

was a familiar face among a bunch of strangers. The
!

intimate room was jammed. Pd arranged for some ad-
j

vance publicity because of her successful opening in

;

Denver, and when Maria took her place on the stage she i

was determined to live up to it.

(The agent leaned back in his chair and looked at
j

the ceiling through half-opened eyes. He was remem-

;

bering the way that it was. When he spoke again his I

voice was soft. The producer leaned forward to hearj

him.)

I was sitting at ringside when the lights went off.

It was black far a few moments—and then,

abruptly, she v'as pinned to that drum by the

spotlight. She sat still, her arms folded, her legs

crossed, while the light murmur of voices faded at the

tables around me.

Then, imperce atibly, she moved. Her bright

headdress rustled like a live thing as she rose on her

bare feet. The tom-tora rumbled as she began to sway,

lifting her feet delicabdy and driving them against the

taut animal hide.

There was a distant rumble, but she didn’t

notice it as she moved faster and faster in the dim

blue-white light. Frou her lips, softly, came a thin

quavery note that rose and fell as though she were
chanting words— words I had never heard before.

Her movements took on a savage quality, a driv-

ing urgency that coated her skin with a glossy film of

moisture, and I thought then of the shaman of the tribe

in those distant days on the dry-dust deserts of the

Southwest. I could set the anxious eyes looking up at

the oven sky as the magic man danced his ritual to the

gods.

,

(The agent shook himself, blinked, and sat up

straight. It was as though he was coming back from a

distant place.)

That weekend K ansas City had the highest rain-

fall in ten years. In Chicago, a week later, the torrential

rains kept everybody indoors. In Philadelphia and At-

lanta the waters reached flood proportions. I didn’t

have the heart to call off the tour, even though I could

see that the whole thing was killing her. I hoped things

would be different in Miami.

The weather we s dry and warm when she faced

her audience at the Silver Salamander. I couldn’t

watch. Instead I stepped outside for a cigarette. I

didn’t get a chance to finish it. Lightning was chewing

up the sky by the time I got it lit, and before the end of

her number hurricane Hilda swept the tip of Florida,

and by morning emergency crews were rescuing

people who had been stranded on the lower floors of the

downtown buildings. She must have given it every-

thing.

s soon as transportation was restored,

we headed back for the West Coast. All

the way she just stared out the train

window. She didn’t smile. She didn’t talk. At last she

turned to me. “I tried,” she. said. “You can believe

anything you want, but I did try.”

“I know,” I said. “It’s the breaks. Nobody could

figure on weather like that. You danced beautifully.”

She looked glumly at the desert flitting by. “And

now it’s over. That’s the end of it.”

“What do you mean?” I asked.

“Fve been thinking of going home. I don’t think I

could go through something like that again.”

“Do me one favor before you go,” I said.

She nodded.

“I’ve got a little part in a picture. It will only

take a couple of days. After that you can do what you

want to do.”

“And that’s where you came in,” said the agent,

looking across the polished desk at the producer.

“That’s the craziest story I ever heard,” said the

producer, rising to his feet. “And you expect me to

abandon a five-million-dollar picture because of a

screwy story like that?”

“I most sincerely hope so,” said the agent. “I

watched the weather news while the picture was in

production. It rained while you were filming the part

that features her. It has rained quite a bit lately. It

rained during the cutting. It rained when you screened

the picture for the press. It rained when you held the

sneak preview. Tonight you’re holding the premiere,

and I’m frightened.”

“Holy Toledo!” said the producer. “With all your

talk I’m going to be late.” He moved toward the door.

“I’ll tell you what. You’ve been working too hard. Why
don’t you go home and get in bed? Call a doctor. Take
some aspirin. You’ll forget all about it.”

“But what about the picture?” cried the agent.

The producer paused in the doorway. “The pic-

ture? We’ll run it, of course. While you were talking I

got a wonderful idea for distribution. Instead of book-

ing it into all the neighborhood theaters in a given area

for a short run, we’ll put it in one major theater in each

city on a saturation basis. You see what I mean? Every
city in the world for a long run!”

And then he was gone.

The agent rose from the chair, stunned, and

moved to the window- He stood for a long time watching

the dark clouds pile up against the Hollywood hills.

When the thunder began to mutter far off, he stubbed

out his cigarette in an expensive ashtray.

“A long run,” he said, with a note of dread in his

voice. “Forty days and forty nights.” iQ
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HIS TIME MACHINE BROUGHT HIM KNOWLEDGE, FAME,
AND A SHATTERING GLIMPSE OF THE PAST

ames Harrigan extended an arm toward a nearby
tree and watched his fingers slowly penetrate its

bark. He thrust his hand deeper into the trunk,

piercing its solid mass like sunlight through water.

Golden leaves drifted with the crisp autumn
wind and passed through his translucent body. He
heard dim, familiar noises and turned to see a police-

man directing traffic through a busy intersection.

I

Brushing back a shock of graying hair, he realized he

I

could feel himself— but nothing else,

j

A group of pigeons pecked at the ground, seem-

I

ingly unaware of his presence as he walked among

them. Ahead he saw people, many people, scattered

throughout a small courtyard. Some sat on redwood
benches, a few stood together in casual conversation,

i while others hurried in and out of the surrounding

;

buildings. To his left an elderly vmman tossed bits of

I

bread into a fish pond. Harrigan approached her from
behind.

“Good afternoon, ma’am,” he said softly.

Just as he’d expected, she offered no response.
|

“Please, ma’am,” he said, raising his voice, “can I

you help me?”
I

He glanced into the pond. Her image was re-
j
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fleeted clearly in the w'ater, but his own likeness failed

to appear. Without wa rning, the old woman turned and

walked through him, continuing on her way.

Harrigan swallowed hard and removed a small

notebook from his lab coat. Hurriedly he wrote:

All theorems must be reexamined. Time transit

possible only from observer’s standpoint. No in-

teraction or contact with past appears likely. I

seem to be as insutstantial as smoke —penetra-

ble by objects and Ught, yet with sufficient mate-

riality to travel acre ss solid surfaces. My voice is,

to others, inaudible; to me, audible but muted.

Sounds, senells—all impinge faintly, as from a

distance.

He gazed at the time sphere from which he’d just

emerged, its transparent frame unnoticed by pedes-

trians who walked arcund and through it. He remem-
bered the preliminary tests by androids in 1996, the

years of further preparation, and the jealousy of

his colleagues when, ir 1998, Harrigan had been chosen

the first human to trj the device. He would receive a

hero’s welcome when he returned. There’d be inter-

views, honors, citations; reporters would clamor outside

his door.

And their excitement would be only fitting— for

think of what he had accomplished! The inquisitive

appetite of modern man could now be satisfied. History

could be verified or rewritten. The Washington bomb-

ings of 1983, the assassinations of the 1960s . . . the

World Wars, the Renaissance, the Dark Ages . . . an-

cient civilizations . . . .ill could now be analyzed in per-

fect safety. Scholars could watch the past unfold,’wit-

nessing at first hand history’s greatest events.

But this time, on the maiden voyage, the event

observed would be a small one— something that, in

terms of publicity, v^ouldn’t overshadow the actual

achievement of the trip. There was funding at stake,

and history, once again, would have to yield to science.

Harrigan had been allowed to select the event in

question— an event that would have little importance

to anyone but himself . . .

He checked his vatch. Only a few more minutes.

He made his way across the courtyard and en-

tered one of the buildings, one that matched the wrin-

kled photograph he carried in his pocket. People sat

talking in the lobby, their voices grave and strangely

subdued. A large wall clock suggested he had lingered

too long; he moved toward a waiting elevator.

Sixth floor, he remembered. Must hurry.

A faint, pleasant scent hung about an arrange-

ment of flowers in the arms of an old man at his side.

“Excuse me,” said Harrigan, reaching for the

button marked six.

The other stared blankly ahead and punched the

one marked ten. With a rattling jolt, the elevator began

to move.
The man hadn’t heard him, of course; Harrigan

winced at his oversight. Glancing at the control panel,

he saw that only ten was lit. Again he pressed the

six— and watched helplessly as his finger disappeared

into the panel . . .

Please God, he thought, don’t let me be late.

Don’t let me miss her again!

His wristwatch showed 5:22 P.M. The deadline

was 5:28.

Numbers flashed higher on the floor indicator

as the elevator continued to rise: three . .
. four ...

five ...

Harrigan stepped back, timing his next move

with precision. At six he closed his eyes and lunged

through the door.

He found himself in the hallway. Despite his

plunge, he felt no pain. On the opposite wall a sign

proclaimed Maternity Ward. An arrow pointed to the

right.

It was obviously a busy day— the corridor

jammed with hospital personnel and visitors— but for

Harrigan there were no obstructions; it was as if he

were walking through a crowd of ghosts. Nothing, now,
|

was as important as the time. He showed little concern

even upon passing his own youthful father, who sat in a

small waiting room and puffed nervously at a cigarette. ;

The delivery room door moved not an inch as

Harrigan whisked through it. Before him a group of!

white-coated men and women huddled round a delivery

;

table.
I

“Get Dr. Gladford fast. We’ve got a hemor-

rhage!” ordered an obstetrician, blood dripping from

his hands.

A lone nurse ran from the room. Moments later
j

an emergency call blared over the intercom.

arrigan felt his pulse pound faster as he stepped
!

through the crowd to his mother’s side. Her face i

was strained and agonizingly pale as a compas-
j

sionate nurse wiped streams of perspiration from her

'

cheeks. Harrigan reached for her hand, hoping some-

1

how to comfort her, but knowing his caress could never :

bridge the years between them.

With a loud thump the door swung open and an
;

older physician raced to the young mother’s side. Hur-
;

riedly examining her, he cast a grave look of concern !

toward the others and shook his head.

“Can you save the baby?” he asked.

Without a word the attending physician pro-

;

ceeded with the delivery.

Harrigan turned away, unable to watch any
i

longer. He remembered his childhood, the long, lonely
:

years, and the time.at age ten when he had looked to the
|

heavens and prayed that he might someday see his
;

mother face to face. That prayer had finally been an-
;

swered; and as the room rang with the cry of a nine-

!

pound eleven-ounce boy, an aging man from another
;

time stood at her bedside and wept for what he’d lost. ;

fS !
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IN SEARCH OF RARE PLANTS, HE DISCOVERED THAT THE STRANGEST
BREED OF ALL WAS HUMAN.

Y
ou know,” Dan Britton said, pointing to a particu-

j

enthusiasms run to stranger stufl’— proteas and tree
i

larly sinister-looking ash gray cactus on the nurs-
j
aloes and cycads and such—and you can find those

|

ery bench, “all these plants have stories, and i things on sale there too. i

I

some of them are damned strange stories. I don’t mean I I don’t think running a nursery really interests
|

I

botanical stories. I mean that all these peculiar plants
j

him. Beingaround plants, yesithat’s what he’s done ever

j

that we grow here in California and that we take pretty
j

since he was a boy. When he was younger he had a
much for granted had to be discovered by someone in i considerable reputation as a field botanist, venturing
some nasty corner of the world, and collected and

j

into remote and unappetizing places and coming back
brought back and propagated and distributed. And in

\

with enough unknown plants to givs himself a distinct if

the process of all that, odd things have occasionally
j

minor niche in the history of botanical exploration,
happened to the people who went out and found those

j

That’s all behind him now, of course,
plants.” He picked up the ash gray cactus. It was I Business was slow that winter day and he closed
strange even as cacti go, not only because of its deathly

j

the nursery about half past four. I was staying over-
color but because of the glossy black spines, heavy and

j

night. We drove in silence past Mission Santa Barbara
menacing, running in rigidly aligned vertical rows i and into the foothills where he has his small house, a
down its sides. “Copfapoacmerea,” said Britton, “from

{

modest adobe surrounded by awesome specimens of
the Atacama Desert in northern Chile. This one and

j

botanical rarities. On the way in, i saw in his cactus
most of the others you’ll see are descended from the garden a giant clump of the ash gray Copiapoa duerea

I

parent plants that I collected thirty years ago in the that somehow I had never noticed before. Britton nod- i

Atacama, between Pelpel and Sabroso. I ought to tell ded. “From the Quebrada Pelpel, east of the town. One I

you that story some time.” of my original specimens, in fact. The Greek told me
!

Britton is a compact, weatherbeaten-looking where to look for them.”
I

man who for the last dozen years or so has run a little “The Greek?”
nursery in Santa Barbara. That’s a quiet town and he “It’s a long story,” Britton said,

leads a quiet life, selling fuchsias and pelargoniums and He opened a bottle of chilled ’henin blanc and we
,
chrysanthemums to the local gardeners. But his own settled on his patio to watch twilight descend on Santa
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Barbara. An odd winter light made the red-tiled roof-

tops look almost pink, and fog was beginning to en-

croach on the harbor. But the air was mild and the

garden surrounding us was lush with blooming things,

two enormous aloes S(.mding up giant red spikes and a

row of nine-foot-high proteas ablaze with implausibly

intricate blossoms and a rare Mexican yucca unfolding a

torrent of white flowers.

We were halfway through the wine before either

of us spoke. Then Bidtton said, “The Atacama Des-

ert— it must be the < riest place in the world. Three,

four, five years at a lime without any rain, and then

maybe an inch, and then dry for two or three more

years. Rut yet there are plants there. They live on the

winter fog, the canicuchaca, and nothing else.” He
looked straight at me, and his eyes are intense and

piercing, but he seemed to be seeing through me into a

sear and horrid realm of dryness almost beyond my
^ comprehension. “This happened in January or Febru-
’ ary of 1952, when 1 was collecting along the South

;

American coast for the University, trying to make
some sense out of the genus Copiapoa, which, as you

i may know, was at that time very poorly understood and

in desperate need of revision— ”

M
y headquarters down there was in Pelpel, a

parched little fishing village on the coast a couple

of hundred kilometers south of Antofagasta.

These days, for all 1 ktiow', it’s a magnificent resort wdth

a high-rise Hilton and a racetrack and six casinos, but I

I

doubt it very much. Back then it was utterly dismal — a >

\

thousand people or so, living mainly in tin-roofed

shacks. Dust blowing everywhere. The w'ater supply

w^as piped in for a few' hours every other day. If you

went inland a little way, up on the ridges back of town
where there’s a little fog condensation, you found some
cactus growing, but in the town itself nothing at all

could grow'. You can’t imagine how' dreary and drab it

was.

I
The center of social life w'as a bleak scruffy plaza

I

that was bordered by a squalid old hotel, and across the

way from that a beer parlor and pool hall that was run

by a Greek named Panagiotis. The Greek’s place had a

loudspeaker that blared music into the plaza every

evening, and the big event w'as the grand prom-

enade; single women going around the plaza in one

direction, single men in the other, and eventually some
;

couples would form and go off together for the night,
;

and the next night it w'ould all start over.

I W'as the only guest in the hotel, and from the
|

way people stared at me w'hen I arrived I suspect that 1
'

was the first guest in seven or eight years. The place
;

was clean enough— an old German w'oman ran it, and
i

she spent hours every day dusting and sw'eeping— but
j

the beams were (Ij’y and shrunken, the plaster was
I

cracking, the roof -was a sounding board that rattled
;

miserably every time the wund blew. My room was
|

upstairs and I w'as delighted to find a show'er next

door— a shower of sorts, anyw'ay, with an overhead bag

and a pull-chain. But w'hen I tried to use it, nothing
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came out but a trickle of sand. Obviously it hadn’t held

water in a long time. Pelpel was strictly basin-and-
spongebath territory.

But I didn’t mind. I was young and not very
concerned with comfort, and I was glad enough to have
a roof over my head at all. What really mattered to me
were the Copiapoas in the hinterlands, not the luxuries

available in Pelpel. And I wasn’t in Pelpel long before I

found out where the Copiapoas were.

The Greek helped me. He was the only person in

town who showed the slightest warmth toward
me. The others simply gave me cold blank stares

and tight-lipped scowls, behind which lay an apparent
instant hostility that I suppose was the natural re-

sponse of these hardbitten people— forlorn dwellers in

a desolate land— to an intruder, an outsider, a fortu-

nate Norteamericano who had come to them out of the
cozy world of hot and cold running water, air-conditipn-

ing, and Technicolor movies. The fact that I spoke only
the most basic Spanish at that time, and spoke it with a
California-Mexican accent that must have seemed
ludicrous, barbarous, and close to unintelligible to

these Chileans, did not make it easier for me to win
friends in Pelpel.

At least there was Panagiotis. I thought at first

that his friendliness was just a professional trait, the
standard good-fellowship that any tavern keeper tends
to develop, or else that it was only his irrepressible

Greek exuberance that led him to greet me with a big
toothy smile, whereas I got nothing but sullen frosty
scowls from the rest of them. Probably those factors

did figure into it to some degree. But also I think he
genuinely took a liking to me —that he saw me not as an
overprivileged and condescending ambassador from a
civilization of unimaginable and unattainable marvels,
but rather as I really was, a young and rather shy
botanist who was voluntarily making a long, uncom-
fortable journey into their disagreeable environment
for the sake of bringing back scientific information. I

suppose Panagiotis was clever enough to see that what
the others must have interpreted as haughtiness and
arrogance was actually just the product of my shyness
and my difficulties with their language.

I went out into the high country west ofthe town
the first day and came back almost empty-handed.
Obviously I am not a person who finds deserts depress-
ing, but this one weighed on my spirits as no other had
ever done. It was stark and drab, just bare rock and
sand in dull tones of brown and yellow, and dry beyond
belief. The desiccated ground was virtually lifeless, no
shrubs, no cacti, not even the tiny ground-hugging
plants you find in nearly any desert— nothing. Noth-
ing. I could have been on the moon.

I wandered for hours in emptiness, growing
more discouraged as the day waned. Even though the
desert gained in beauty in late afternoon, when the sun
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no longer bleached all color from it and the bare ravines

turned dark and mysteriously rich, I sank into a

somber, self-pitying mood. It was a mistake to come
here, I told myself I should be up ty Iquique, perhaps,
or inland on the slopes of the Andes, where plant life is

more abundant. But of course the whole point of this

expedition was to explore this barren and virtually

unknown coastal strip, which had not been properly
studied by botanists since the pioneering work of

Philippi almost a hundred years before.

The afternoon winds stirred up great black
clouds of dust, which had the merit of providing me
with a spectacular sunset as I trudged back to Pelpel.

The rays of the late sun, filtering through the murk and
haze, turned from brilliant yellow to a pale violet, and
then through a stunningly complex series of ever
deeper purples, until suddenly there was gray and then
black. Just before it became dark I stumbled over what
I thought was a rock, and for some reason looked back
to discover that I had tripped on an isolated specimen of

Copiapoa cinerea, growing, God alone knew why, just

a couple of kilometers from town. It was the only plant

of interest I had seen in the past six or seven hours. I

collected it and went hurrying on into Pelpel as night

fell.

Dinner was waiting for me at the hotel—every-
thing out of cans, a watery vegetable soup and some
kind of meat stew, washed down by thin, bitter red
wine. I ate by myself, served in silence by the Indian

woman who seemed to be the hotel’s only employee.
From across the plaza came the raucous sound of music
out of the Greek’s loudspeaker.

When I was done eating I walked outside and
stood in front of the hotel a long while, watching the
townsfolk promenade. Mostly they ignored me. Those
that did stare at me stared without amiability and
essentially without curiosity. I shrugged and went to

my room, but that made things even worse— the bare
walls, the fissures in the plaster, the single dim light

bulb, the sound of the dry, ugly wind. The idea of trying
to work or study or even to relax in such a room until it

was time to sleep was a dismal one. And so, although



; I'm not what anyone would call a drinking man, I found

i

myself going across the plaza to the beer parlor, simply

i to have some sort of human contact and a bit of cheer on

I
this cheerless evening in this cheerless town,

i Some tw'o dozei men w^ere in the place, mostly

i

gathered around the ])ool table, a few slouched at the

i
warped and discolored bar. The look I got from them as

;

I appeared in the doo:’W'ay w^as so frigid that I nearly

;

turned and fled. But then Panagiotis boomed out,

i “Hello, Nortean/erica.io! You come in! You have drink

with us!” It was impossible to refuse.

The Greek wms a big thick-set man of about fifty,

with gleaming buck teeth and a broad, conspicuous

nose. His black hair \vas all gone, combed across his

skull in sparse strands betw'een which a freckled and i

deeply tanned scalp showed through. He spoke a little

English and understocal my Spanish, and we were able

to communicate. First he tapped the bottles around him
on the bar— Peruvian pinco, and various local brandies

and rums, and some kind of “Scotch” that w'as labeled

Hecho eii Mexico —but I shook them off, not w'anting

anything so strong after having had wane wdth dinner,

and said, “Hay cervezaH’ Panagiotis laughed and

groped under the bar a nd came up with a dusty bottle of

: tepid beer. Getting it dowm was a challenge, and after

that I drank pisco

.

1 He introduced me to the other men at the bar.

I The very tall, almost skeletal one with the sunken

burning eyes and th(! knifelike cheekbones was his

brother-in-law', Ramon Sotomayor. The fat one beyond

him w’as Aguirre, the lawyer, and the one with faded

red hair was Nunez de Prado, the doctor, and that w'as

Mendoza, the pharmacist, and so on. Each, when his

name was mentioned, gave me a glum, surly glare and a

brief reluctant nod of salutation, and that w'as all.

I

And then Panagiotis— who, like everyone else,

I

knew from the momer t of my arrival that I W'as here to

i

collect plants— asked me what I was looking for. Cac-

; tus, 1 said, curving my fingers to pantomine their

i
shapes. I had been out all day, I told him, but I had had

i

mala suerte, bad luck, I had found nada.

I

Panagiotis listened sympathetically. He con-

i ferred with Mendoza and Aguirre in Spanish that was

I

too fast and idiomatic for me to understand, and then

I

began draw'ing crude maps on bar napkins, accompany-

i

ing his diagrams with a running commentary in broken

I

English and a kind of pidgin Spanish. The maps were
impossible to understand. I smiled and held up a hand

! and ran back to the hotel —a little tipsily — and got my
!
own set of charts, and we spread them out on the bar.

: The others muttered and grumbled as though

I

Panagiotis were giving me the location of secret gold

^ mines, but he paid no attention to them, and marked for

I

me the places where 1 thought I would find what I was

I

after. Then he slapped me on the back and filled my
I

glass for the third or fourth time. He would take no
j

I

payment. Eventually 1 got back to my room, head spin-

1

ning, and not even the strident sounds of the
loudspeaker music kept me awake for long.

The next day I started at dawn, going as far as I

could in my battered jeep, covering the last few
kilometers on foot. The Greek had guided me toward
the rough ravines of the Quebrada Pelpel, ten kilome-

ters east of town, where I already knew Philippi had
collected in 1854. Sure enough, I found dense stands of

Copiapoa cinerea there. That night I thanked Panagio-

tis warmly, and he filled me full of pisco until I begged
him to stop and turned my glass bottom-side up.

A
nd over the days that followed I went south across

that silent ghostly desert into the Sierra Es-
meralda, and north along the coastal road to Sab-

roso, the next town up, and inland along the low
plateaus, and I found cinerea in a wide range of forms.

In the hills above Sabroso I discovered the practically

unknown Copiapoa humilis, a small plant with roots

like turnips, last seen by Philippi in 1860. It’s a difficult

plant to find, because its dark color is much like that of

the surrounding soil. After looking in vain for it for

hours, I discovered that I had sat right down on one
clump of it— fortunately the spines are not very
threatening— and therefore I found plenty of them.

In this time I grew no closer to the people of

Pelpel. The only one who as much as spoke to me was
Panagiotis, and our conversations were limited by lan-

guage barriers to the simplest themes. To the others I

remained a total alien, unwanted, intrusive, resented.

Their blank-eyed disdain was harder for me to take

than solitude itself. I felt more comfortable by myself in

the midst of a desert all but devoid of life than I did in

that town. There was no reason for the locals to love

me —they are a strange people, confined by the nature

of their country to a narrow and rigid existence in their

little oasis— but there wasn’t any need for them to

treat me as if I had come to steal from them or spy on

them. Unless, possibly, they suspected me of secretly

being an anthropologist trying to pry into their private

ways, for I knew that in these coastal towns some odd
customs had evolved out of the mixing of Indian and
Spanish blood— a religion in which primitive native

rites had been somehow hybridized into the Christian

worship —and no doubt they wanted no investigation of

that. But I think I never gave them cause to suspect I

was anything other than what I said I was.

One afternoon I returned to town after a par-

ticularly trying and exhausting field trip and, barely

touching the pathetic dinner the Indian woman set out

for me, I went to my room and fell into a deep sleep. A
few hours later—it was still early evening— I was
awakened by the sound of the Greek’s loudspeaker.

Booming through the plaza, blurred and distorted by
echoes and feedback and the crudity of the equipment,

j

was a man’s voice, speaking excitedly and rapidly, de-

I

livering what sounded like a news broadcast or, more
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likely, the commentary on some big sporting event.

Puzzled, I peered out my window. A grand
commotion was going on in the plaza. Half the popula-
tion of Pelpel seemed to be out there, not just those who
made the spooky, silent nightly promenades around the
plaza’s edge. Hundreds of people were gathered, in

groups of ten or a dozen or so, listening intently to the

broadcast, occasionally cheering, shaking their heads,
pointing at the loudspeaker as if arguing with it. I saw
money changing hands, too—men taking crumpled
wa(is of hundred-peso notes from their shirts and giv-

ing them to others. Every few minutes some loud out-

cry from the radio brought new cheers and groans from
:

the crowd, and more bills went fluttering back and
forth.

;

I went outside, hoping to find out what was

;

going on. Usually when I appeared all activity halted,

!
and the townsfolk gave me looks of dark, glowering

! anger, as though I were death at the feast. I was a little

i hesitant to leave the hotel now, not wanting to sour
their festivity. But to my surprise they seemed, for the
first time, glad to see me. Some of them waved, some of

them grinned, some of them tossed their hats into the
air/‘Norteamericano!” they cried. “Hola, Nor-
tearnericano! Viva! Viva!”

W hat was all that about? They surrounded me,
coming up close, peering right into my face and
winking, slapping me on the back like old

friends. The change of attitude was absolute and dra-

matic. And also a little frightening. I’ve studied some
anthropology. I began to wonder whether I had been
chosen for the starring role in some grim municipal
ritual that was to be the peak of this mystifying event. I

glanced around for the Greek, looking for explanations,
but he was nowhere in sight, and the crowd was too
thick for me to get across the plaza to his cantina .

Amid all the chaos I stood still and listened,

desperately trying to make sense out of the broadcast.
And gradually I began to understand a little of it. The
announcer was naming local towns — Santa Catalina,
Casabindo, San Antonio, Placilla— which I recognized
as dusty little way-stations along the inland roads. And
he was calling offnames— Godoy, dela Gasca, Lezaeta,
Alejandro. I gathered that some sort of automobile race
was going on out there. In the harsh and forbidding
wastelands of the Atacama Desert, under a black moon-
less sky, men were roaring across the pitted and
parched terrain in motorcars, and here in Pelpel frantic

wagering was going on, over the ultimate outcome,
and, so it seemed, over the separate stages of the race.

As I listened with growing comprehension, I

realized that one of the drivers was an American. “El
Norteamericano the announcer kept saying, was
doing very well. El Norteamericano was showing
great skill. El Norteamericano was demonstrating

j

true virtuosity on the dangerous track. And every time

the announcer mentioned this unknown countryman of

mine, the townspeople around me grinned and cheered
and waved at me, and made V-for Victory signs, as if

they were rooting for him as a way of making amends
for their coldness toward me. They pointed and shouted
something at me again and again, which at first 1 was
unable to understand, until I picked up the verb veneer,

drifting to me like a word out of a vivici dream, and
realized that thev were telling me "You will win!"

Me?
So frenzied and feverish was the scene that only

slowly did I start to consider the baffling, inexplicable,

downright impossible aspects of what I was hearing.

The road they were racing tn was the same one
that I had driven so many times in the past ten or

twelve days— a miserable, hopeless washboard track
that ran along the coast from Pelpel to Sabroso, then
curved inland, practically disappearing into the dust
and rocky subsoil, and hooked up briefly with the f’an

American Highway. That road was a killer even for

jeeps. What kind of supernatural shocks and springs

did the racing cars have? How could the drivers possi-

bly be moving at the speeds the announcer was talking

about? Just to get from Placilla to San Antonio was a
harrowing half-day project, with pebbles clanging
against your oil-pan every foot of ^he way. It was ab-

surd to think of that narrow scratchy dirt-on-dirt track

as a racecourse.

Another little mystery was how the announcer
was getting the information. In rapid-fire narrative he
was giving continuous reports on a: least a dozen driv-

ers spread out between Sabroso ard Pelpel. I suppose
that could have been done by posting him in a helicopter

i

above the scene, but this was thirty years ago, re-
;

member, when helicopters were still rare, especially in
i

out-of-the-way corners of Chile. Perhaps observers
i

stationed along the course were phoning in a steady
i

flow of news that the announcer was deftly weaving
;

together to create his running account, but there
weren’t even any telephones in the town, let alone out

;

there in the open wastelands. Radio communication?
!

Perhaps. Smoke signals, for all I knew, or a semaphore ^

relay. One guess was as good as another. The whole
thing didn’t make sense.

It was just as hard to figure out where the f

broadcast was coming from. Radio stations simply
j

didn’t exist in these parts. The music that Panagiotis
;

played through his loudspeaker every night came from
ancient phonograph records. There were radio stations .

i

in the south, down by Valparaiso and Santiago, hun-
I

dreds of miles away, but their sig nals didn’t get up
i

here. The nearest northern station was probably even
|

further, in Lima, but the curve of the continent put the
j

wall of the Andes between us and it. Short wave, then?
j

Well, maybe. Or maybe some fluky transmission out of
;

the Valparaiso station, although it v'as hard to see why
:

they would want to devote hours of valuable air time to :
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an obscure automobile race in a sleepy pocket of the
}

desert.
i

When I looked toward the northern side of the
I

plaza, where the road from Placilla came in, I saw the
|

biggest puzzle of all. A length of sturdy twine, gaudily
|

bedecked with red and green and yellow streamers,
|

had been strung across the road to mark what was
|

obviously the finish lin(!. Boys were stationed on either
|

side of the street with tdhilean flags atop long poles, no
!

doubt to wave in the victor’s face as he came thundering
|

down the home stretch. ;

How, though, could they expect to conclude the
j

long race right in the middle of Pelpel? A mere fifty or
j

sixty feet behind the finish line was the high brick wall i

of the church. Did anyone seriously think that a car ;

speeding through the line was going to be able to brake !

in time to avoid hitting that wall? I thought I must be •

mistaken, that this was no finish line but merely some
kind of ceremonial halting point to which the winner

;

would coast after passing the true finish line some-

1

where outside of town. But no, this certainly was S

decked out the way the terminus of a motor race ought
i

to be decked out, and :he townspeople were carefully

keeping the road in front of it clear, as if they expected

cars to go zooming into the plaza at any instant. And
some of them were staring expectantly into the black-

ness of the night beyond the floodlit plaza, trying to

make out the headlights of the finishers as they ap-

proached the end of ths race.

Mystery on mystery. Bewildering, dreamlike,

almost hallucinatory — I could make no sense out of any

of it. This alien ritual eft me feeling more thoroughly

alone and out of place n Pelpel than ever before.

And yet, in the giddy and tense carnival atmo-

sphere of the moment, nearly everyone was cheerful :

and friendly. They clustered around me, offering me
drinks, cigarettes, rough macho handshakes, splay-

toothed grins, winks, nudges. Through the air came the ^

crackling boom of the loudspeaker, the voice furry and
distorted, calling out the twists and surprises of the

race. It was all but impossible for me to comprehend.

Was that Alejandro ii the lead, now? Or the Nor-

teayyiericano‘1 Was he saying that Lezaeta’s car had

gone spinning off the track passing the quebrada? And
had someone else overturned just outside Sabroso?

I

t was dreamlike, yes, eerie, confusing— little blips

and fragments of information, alternating with

static, cheering, shouting, and torrents of the bewil-

dering local dialect. The crowd was wholly caught up in

it, following each event of the race with wild excite-

ment. They seemed to be making bets constantly —not
just on the ultimate winner, so far as I could tell, but on

who would be in the lead at certain key points along the

course, and even on who would get through the race

without a spinout or a stall—and the hundred-peso

notes were going swiftly from hand to hand. Whenever
the Norteamericano racer was mentioned, the cheer-

ing grew more intense and the people surrounding me
laughed and clapped as if to tell me that they liked me
more because my valiant countryman was performing

so well. I wondered who this American racer might be,

and what he was doing in these parts, and whether he

would make it safely to Pelpel that evening. It had been

too many weeks since I had had a coherent conversa-

tion with someone whose language I understood.

The race seemed to be reaching its climax now.

Sotomayor, the Greek’s brother-in-law, came
swaggering up out of the chaos. He loomed ominously

over me, at least a foot taller than I am, though I doubt

he weighed a hundred forty pounds — a knifeblade of a

man, matador-thin, cold, unfathomable. He glowered

at me and said icily, “You will not win.”

I had no idea what to say.

“You will lose,” he said, as though he felt he

needed to clarify his first statement.

I shrugged. He was drunk and wobbling, and I

was so captivated by the sudden and unexpected

friendliness of everyone else around me that I resented

having Sotomayor spoil the mood of cordiality. Some-
thing possessed me and I tugged my wallet out of my
pocket. In a reckless way —on this expedition I had no

funds to waste— I pulled out five hundred-peso notes.

The Chilean peso was then worth something like three

cents, so a hundred pesos was no great fortune, but I

could hardly stand to lose even the fifteen dollars that

the five bills represented. Nevertheless I glared up at

Sotomayor and said, “On the Norteamericano to win.

Cinco cientos. ”

“You bet with me?”
“I bet, yes.”

Sotomayor laughed. With a vast flamboyant

gesture of his great spidery arms he drew forth a purse

from a money-belt and counted out ten hundred-peso

notes, holding each:one up so that I could count along

with him. His eyes gleamed mockingly in the glaring

light of the plaza lamps. He was giving me odds of two

to one, unasked: a gesture of contempt, of humiliation.

He swept my bills from my hand, folded them into the

ten he was holding, wrapped them all in a wad, and
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handed them to fat Aguirre, the lawyer, who stood
|

nearby and somehow had been appointed keeper of the
j

stakes in that moment.
i

The crowd was screaming. It was all but impos-
sible to make out the announcer’s words now.

I said to Aguirre, “Do you know where the rac-

ers are at this minute?”
He pointed past the finish line and vaguely up

the dark highway. “Two kilometers from Pelpel.”

Even on that dreadful road it wouldn’t take long
to cover two kilometers. The race was almost over. The
screaming was frantic. Along with everyone else, I

looked toward the finish line. I still was unable to

understand how the race could possibly end in Pelpel; I

imagined the leading drivers barreling down the nar-
row road, passing between the tin-roofed shacks, roar-

ing across the finish line into the plaza, smashing
willy-nilly into the church wall, piling up in a great
flaming mound of wreckage, car upon car upon car—

Sudden silence. The voice of the announcer,
crackling with the strain: Alejandro . . . Godoy . . .

Norteamericano . . . Alejandro . . . Norteamericano
. . . Norteamericano . . . Norteamericano primero . .

.”

Silence.

Everyone frozen, peering out into the night.

“Norteamericano wins! Alejandro second!
Godoy third

!”

Wins? How? Where?
At the far side of the plaza they were tearing

down the finish line, pulling off the streamers, flutter-

ing them like banners, and the two flag-bearers were
capering about, waving the flags. A mad celebration

was beginning, a wild crazy leaping and dancing. But
where were the cars?

The road was empty. The race was over and no
one had arrived in Pelpel.

I began to understand, but I couldn’t believe
that I understood what I thought I understood. I had to

find Panagiotis. In the madness of the plaza, with ev-
eryone going berserk and hundred-peso notes flapping
about like confetti, it was not easy to get to the far side,

but I pushed and elbowed my way across and finally

entered the cantina

.

The Greek sat wearily slouched
behind the bar, face shiny with sweat, eyes glossy, a
drink in one hand and a microphone in the other. He
smiled and nodded when he saw me.

“You drove well,” he said.

“I?”

“Very well. We are proud of you.”
I sat down facing him. “The race was imagi-

nary?” I asked.

“No le entiendo.”

“Imaginary. You made it up. You invented it.

You sat here all evening with that microphone, pretend-
ing that a race was going on out in the desert, right?”

“Yes.”

“And the Norteamericano who was racing—he

was me?”
“Yes.” I

‘And the people believe all this? They think
|

there really was a race?”
|

Panagiotis grinned. “In Pelpel life is very quiet.
;

This is the most real race we have. This is how we pass
|

the time in Pelpel. The people cf Pelpel understand
j

what is real and what is not real, better than you think.” I

“How— often do you have a race?”
!

“Whenever we need it. Perhaps every two, i

three months. Sometimes more often. We did this now,
|

in your honor.”
;

“And let me win?”

“Because you would be more popular in Pelpel,”

said Panagiotis. “You did not have many friends here.
;

Now everyone is your friend in Pelpel.”

“Except Sotomayor,” I said.

And just then, as if on cue, Sotomayor and his
:

cronies entered the tavern. There was a black gleam in

Sotomayor’s eyes that I hope never to see again any-
where. He looked at me with oathing and at his

brother-in-law with absolute rage
,
and said something

quick and curt in Spanish that I could not understand,
but which made a sound like the s pitting out of teeth.

He pointed to me, to Panagiotis, to the microphone. It

was very quiet in the cantina. The pharmacist, Men-
doza, laughed nervously, but this did not break the

'

tension.
I

“You have made me a fool,’ said Sotomayor to

Panagiotis.

The Greek replied, “Only a fool can make a fool.

But here, Ramon. Let us drink together and make :

amends.”

He swung around and picked up the bottle of

;

pisco. When he turned back to fi.ce the rest of us, a

small shiny snub-nosed pistol had appeared in
;

Sotomayor’s hand, and Panagiotis ’s mouth made a si-

1

lent little 0 of amazement, and Sotomayor shot him
once, drilling a small startling hole in the center of the

;

Greek’s broad, sloping freckled foi-ehead.

Aguirre put a thick wad of hundred-peso notes ^

into my hand. I had won my bet W ith Sotomayor, after

all. Then he and Mendoza and Nunez de Prado and
Ramon Sotomayor turned and walked out of the bar,

leaving me alone with the dead Panagiotis.

B
ritton paused and poured the last of the chenin

blanc into my glass and his. Night had fallen over
Santa Barbara, and the lights of boats sparkled in

i

the marina, and I heard distant foghorns. After a mo-

I

ment Britton said, “The next morning I packed up my
!
Copiapoas and left town. The plaza was absolutely '

deserted and the only traces of the' events of the night

'

before were the shreds and tatters of the colored
'

streamers. I never found out ivhat happened to I

Sotomayor. And now, I suppose, they have some other i

I

way of passing the time in Pelpel.” ®
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i
HE \AAS JUST 'A HELPLESS,

' RETARDED, CRIPPLED YOUNG MAN."
|

1

THEN WHAT \AAS IT SHE S/WV i

j

THAT DARK NIGHT ON THE BEACH?
J

Y ou asked me about it before, didn’t you— the

picture? And I never told you. But tonight . . .

tonight I think I will. Why not? The wine was

I

very nice, and there’s still the other bottle. The autumn
dusk is warm, clear, and beautiful, and the stars are

blazing over the bay. It’s so quiet that, when the tide

starts to come back, we’ll hear it.

You’re absolutely right. I’m obsessive about the

sea. And that picture, the Magritte.

Of course, it’s a print, nothing more, though that

was quite difficult to obtain. I saw it first in a book,

when I was eighteen or so. I felt a strangeness about it

I

even then. Naturally, most ofMagritte is bizarre. Ifyou

i
respond to him, you get special sensations, special

i
inner stirrings over any or all ofwhat he did, regardless

j
even of whether you care for it or not. But this one—

I

this one ... He had a sort of game whereby he’d often

I

call a picture by a name that had no connection —or no

I
apparent connection —with its subject matter. The
idea, I believe, was to throw out prior conception. I

|

mean, generally you’re told you’re looking at a picture
|

called Basket ofApples, and it's apples in a basket. But
j

Magritte calls a painting The Pleasure Principle, and
j

it’s a man with a kind of white nova taking place where !

his head should be. E.xcept that makes a sort of sense,
j

doesn’t it? Think of orgasm, for e.xample, or someone
j

who’s crazy about Pjokofiev, listening to the third piano
|

I

concerto. This picture, though. It’s called The Secret

I

Agent.

I

It’s one of the strangest pictures in the world to

i me, partly because it’s beautiful and it shocks, but the i

j

shock doesn’t depend on revulsion or fear. There’s
j
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another one, a real stinger—a fish lying on a beach, but course, the unworthy survival tra:t which manifests in i

IS has the loins and legs of a girl: a mermaid but in- the urge to stay uninvolved with anything that might i

verted. That has shock value all right, but it’s different, need help, embarrass, or take time. Actually, there was ^

This one . . . The head, neck, breast of a white horse, someone with the wheelchair who had guided it to a ^

I

which is also a chess piece, which is also a girl. A girl’s stop. An escort normally makes i : worse, since it im-

!

j

syC) ^r>d hair thats a mane, and yet still hair. And plies total dependence. I was ah'eady looking away
I

j

she—it— is lovely. She’s in a room, by a window that before I saw. Let’s face it, what >ou do see is usually

!

I

faces out over heathland under a crescent moon, but fairly bad. Paralysis, imbecility, encroaching death. I

:

;

she doesn’t look at it. There are a few of the inevitable
j

do know I’m most filthily in the wrong, and I thank God
- Magritte tricks— for example, the curtain hanging

|

there are others who can think differently than I do.

^

outside the window frame instead of in, that type of
;

You know how, when you’re glancing from one
thing.

^
. ;

thing to another, a sudden light or color or movement
But there s also this other thing. I don’t know

;

snags the eye somewhere in between, you look away,

j

how I can quite explain it. I think I sensed it from the
;

then irresistibly back again. The visual center has reg-

I

first. Or maybe I only read it into the picture after- istered something ahead of the brain, and the message
;

wards. Or maybe it’s just the idea of white horses and
;

gets through so many seconds late. This is what hap-
i

the foam that comes in on a breaker: white horses, or
; pened as I glanced hurriedly aside from the wheelchair.

I

mythological Kelpies that can take the shape of a horse,
j

I didn’t know what had registered to make me look
i
Somehow, the window ought to show the sea, and it ‘ back, but I did. Then I found out.

i

doesn’t. It shows the land under the horned moon, not a I In the chair was a young maa— a boy. He looked
trace of water anywhere. And her face that’s a worn-

j

about twenty. He was focusing somewhere ahead, or
an’s, even though it’s the face of a chess-piece horse,

i

not focusing, it was a sort of blind look, but somehow
And the title. The Secret Agent, which maybe isn’t

|

there was no doubt he could see, or that he could think, i

meant to mean anything. And yet . . . Sometimes I
|

The eyes are frequently the big gi reaway when some- ^

wonder if Magritte— if he ever—
j

thing has gone physically wrong. His eyes were clear,

,

1

_ _ I

large, utterly contained, contamfr,.p, like two cool cis-i
was about twenty-three at the time, and it was i terns. I didn’t even see the color of them, the construc-
before I’d got anything settled—my life, my ambi- I tion and the content struck me so forcibly. Rather than
tions, anything. I was rooming with a nominative

|

an unseeing look, it was a seeing through—to some-
aunt about five miles along the coast from here, at Ship

|
thing somewhere else. He had fair hair, a lot of it, and

Bay. I’d come out of art school without much hope of a
|

shining. The skin of his face had the sort of marvelous

:

job, and was using up my time working behind aj pale texture most men shave offwhen they rip the first
hngerie counterm the local chain store, which, if you’re

j

razor blade through their stubble and the second upper
female, is where any sort of diploma frequently gets ! dermis goes with it forever. He was slim and, if he had
you. I sorted packets ofbras, stopped little kids putting

, been standing, would have been tall. He had a rug over
the frilly nickers on their heads, and averted my eyes . his knees like a geriatric. But his legs were long.

I

from gargantuan ladies who were jamming themselves You see. I’ve described him as analytically as I

j

mto cubicles, corsets, and complementary heart at-
j

can, both his appearance and my reply to it. What it

I

tacks, m that order.
I comes to is, he was beautiful. I fell in love with him, not

1

Ihursday was cinema day at the Bay, when the
j in the carnal sense, but aesthetically, artistically Dra-

movie palace showed Its big matinee ofthe week.. I don’t matically. The fact that a woman was wheeling him I

know il there truly is a link between buyers of body about, helplessly, into a situation of women’s under- i

linen and the matinee performance, but from two to wear, made him also pathetic in the terms of pathos. He I

tour-thirty on Thursday afternoons you could count preserved a remote dignity even through this. Or not i

visitors to our department on two fingers or less. really; he was simply far away, not here at all.
|A slender girl named Jill, ostentatiously braless. The woman herself was just a woman. Stoutish i

was haughtily pricing B-cups for those of us unlucky fawnish. I couldn’t take her in. She was saying to Jill-
enough to require them. I was refolding trays of black “Should have been ready. I don’t know why you don’t
lace slips, thinking about my own black, but quite lace- deliver anymore like you used to.”
less, depression, when sounds along the carpet told me And Jill was saying: “I’m sorry, maa-dum, we

I

one of our one or two non-film-buff customers had ar- don’t deliver things like this.”

’

’

i

rived. There was something a little odd about the It was the sort of utterly futile conversation i

sounds. Since Jill was trapped at the counter by her redolent of dull, sullen frustration on both sides, sol
pricing activities, I felt safe to turn and look. common at shop counters everywhere. I wondered if i

I got the guilty, nervous, flinching-away reac- Jill had noticed the young man, but she didn’t seem to
i

tion one^ tends to on sight of a wheelchair. An oh-God- have done so. She usually reacted swiftly to anything
|1-mustn t-let-them-think-I’m-staring feeling. Plus, of youngish and male and platitudinously in trousers, but

!
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His eyes were
cleai; large,

utterly

contained.

Rather
thm an

unseeing look,

it was a
seeing through

—

to

something

somewhere else.

presumably only when trousers included locomotive

limbs inside them.

“Well, I can’t 5top,” said the woman. She had a

vague indeterminate Ship Bay accent, flat as the sands.

“I really thought it v'ould be ready by now.”

“I’m sorry, maa-dum.”
“I can’t keep coming in. I haven’t the time.”

Jill stood and looked at her.

I felt blood sw arm through my heart and head,

which meant I was aoout to enter the arena, cease my
purely observatory role.

“Perhaps we could take the lady’s name and

phone number,” I said, walking over to the counter. “We
could call her when her purchase arrives.”

Jill glowered at me. This offer was a last resort,

generally employed to placate only when a customer

produced a carving knife.

I found a papei’ bag and a pen, and waited. When
the women didn’t speak, I looked up. I was in first gear,

unbalanced, and worK;ing hard to disguise it. So I still

didn’t see her, just a shape where her face was, the

shadowy gleam of metal extending away from her

hands, the more shattering gleam of his gilded bronze

hair. (Did she wash t for him? Maybe he had simply

broken his ankle or his knee. Maybe he was no longer

there.)

I strove in vain towards the muddy aura of the

woman. And she wouldn’t meet me.

“If you’d just let me have your name,” I said

brightly, trying to enunciate like Olivier, which I do at

my most desperate.

“There’s no phone,” she said. She could have
i

been detailing a universal human condition.

“Well,” I was off-hand. “Your address. We could

probably drop you a card or something.” Jill made a

noise, but Qouldn’t summon the energy to tell us such a

thing was never done. (Yes, he was still there. Perfectly

still; perfect, still, a glimpse of long fingers lying on the

rug.)

“Besmouth ” said the woman, grudging me.
It was a silly name. It sounded like an antacid

stomach preparation. What was he called, then? Billy

Besmouth? Bonny Billy Besmouth, born broken, bun-

dled babylike, bumped bodily by brassieres —
“I’m sorry?” She’d told me the address and I’d

missed it. No I hadn’t. I’d written it down.
“Nineteen Sea View Terrace, The Rise.”

“Oh, yes. Just checking. Thank you.”

The woman seemed to guess suddenly it was all a

charade. She eased the brake off the chair and wheeled

it abruptly away from us.

“What did you do that for?” said Jill. “We don’t

send cards. What d’you think we aar?”

I refrained from telling her. I asked instead

what the woman had ordered. Jill showed me the book;

it was one of a batlike collection of nyldn-fur dressing

gowns in cherry red.

At four-thirty, ten women and a male frillies-

freak came in. By five-forty, when I left the store, I

should have forgotten about Bonny Billy Besmouth, the

wheelchair, the vellum skin, the eyes.

T hat evening I walked along the sands. It was
autumn, getting chilly, but the afterglow

lingered, and the sky above the town was made
of green porcelain. The sea came in, scalloped, darken-

ing, and streaked by the neons off the pier, till whoop-

ing untrustworthy voices along the shore drove me
back to the promenade. When I was a kid, you could

have strolled safely all night by the water. Or does it

only seem that way? Once, when I was eight, I walked

straight into the sea, and had to be dragged out,

screaming at the scald of salt in my sinuses. I never

managed to swim. It was as if I expected to know how
without overlearning, as a fish does, and, when I failed,

gave up in despair.

You could see The Rise from the promenade, a

humped back flung up from the south side of the bay,

with its terraced streets clinging on to it. He was up

there somewhere. Not somewhere; 19 Sea View. Banal.

I could walk it in halfan hour. I went home and ate banal

sausages, and watched banal TV.

On Saturday a box of furry bat-gowns came in,

and one of them w^s cherry red.

“Look at this,” I said to Jill.

She looked, as if into an open grave.

“Yes. Orrful.”

“Don’t you remember?”
Jill didn’t remember.
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Angela, who ran the department, was hung over
from the night befoi’e, and was, besides, waiting for her
extramarital relationship to call her. I showed her the
dressing gown and she winced.

“If she’s not on the phone, she’s had it.”

“I could drop it in to her,”ll lied ably.“rm going
to meet someone up on The Rise, at the pub. It isn’t any
trouble to me, and she has a crippled son.”

“Poor cow,” said Angela. She was touched by
pity. Angela always struck me as kind of Chaucerian
character -fun-loving, warmhearted, raucously
glamorous. She was, besides, making almost as much a

mess of her life as I was of mine, with a head start on me
of about ten years.

She organized everything, and the department
did me the gi'eat favor of allowing me to become its

errand-person. I suppose if the goods had been wild-
silk erotica I might not have been allowed to take them
from the building at all. But who was going to steal a

bat-gown?

“You aar stew-pid,” said Jill. “You should never
volunteer to do anything like that. They’ll have you at it

all the time now.”

At half past six, for Saturday was the store’s late

closing, I took the carrier and went out into the night,
with my heart beating in slow hard concussions. I didn’t

know why, or properly what I was doing. The air

smelled alcoholically of sea and frost.

I got on the yellow bus that went through The
Rise.

I
left the bus near the pub, those broad lights followed
me away down the slanting street. I imagined vari-

eties of normal people in it, drinking gins and beer
and low-calorie coke. Behind the windows ofthe houses
I imagined dinners, T’V, arguments. It had started to
rain. What was I doing here? What did I anticipate?
{He opened the door, leaning on a crutch, last sum-
mer’s tennis racket tucked predictively under the other
arm. I stood beside his chair, brushmg the incense
smoke from him, in a long queue at Lourdes.) I

thought about his unspeaking farawayness. Maybe he
wasn’t crippled but autistic. I could have been wrong
about those strange containing eyes. Anyway, she’d
just look at me, grab the bag, shut the door. She had
paid for the garment months ago, when she ordered it.

I just had to give her the goods, collect her receipt.

Afterwards I’d go home, or at least to the place where I

lived. I wouldn’t even see him. And what then? Noth-
ing.

Sea 'View curved right around the bottom of The
Rise. Behind its railing the cliff lurched forward into
the night and tumbled on the sea. Number 19 was the
farthest house down, the last in the terrace. An odd,
curly little alley ran off to the side of it, leading along
the downslope of the cliff and out of sight, probably to
the beach. The sound of the tide, coupled with the rain.

was savage, close, and immensely \vet.

I pushed through the gate and walked up the
short path. A dim illumination came from the glass

panels of the door. There was no bell, just a knocker. I

knocked and waited like the traveler in the poem. Like
him, it didn’t seem I was going to get an answer— an
even more wretched end to my escapade than I had
foreseen. I hadn’t considered the possibility of absence.
Somehow I’d got the notion Mrs. Besmouth-Antacid
seldom went out. It must be difficult with him the way
he was, whichever way that happened to be. So why did

I want to get caught up in it?

A minute more, and I turned with a feeling of

letdown and relief. I was halfway along the path when
the front door opened.

“Hi, you,” she said.

At this uninviting salute, I looked back. I didn’t

recognize her, because I hadn’t properly been able to

see her on the previous occasion, k fizz of fawn hair,

outlined by the inner light, stood round her head like a

martyr’s crown. She was clad in a fiery apron.

“Mrs. Besmouth.” I went towards her, extend-
ing the carrier bag like meat offerel to a wild dog.

“Besmouth, that’s right. What is it?” She didn’t

know me at all.

I said the name of the store, a password, but she
only blinked.

“You came in about your dressing gown, but it

hadn’t arrived. It came today. I’ve gmt it here.”

She looked at the bag.

“All right,” she said. “What’s the delivery
charge?”
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“No charge. I ju-st thought I'd drop it in to you.”

She went on looking at the bag. The rain went on

falling.

“You live round here?” she demanded.

“No. The othei- end of the bay, actually.”

“Long way for rou to come,” she said accusingly.

“Well ... I had to come up to The Rise tonight.

And it seemed a shar ie, the way you came in and just

missed the delivery. Here, do take it, or the rain may
get in the bag.”

She e.xtended her hand and took the carrier.

“It was kind of you,” she said. Her voice was full

of dislike because I’d forced her into a show of gi'ati-

tude. “People don’t usually bother nowadays.”

“No, I know. Put you said you hadn’t got time to

keep coming back, and I could see that, with—with

your son

“Son,” she intiirrupted. “So you know he’s my
son, do you?”

I felt hot with embarrassed fear.

“Well, whoever— ” »

“Haven’t you got an umbrella?” she said.

"Er, no— "

“You’re soaked,” she said. I smiled foolishly, and

her dislike reached its clima.x. “You’d better come in a

minute.”

“Oh no, really that isn’t — ”

She stood aside in the doorway, and I slunk past

her into the hall. The door banged to.

I
experienced instant claustrophobia and a yearning

to run, but it was too late now. The glow was murky.

There was a faintly musty smell, not stale exactly,

more like the odor of a long-closed box.

“This way.”

We went by the stairs and a shut door, into a

small back room, which in turn opened on a kitchen.

There was a smokeless-coal fire burning in an old

brown fireplace. The curtains were drawn, even at the

kdtchen windows, which I could see through the door-

way. A clock ticked, setting the scene as inexorably as

in a radio play. It reminded me of my grandmother’s

house years before, (sxcept that in my grandmother’s

house you couldn’t hear the sea. And then it came to me
that I couldn’t pick it up here, either. Maybe some freak

meander of the cliff blocked off the sound, as it failed to

in the street. . .

I’d been looking for the wheelchair, and, not

seeing it, had relaxed into an awful scared boredom.

Then I registered the high-backed dark red chair, set

facing the fire. I couldn’t see him, and he was totally

silent, yet I knew at once the chair was full of him. A
type of electric charge went off under my heart. I felt

quite horrible, as if I’d screamed with laughter at a

ilineral.

“Take your coat off,” said Mrs. Besmouth. I pro-

tested feebly, trying not to gaze at the red chair. But

she was used to managing those who could not help

themselves, and she pulled the garment from me. “Sit

down by the fire. I’m making a pot of tea.”

I wondered why she was doing it, including me,

offering her hospitality. She didn’t want to— at least I

didn’t think she did. Maybe she was lonely. There ap-

peared to be no Mr. Besmouth. The unmistakable spoor

of the suburban male was everywhere absent.

To sit on the settee by the fire, I had to go round

the chair. As I did so, he came into view. He was just as

I recalled, even his position was unaltered. His hands

rested loosely and beautifully on his knees. He watched

the fire, or something beyond the fire. He was dressed

neatly, as he had been in the shop. I wondered if she

dressed him in these universal faded jeans, the dark

pullover. Nondescript. The fire streamed down his hair

and beaded the ends of his lashes.

“Hello,” I said. I wanted to touch his shoulder

quietly, but did not dare.

Immediately I spoke, she called from hei’

kitchen.

“It’s no good- talking to him. Just leave him be,

he’ll be all right.”

Admonished and intimidated, I sat down. The
heavy anger was slow in coming. Whatever was wrong
with him, this couldn’t be the answer. My back to the

kitchen, my feet still in their plastic boots which let in

water, I sat and looked at him.

I hadn’t made a mistake. He really was amazing.

How could she have mothered anything like this? The
looks must have been on the father’s side. And where
had the illness come from? And what was it? Could I ask

her, in front of him?

He was so far away, not here in this room at all.

But where was he? He didn’t look— oh God, what word
would do"! — deficient

.

Leonardo da 'Yinci, staring

through the face of one of his own half-finished, exqui-

site, lunar madonnas, staring through at some truth he

was still seeking. . . That was the look. Not vacant. Not

missing. .

.

She came through with her pot of tea, the cups

and sugar and milk.

“This is very kind of you,” I said.

She grunted. She poured the tea in a cup and

gave it to me. She had put sugar in without asking me,

and I don’t take sugar. The tea became a strange, alien,

sickly brew, drunk for ritual. She poured tea into a

mug, sugared it, and took it to the chair. I watched,

breathing through my mouth. What would happen?

She took up his hand briskly and introduced the

mug into it. I saw his long fingers grip the handle. His

face did not change. With a remote gliding gesture, he

brought the mug to his lips. He drank. We both, she and

I, looked on, as if at the first man, drinking.

“That’s right,” she said.

She fetched her own cup and sat on the settee

beside me. I didn’t like to be so close to her, and yet we
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were now placed together, like an audience, before the
profile of the red chair and the young man.

I wanted to question her, ask a hundred things.
His name, his age. If we could get him to speak. If he
were receiving any treatment, and for what, exactly.
How I wanted to know that! It burned in me, my heart
hammered, I was braised in racing waves ofadrenaline.

But I asked her nothing like that.

You could not ask her these things, or I couldn’t.
And he was there, perhaps understanding— the ulti-

mate constraint.

“It’s very cozy here,” I said. She grunted. “But I

kept wondering why you can’t hear the sea.. Surely—”
“Yes,” she said, “I don’t get much time to go into

the town center. What with one thing and another.”
That came over as weird. She belonged to a

category of person who would do just that; skip an idea
that had no interest for her and pass straight onto
something that did. And yet what was it? She’d been a.

fraction too fast. But I was well out of my depth, and
had been from the start.

“Surely,” I -said, “couldn’t the council provide
some sort of assistance? A home-help?”

“Don’t want anything like that.”

“But you’d be entitled—”
“I’m entitled to my peace and quiet.”

“Well, yes-”
“Daniel,” she said sharply, “drink your tea.

Drink it. It’ll get cold.”

I jumped internally again, and again violently.

She’d said his name. Not alliterative after all. Daniel
. . . She’d also demonstrated he could hear, and respond I

to a direct order, for he was raising his mug again,
drinking again.

“Now,” she said to me, “if you’ve finished your
tea, I’ll have to ask you to go. I’ve his bath to see to, you
understand.”

I
sat petrified, blurting some sort of apology. My
momentary brush with the bizarre was over and
done. I tried not to visualize, irresistibly, his slim,

pale, probably flawless male body, naked in water. He
would be utterly helpless, passive, and it frightened
me.

I got up.

“Thank you,” I said.

“No, it was good of you to bring the dressing
gown.”

I couldn’t meet her eyes, and had not been able
to do so at any time.

I wanted at least to say his name, before I went
away. But I couldn’t get it to my lips, my tongue
wouldn’t form it.

I was out of the room, in my coat, the door was
opening. The rain had stopped. There wasn’t even an
excuse to linger. I stepped onto the path.

“Oh, well. Goodbye, Mrs. Besmouth.’

Her face stayed shut, and then she shut the door,
too.

I walked quickly along Sea View Terrace, walk-
ing without having yet caught up tij myself, an automa-
ton. This was naturally an act, to convince Mrs. Ant-
acid, and the unseen watchers in their houses, and the
huge dark watcher of the night itself, that I knew
precisely where I wanted to go now and had no more
time to squander. After about half a minute, self-

awareness put me wise, and I stopped dead. Then I did
what I really felt compelled to do, still without under-
standing why. I reversed my direction, walked back
along the terrace, and into the curling alley that ran
down between Number 19 and the shoulder of the cliff.

I didn’t have to go very far to see the truth of the
amorphous thing I had somehow d(;ductively fashioned
already in my mind. The back of Number 19, which
would normally have looked towards the sea, was en-
closed by an enormous brick wall. It was at least four-

teen feet high; the topmost windov^s of the house were
barely visible above it. I wondered how the council had
been persuaded to permit such a wall. Maybe some

|

consideration of sea gales had come into it. . . The
next-door house, I now noticed for the first time, ap-
peared empty, touched by mild dei-eliction. A humped

“His father

was at sea,

and he
went

off and
left me

before Daaiel

was born.

He
didn’t

marryme,

either.”
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black tree that Icjoked like a deformed cypress grew in

the gai'den there, a further barrier against open vistas.

No lights were visible in either house, even where the

preposterous wall allowed a glimpse of them.

I thought aboi:t prisons, while the excluded sea

roared ferociously at the bottom of the alley.

I walked along the terrace again, and caught the

bus home.

S
unday was cold and clear, and I went out with my
camera, because there was too much pure-ice

wind to sketch. The water was like mercury
under colorless sunlight. That evening Angela had a

party to which I had been invited. I drank too much,

and a good-looking oaf called Ray mauled me about. I

woke on Monday mor ling with the intense moral shame
that results from the knowledge of truly wasted time.

Monday was my free day, or the day on which I

performed my persorial chores. I was loading the bag

ready for the launderette when I remembered— the

connection is elusive but possible Freudian— that I

hadn’t got the prepaid receipt back from Mrs. Bes-

mouth. Not tha,t it would matter too much. Such rec-

ords tended to be scrappy, in Angela’s department. I

could leave it, and no one would die.

At eleven-thir ;y I was standing by the door of

Number 19, the knoc -cer knocked and my heart in my
: mouth.

I’ve always been obsessive. It’s brought me
some success and quite a lot of disillusion, not to men-

^ tion definite hurt. But I’m used to the excitement and

trauma of it, and even then I was; used to my heart in

my mouth, the trembling in my hands, the deep breath

I must take before I e“Ould speak.

The door opened on this occasion quite quickly.

She stood in the pale hard sunlight. I was beginning to

learn her face and its recalcitrant, seldom-varying ex-

pression. But she had on a different apron.

“Oh,” she said, “it’s you.”

She’d expected me. She didn’t exactly show it,

she hadn’t guessed what my excuse would be. But she’d

known, just as I had, that I would come back.

“Look, I’m sorry to bother you,” I said. “I forgot

to ask you for the receipt.”

“What receipt !”

“When you pai l for the garment, they gave you a

receipt. That one.”

“I threw it away,” she said.

“Oh. Oh well, never mind.”

“I don’t want to get you in trouble.”

“No, it’s all right. Really. I pulled air down into

me like the drag of a cigarette or a reefer. “How’s

Daniel today’.'”’

She looked at me, her face unchanging.

“He’s all right
”

“I hoped I hadn’t— well— upset him. By being

there,” I said.

“He doesn’t notice,” she said. “He didn’t notice :

you.”

There was a tiny flash of spite when she said
:

that. It really was there. Because of it, I knew she had •

fathomed me, perhaps from the beginning. Now was
j

therefore the moment to retreat in good order.
|

“I was wondering,” I said. “What you told me,
j

that you find it difficult to make the time to get to the
|

town center.”
j

“I do,” she said.

“I have to go shopping there today. If there’s

anything you need, I could get it for you.”

“Oh no,” she said swiftly. “There’s local shops on

The Rise.”

“I don’t mind,” I said.
|

“I can manage.”
j

“I’d really like to. It’s no bother. For one thing,” I
;

added, “the local shops are all daylight robbers round
;

here, aren’t they?” i

She faltered. Part other wanted to slam the door

in my face. The other part was nudging her; Go on, let :

this stupid girl fetch and carry for you, if she wants to.
,

“If you want to, there are a few things. I’ll make :

you out a list.”

“Yes, do.”

“You’d better come in,” she said, just like last

time.

I followed her, and she left me to close the door, a

sign of submission indeed. As we went into the back

room, the adrenaline stopped coming, and I knew he

wasn’t there. There w'as something else, though. The
lights were on, and the curtains were drawn across the

windows. She saw me looking, but she said nothing.

She began to write on a piece of paper.

I wandered to the red chair and rested my hands

on the back of it.

“Daniel’s upstairs,” I said.

“That’s right.”

“But he’s— he’s well.”

“He’s all right. I don’t get him up until dinner

time. He just has to sit anyway, when he’s up.”

“It must be difficult for you, lifting him.”

“I manage. I have to.”

“But— ”

“It’s no use going on about home-help again,” she :

said. “It’s none of their business.”

She meant mine, of course. I swallowed and :

said;

“Was it an accident?” I’m rarely so blunt, and

when I am, it somehow comes out rougher from disuse.

She reacted obscurely, staring at me across the table.

“No, it wasn’t. He’s always been that way. He’s

got no strength in his lower limbs, he doesn’t talk, and

he doesn’t understand much. His father was at sea, and

he went off and left me before Daniel was born. He
didn’t marry me, either. So now you know everything,

don’t you?”
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; I took my hand off the chair.

I
“But somebody should—

”

I

“No they shouldn’t.”

I

“Couldn’t he be helped — ” I blurted.

I

“Oh, no,” she said. “So if that’s what you’re after,

jyou can get out now.”

I

I was beginning to be terrified of her. I couldn’t

I

work it out if Daniel was officially beyond aid, and that

j

was where her hatred sprang from, or if she had never
i attempted to have him aided — if she liked or needed or

I

had just reasonlessly decided (God’s will, my cross) to

I let him rot alive. I didn’t ask.

“I think you’ve got a lot to cope with,” I said. “I

: can give you a hand, if you want to. I’d like to.”

She nodded.
: “Here’s the list.”

It was a long list, and after my boast I’d have to

;
make sure I saved her money on the local shops. She

; walked into the kitchen and took a box out of the
drawer. The kitchen windows were also curtained. She

;

came back with a five-pound note I wasn’t sure would
be enough.

When I got out of the house, I was coldly sweat-
ing. If I had any sense I would now, having stuck myself
with it, honorably do her shopping, hand it to her at the
door, and get on my way. I wasn’t any kind of a
crusader, and, as one of life’s more accomplished actors,

even I could see I had blundered into the wrong play.

It was one o’clock before I’d finished her shop-
ping. My own excursion to the launderette had been
passed over, but her fiver had just lasted. The list was
quite commonplace: washing powder, jam, flour,

kitchen towels. I went into the pub opposite the store
and had a gin and tonic. Nevertheless, I was shaking
with nerves by the time I got back to Number 19. This
was the last visit. This was it.

Gusts of white sunlight were blowing over the
cliff. It was getting up rough in the bay, and the No
Swimming notices had gone up.

She was a long while opening the door. When she
did, she locked very odd, yellow-pale and tottery.’ Not
as I’d come to anticipate. She was in her fifties and
suddenly childlike, insubstantial.

“Come in,” she said, and wandered away down
the passage.

T here’s something unnerving about a big strong
persona that abruptly shrinks pale and frail. It

duly unnerved me— literally, in fact— and my
nerves went away. Whatever had happened, I was in

command.
I shut the door and followed her into the room.

She was on the settee, sitting forward. Daniel still

wasn’t there. For the first time it occurred to me Daniel
might be involved in this collapse, and I said quick-
ly: “Something’s wrong. What is it? Is it Daniel? Is he
okay?”

I She gave a feeble, contemptuous little laugh.

! “Daniel’s all right. I just had a bit of an accident.

I

Silly thing, really, but it gave me a bit of a turn for a

! minute.”

i She lifted her left hand in which she was clutch-

I

ing a red and white handkerchief. Then I saw the red

I

pattern was drying blood. I put tne shopping on the

i

table and approached cautiously.

I

“What have you done?”

“Just cut myself. Stupid. 1 was chopping up

;

some veg for our dinner. Haven’t done a thing like this

:
since I was a girl.”

I winced. Had she sliced her linger off and left it

;

lying among the carrots? No, don’t be a fool. Even she
: wouldn’t be so quiescent if she had. Or would she?

“Let me see,” I said, putting on my firm and
knowledgeable act, which has once or twice kept people

i from the brink of panic when I was in a worse panic than
: they were. To my dismay, she let go the handkerchief
: and offered me her wound unresistingly.

It wasn’t a pretty cut, but a cut was all it was,
though deep enough almost to have touched the bone. I

could see from her digital movemen ;s that nothing vital

had been severed, and fingers will bleed profusely if

you hit one of the blood vessels at the top.

“It’s not too bad,” I said. “I can bandage it up for

you. Have you got some TCP?”
She told me where the things were in the

kitchen, and I went to get them. The lights were still

on, the curtains were still drawn. Through the thin

plastic of the kitchen drapes I could detect only flat

darkness. Maybe the prison wall around the garden
kept daylight at bay.

I did a good amateur job on her finger. The
bleeding had slackened off.

“I should get a doctor to have a look at it, if

you’re worried.”

“I never use doctors,” she piedictably said.

“Well, a chemist then.”

“It’ll be all right. You’ve done it nicely. Just a bit

of a shock.” Her color was coming back, what she had
of it.

“Shall I make you a cup of te a?”

“That’d be nice.”

I returned to the kitchen and put on the kettle.

The tea apparatus sat all together tn a tray, as if wait-

ing. I looked at her fawn fizzy head over the settee

back, and the soft coal-fire glows disturbing the room.
It was always nighttime here, and always 19J(1.

The psychological aspect of aer accident hadn’t

been lost on me. I supposed, always looking aftei' some-
one, always independently alone, she’d abruptly given
way to the subconscious urge to be in her turn looked
after. She’d given me control. It frightened me.

The kettle started to boil, und I ai'ranged the

pot. I knew how she’d want her tea, stewed black and
violently sweet. Her head elevated. She was on her
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feel. “I’ll just go and (heck Daniel.”

“I can do that, if you like,” I said before I could

hold my tongue.

“That's all right," she said. She went out and I

heard her go slowly uo the stairs. Big and strong, how
did she, even so, carry him down them?

I made the tea. I could hear nothing from up-

stairs. The vegetables lay scattered where she had left

them, though the dangerous knife had been put from

sight. On an impulse, 1 pulled aside a handful of kitchen

curtain.

1
wasn’t surprised at what I saw. Somehow I must

have worked it out, though not been aware

I had. I let the curtain coil again into place, then

carried the tea tray into the room. I set it down, went

to the room’s back window, and methodically inspected

that, too. It was identical to the windows of the kitchen.

Both had been boarded over outside with planks of

wood behind the glass. Not a chink of light showed. It

must have been one terrific gale that smashed these

windows and necessitated such a barricade. Strange

the boarding was still there, after she’d had the glass

replaced.

I heard her coming down again, but she had

given me control, however briefly. I’d caught the un-

mistakable scent of .something that wants to lean, to

confess. I was curious, or maybe it was the double gin

catching up on me. Curiosity was going to master fear. I

stayed looking at the boarding, and let her discover me
at it when she came in.

I turned when she didn’t say anything. She sim-

ply looked blankly at me and went to sit on the settee.

“Daniel’s fine,” she said. “He’s got some of his

books. Picture books. He can see the pictures, though

he can’t read the stories. You can go up and look atfhim,

if you like.”

That was a bribe. I went to the tea and started to

pour it, spooning a mountain of sugar into her cup.

“You must be e.xpecting a lot of bad weather,

Mrs. Besmouth.”

“Oh, yes?”

“Yes. The windows.”

I didn’t think she was going to say anything.

Then she said; “They’re boarded over upstairs too, on

the one side.”

“The side facing out to sea.”

“That’s right.”

“Did you build the wall up, too?”

She said, without a trace of humor; “Oh, no. I

got a man in to do that.”

I gave her the tea, and she took it, and drank it

straight down, and held the cup out to me.

“I could fancy another.”

I repeated the actions with the tea. She took the

.second cup, but looked at it, not drinking. The clock

ticked somnolently. The room felt hot and heavy and

peculiarly still, out of place and time and light of sun or

moon.
“You don’t like the sea, do you?” I said. I sat on

the arm of the red chair and watched her.

“Not much. Never did. This was my dad’s house.

When he died, I kept on here. Nowhere else to go.” She

raised her bandaged hand and stared at it. She looked

very tired, very flaccid, as if she’d given up. “You

know,” she said, “I’d like a drop of something in this.

Open that cupboard, will you? There’s a bottle just

inside.”

I wondered if she were the proverbial secret

drinker, but the bottle was alone and three-quarters

full, quite a good whisky.

She drank some of the tea and held the cup so I

could ruin the whisky by pouring it in. I poured, to the

cup’s brim.

“You have one,” she said. She drank, and

smacked her lips softly. “You’ve earned it. You’ve been

a good little girl.”

I poured the whisky neat into the other tealess

cup and (Irank some, imagining it smiting the gin below

with a clash of swords.

“I’ll get merry,” she said desolately. “I didn’t

have my dinner. The pie’ll be spoiled. I turned the oven

out.”

“Shall I getYou a sandwich?”

“No. But you can make one for Daniel, if you

like.”

“Yes,” I said.

: I got up and went into the kitchen. It was a relief
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to move away from her. Something was happening to

Daniel’s mother, something insidious and profound. She
was accepting me, drawing me in. I could feel myself
sinking in the quagmire.

As I made the sandwich from ingredients I came
on more or less at random, she started to talk to me. It

was a ramble of things, brought on by the relaxations of

spilled blood and liquor, and the fact that there had
seldom been anyone to talk to. As I buttered bread,
sliced cheese and green cucumber, I learned how she
had waited on an(i borne with a cantankerous father,

nursed him, finally seen him off through the door in a
box. I learned how she weighed meat behind the
butcher’s counter and did home sewing, and how she
had been courted by a plain, stodgy young man, a
plumber’s assistant and all she could come by in an era
when it was essential to come by something. And how
eventually he jilted her.

T he whisky lay in a little warm pool across the
floor of my mind. I began irresistibly to with-

draw inside myself, comparing her hopeless life

with mine, the deadly job leading nowhere, the loneli-

ness. And all at once I saw a horrid thing, the horrid
thing I had brought upon myself. Her position was not
hereditary, and might be bestowed. By speaking
freely, she was making her first moves. She was offer-

ing me, slyly, her mantle. The role of protectress,

nurse, and mother, to Daniel.

I arranged the sandwich slowly on a plate. There
was still time to run away. Lots of time.

“Just walking,” I heard her say. “You didn’t think

about it then. Not like now. The sea was right out, and it

was dark. I never saw him properly. They’d make a fuss

about it now, all right. Rape. You didn’t, then. I was
that innocent. I didn’t really know what he was doing.

And then he let go and left me. He crawled off. I think

he must have run along the edge of the sea, because I

heard a splashing. And when the tide started to come in

again, I got up and tidied myself, and I walked home.”
I stood quite still in the kitchen, wide-eyed, lis-

tening, the sandwich on its plate in my hands.

“I didn’t know I was pregnant. Thought I’d

eaten something. The doctor put me right. He told me
what he thought of me, too. Not in words, exactly, just
his manner. Rotten old bugger. I went away to have the
baby. Everybody knew, of course. When he was the
way he was, they thought it was a punishment. They
were like that round here, then. I lived off the allow-
ance, and what I had put by, and I couldn’t manage.
And then, I used to steal things, what do you think of
that? I never got found out. Just once, this woman
stopped me. She said: I think you have a tin of beans in

your bag. I had, too, and the bill. What a red face she
got. She didn’t tumble the other things I’d taken and
hadn’t paid for. Then I had a windfall. The old man I

used to work for, the butcher, he died, and he left me

“The sea

was
right out,

and it

was dark.

I never saw
him properly.

I didn’t really

know what he

was doing.”

something. That was a real surprd.se. A few thousand
it was. And I put it in the Society, and I draw the
interest.”

I walked through into the room. She had had a
refill from the bottle and was stii'ring sugar into it.

“Do you mean Daniel’s father raped you?"
“Course that’s what I mean.”
“And you didn’t know who it was?”
“No.” She drank. She was smiling slightly and

licked the sugar off her lips.

“I thought you said he was a sailor.”

“I never. I said he was at sea. That’s what I told

people. My husband’s at sea. I boug it myself a ring and
gave myself a different name. Besuiouth. I saw it on an
advertisement. Besmouth’s Cheese Crackers.” She
laughed. “At sea,” she repeated. “C>r out of it. He was
mother naked and wringing wet. I don’t know where
he’d left his clothes. Who’d believe you if you told them
that?”

“Shall I take this up to Daniel?” I said.

She looked at me, and I didn’t like her look, all

whisky smile.

“Why not?” she said. She swallowed a belch
primly. “That’s where you’ve wanted to go all along,
isn’t it? ‘How’s Daniel?’ ” she mimicked me in an awful
high soppy voice that was supposed to be mine, or mine
the way she heard it.

“
‘Is Daniel oxay?’ Couldn’t stop

looking at him, could you? Eyes all over him. But you
won’t get far. You can strip off and do the dance of the
seven veils, and he won’t notice.”

My eyes started to water, a sure sign of revul-
sion. I felt I couldn’t keep quiet, though my voice (high
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and soppy?) would tremble when I spoke.

“You’re being \'ery rude. I wanted to help.”

“Ohhh yes,” she said.

“The thing that worries me,” I said, “is the way
you coop him up. Dor.’t you ever try to interest him in

anything?” She laughed dirtily, and then did belch,

patting her mouth c,s if in congratulation. “I think

Daniel should be seen by a doctor. I’m sure there’s some

kind of therapy— ”

She drank greedily, not taking any apparent

notice of me.

I hurried out, clutching the sandwich plate, and

went along the corric or and up the stairs, perching on

two wobbly sticks. If I’d stayed with her much longer I,

too, might have lost the use of my lower limbs.

Light came into the hall from the glass in the

door, but going up it grew progressively murkier.

It was a small liouse, and the landing, when I got

to it, was barely wide enough to turn round on. There

was the sort of afterthought of a cramped bathroom old

houses have put in. It was to the back and through the

open door; I could see curtains across the windows.

They, too, must be boarded, as she had said —and in the

bedroom which faced the back. A pathological hatred of

the sea, ever since she had been raped into unwanted

pregnancy beside it. If it were even true . . . Did she

hate Daniel, as well? Was that why she kept him as she

did, clean, neat, fed, cared for, and deliberately devoid

of joy, of soul—
There was a crisp little flick of paper, the virtu-

ally unmistakable sound of a page turning. It came from

the room to my right : the front bedroom. There was a

pane of light there too, falling past the angle of the

half-closed door. I crossed to the door and pushed it

wide.

H e didn’t glance up, just went on poring over the

big slim book spread before him. He was sitting

up in bed in sj)otless blue and white pajamas. I

had been beginning to visualize him as a child, but he

was a man. He looked like some incredible convalescent

prince, or an angel. The cold light from the window
made glissandos over his hair. Outside, through the

net, was the opposite side of the street, the houses, and

the slope of the hill going up the other houses burgeon-

ing on it. You couldn’t even see the cliff. Perhaps this

view might be more interesting to him than the sea.

People would come and go, cars, dogs. But there was
only weather in the street today, shards of it blowing

about. The weather over the sea must be getting quite

spectacular.

When she went out, how did she avoid the sea?

She couldn’t then, could she? I suddenly had an idea

that somehow she ha;l kept Daniel at all times from the

sight of the water. I imagined him, a sad, subnormal,

beautiful little boy, sitting with his discarded toys— if

he ever had any —on the floor of this house. And out-

side, five minutes walk away, the sand, the waves, the :

wind.

The room was warm, from a small electric heat- :

er fixed up in the wall, above his reach. Not^even

weather in this room.

He hadn’t glanced up at me, though I’d come to

the bedside. He just continued gazing at the book. It

was a child’s book, of course. It showed a princess

leaning down from a tower with a pointed roof, and a

knight below, not half so handsome as Daniel.

“I’ve brought you some lunch,” I said. I felt self-

conscious, vaguely ashamed, his mother drunk in the

room downstairs and her secrets in my possession.

How wonderful to look at the rapist must have been.

Crawled away, she had said. Maybe he, too—
“Daniel,” I said. I removed the book gently from

his grasp and put the plate there instead.

How much of what she said to me about my own
motives was actually the truth? There were just about

a million things I wouldn’t want to do for him, my
aversion amounting to a phobia, to a state not of

wouldn’t but couldn’t. Nor could I cope with this end-

less silent nonreaction. I’d try to make him react, I was
trying to now. And maybe that was wrong, unkind . . .

Maybe I disliked and feared men so much I’d

carried the theories of de Beauvoire and her like to an

ultimate conclusion. I could only love what was male if it

was also powerless, impotent, virtually inanimate. Not
even love it. Be perversely aroused by it. The rape

principle in reverse.

He wasn’t eating, so I bent down and peered into

his face, and for the first time I think he saw me. His

luminous eyes moved and fixed on mine. They didn’t

seem completely focused, even so. But meeting them, I

was conscious of a strange irony. Those eyes, which

perhaps had never looked at the sea, held the sea inside

them. Were the sea.

I shook myself mentally, remembering the

whisky plummeting on the gin.

“Eat, Daniel,” I said softly.

He grasped the sandwich plate with great seren-

ity. He went on meeting my eyes, and mine, of course,

filled abruptly and painfully with tears. Psychological

symbolism: salt water.

I sat on the edge of the bed and stroked his hair.

It felt like silk, as I’d known it did. His skin was so clear,

the pores so astringently closed, that it was like a sort

,

of silk, too. It didn’t appear as if he had ever, so far, had

to be shaved. Thank God. I didn’t like the thought of her
|

round him with a razor blade. I could even picture her .

producing her father’s old cutthroat from somewhere
|

and doing just that with it, another accident, with
|

Daniel’s neck. i

You see my impulse, however. I didn’t even at-
i

tempt to deal with the hard practicality of supporting
|

such a person as Daniel really was. I should have per- i

suaded or coerced him to eat. Instead I sat and held
|

I
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him. He didn’t respond, but he was quite rela.xed.

Something was going through my brain about supply-
ing him with emotional food, affection, physical secu-
rity, something she’d consistently omitted from his

diet. I was trying to make life and human passion soak
into him. To that height I aspired— and, viewed anoth-
er way, to that depth I’d sunk.

I don’t know when I’d have gi’own embarrassed,
or bored, or merely too tired and cramped to go on
perching there, maintaining my sentimental contact
with him. I didn’t have to make the decision. She
walked in through the door and made it for me.

“Eat your sandwich, Daniel,” she said as she
entered. I hadn’t heard her approach on this occasion,
and I jerked away. Guilt, presumably. Some kind of

guilt. But she ignored me and bore down on him from
the bed’s other side. She took his hand and put it down
smack on the bread. “Eat up,” she said. It was
macabrely funny, somehow—pure slapstick. But he
immediately lifted the sandwich to his mouth. Presum-
ably he’d recognized it as food by touch, but not sight.

She wasn’t tight anymore. It had gone through
her and away, like her dark tea through its strainer.

“I expect you want to get along,” she said.

She was her old self indeed. Graceless cour-

tesies, platitudes. She might have told me nothing,

accused me of nothing. We had been rifling each other’s

ids, but now it was done and might never have been. I

didn’t have enough fight left in me to try to rip the

renewed facade away again. And besides, I doubt if I

could have.

So I got along. What else?

B
efore I went back to my room, I stood on the

promenade awhile, looking out to sea. It was in

vast upheaval, coming in against the cliffs like

breaking glasses and with a sound of torn atmosphere.
Like a monstrous beast it ravened on the shore. A
stupendous force seemed trying to burst from it, like

anger, or love, or grief, orchestrated by Shostakovich
and cunningly lit by an obscured blind sun.

I wished Daniel could have seen it. I couldn’t

imagine he would remain unmoved, though all about me
people were scurrying to and fro, not sparing a glance.

When I reached my nominative aunt’s, the voice

of a dismal news broadcast drummed through the house
and the odor of fried fish lurked like a ghost on the

stairs.

The next day was Tuesday, and I went to work.

I
dreamed about Daniel a lot during the next week. I

could never quite recapture the substance of the

dreams, their plot, except that they were to do with
him and that they felt bad. I think they had boarded
windows. Perhaps I dreamed she’d killed him, or that I

had, and that the boards became a coffin.

Obviously I’d come to my senses, or come to

avoid my senses. I had told myst If the episode was
finished with. Brooding about it, 1 detected only some
perverted desire on my side, and a trap from hers.

There was no one I could have discussed any of it with.

On Wednesday, a woman in a wheelchiiir rolled

through lingerie on her way to the china department.
Dizzy with fright, if it was fright, 1 watched the o.men

pass. She, Mrs. Besmouth, could get to me anytime.
Here I was, vulnerably pinned to my counter like a

butterfly on a board. But she didn’t come in. Of course
she didn’t.

“Here,” said Jill-sans-bra, “look what you’ve
gone and done. You’ve priced all these eight-pound slips

at six forty-five.”

I’d sold one at six forty-five, too.

Thursday arrived, cinema day. A single cus-

tomer came and went like a breeze from the cold wet
street. There was a storm that night. A little ship,

beating its way in from Calais, was swept over in the

troughs, and there were three men missing, feared

drowmed. On Friday a calm dove-gray weather
bloomed, and bubbles of lemonade sun lit the bay.

I thought about that window looking on the

street. He should have seen the water, oh, he should

have seen it, those bars of shining lead and the great

cool topaz master bar that fell across them. That rest-

less mass where men died and fish sprang. That other
land that glowed and moved.

Saturday was pandemoniun., as usual. Angela
w'as cheerful. Her husband was in Scotland, and this

evening the extramarital relationsh ip was meeting her.

Rather than yearn for aloneness together, they appar-

ently deemed two no company at all.

“Come over the pub with us. Jill and Terry’ll be
there. And I know Ray will. He aslced me if you were
coming.”

Viewed sober, a night of drinking followed by
the inevitable Chinese nosh-up and the attentions ofthe
writhing Ray was uninviting. But I, as all pariahs must
be, was vaguely grateful for their tioleration, vaguely
pleased my act of participant was acceptable to them.
It was also better than nothing, which was the only
alternative.

“It’s nice here,” said Jill, sipping her Baccardi
and Coke.

They’d decided to go to a different pub, and I’d

suggested the place on The Rise. It had a log fire, and
they liked that, and horse brasses, and they liked

sneering at those. Number 19 Sea View Terrace was
less than a quarter of a mile away, but they didn’t know
about that, and wouldn’t have carec if they had.

Lean, lithe Ray, far too tall for me, turned into a

snake every time he flowed down towards me.
It was eight o’clock, and we were on the fourth

round. I couldn’t remember the extramarital relation-

ship’s name. Angela apparently couldn’t either; to her
he was “darling,” “love,” or in spritely yielding mo-
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“She just wants an excuse to be alone with me,”

said Ray. But he looked as amazed as the rest of them.

Did I look amazed, too?

“But where are you going?” Angela demanded.

“You said — ”

“I’m sorry. I thought I told you. It's something I

have to go to with the woman where I stay. I can't get

out of it. We’re sort of related.”

“Oh, Jesus,” said Ray
“Oh, well, if you can’t get out of it.” Angela

stared hard at me through her mascara.

I might be forfeiting my rights to their friend-

ship, which was all I had. And why? To stagger, cross-

eyed with vodka, to Daniel’s house. To do and say what?

Whatever it was, it was pointless. This had more point.

Even Ray could be more use to me than Daniel.

But I couldn’t hold myself in check any longer.

I’d had five days of restraint. Vile liquor had let my
personal animal out of its cage. What an animal it was!

Burning, confident, exhilarated, and sure. If I didn’t

know exactly what its plans were, ' I still knew they

would be glorious and great.

“Great,” said Ray. “Well, if she’s going, let’s have

another.”

ments, “sir.”

“Where we going to eat, then?” said Ray.

“The Hwong Fews’s ever so nice.” said Jill.

Terry was wHspering a dirty joke to Angela,

who screamed with laughter. “Listen to this— ”

Very occasionally, between the spasms of noise

from the bar, you coaid just hear the soft, shattering

boom of the ocean.

Angela said tie punch line and we all laughed.

We got to the fifth round.

“If you put a bell on,” Ray said to me, “I’ll give

you a ring sometime.”

I was starting to withdraw rather than expand,

the alternate phase of tipsiness. Drifting back into my-

self, away from the five people I was with. Out of the

crowded public house . Astral projection, almost. Now I

was on the street.

“You know, I could really fancy you,” said Ray.

“You want to 'vatch our Ray,” said Angela.

Jill giggled and her jelly chest wobbled.

It was almost nine, and the sixth round. Jill had

had an argument wit a Terry, and her eyes were damp.

Terry, uneasy, stared into his beer.

“I think we should go and eat now,” said the

extramarital relatioriship.

“Yes, sir,” sak. Angela.

“Have a good 1 ime,” I said. My voice was slightly

slurred. I was surpr sed by it, and by what it had just

vocalized.

“Good time,” joked Angela. “You’re coming,

too.”

“Oh, no— didn’t I say? I have to be somewhere

else by nine.”

“I think I’ll have a cream sherry,” said Angela. “I

feel like a change.”

They had already excluded me, demonstrating I

would not be missed. I stood on my feet, which no

longer felt like mine.

“Thanks for the drinks,” I said. I tried to look

reluctant to be going, and they smiled at me, hardly

trying at all, as if seeing me through panes of tinted

glass.

It was black outside, where the street lights

hadn’t stained it; the sky looked clear beyond the glare,

a vast roof. I walked on water.

Daniel’s mother had been drunk when she told

me about the rape. Truth in wine. So this maniac was

presumably the true me.

The walk down the slope in the cold brittle air

neither sobered me nor increased my inebriation. I

simply began to learn how to move without a proper

center of balance. When I arrived, I hung on her gate a

moment. The hall light mildly suffused the door panels.

The upstairs room, which was his, looked dark.

I knocked. I seemed to have knocked on that

door thirty times. Fifty. A hundred. Each time, like a

clockwork mechanism, Mrs. Besmouth opened it.

Hello, I’ve come to see Daniel. Hello, I’m drunk and

I’ve come to scare you. I’ve spoken to the police about

your son. I’ve said you neglect him. I’ve come to tell you

what I think of you. I’ve booked two seats on a plane

and I’m taking Daniel to Lourdes. I phoned the Pope,

and he’s meeting us there.

The door didn’t open. I knocked twice more and

leaned in the porch, practicing my introductory gam-

bits.
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I'm i-eally a famous artist in disguise, and all I

want to paint Daniel. As the young Apollo, I think.
Only I coundn’t find a lyre. A liar. . .

O nly gradually did it come to me that the door
stayed shut and gave every sign of remaining
so. With the inebriate's hidebound immobility, I

found this hard to assimilate. But presently it occurred
to me that she might be inside, have guessed the iden-
tity of the caller, and was refusing to let me enter.

How long would the vodka stave off the cold?

Ages, surely. I saw fur-clad Russians tossing it back
neat amid snowdrifts, wolves howling in the back-
ground. I laughed sullenly and knocked once more. I’d

just keep on and on, at intervals, until she gave in. Or
would she? She’d had over fifty years of fighting, stand-

ing firm, being harassed and disappointed. She’d con-

gealed into it, vitrified. I was comparatively new at the

game.
After ten minutes I had a wild and terrifying

notion that she rhight have left a spare key, cliche

fashion, under a flowerpot. I was crouching over my
boots, feeling about on the paving round the step for the
phantom flowerpot, when I heard a sound I scarcely

knew but instantly identified. Glancing up, I beheld
Mrs. Besmouth pushing the wheelchair into position

outside her gate.

She had paused, looking at me, as blank as I had
ever seen her. Daniel sat in the chair like a wonderful
waxwork or a strangely handsome Guy Fawkes dummy
she had been out collecting money with for Firework
Night.

She didn’t comment on my posture; neither did

I. I rose and confronted her. From a purely primitive

viewpoint, I was between her and refuge.

“I didn’t think I’d be seeing you again,” she said.

“I didn’t think you would, either.”

“What do you want?”
It was, after all, more difficult to dispense with

all constraint than the vodka had told me it would be.

“I happened to be up here,” I said.

“You bloody little do-gooder, poking your nose
in.”

Her tone was flat. It was another sort of

platitude and delivered without any feeling or spirit.

“I don’t think,” I said, enunciating pedantically,

“I’ve ever done any good particularly. And last time you
decided my interest was solely prurient.”

She pushed the gate, leaning over the chair, and
I went forward and helped her. I held the gate and she
came through, Daniel floating by below.

“You take him out at night,”I said.

“He needs some fresh air.”

“At night, so he won’t see the water properly, if

at all. How do you cope when you have to go out in

daylight?”

As I said these preposterous things, I was al-

“You

take him
out

at night,”

I said.

“At night

—

so he won’t

see the wat(;r

properly. .

”

ready busy detecting, the local geography fresh in my
mind, how such an evasion might be possible. Leave the
house, backs to the sea, go up The Rise away from it,

come around only at the top of the town where the
houses and the blocks of flats exclude any street-level

view'. Then dowm into the town center, where the ocean
was only a distant surreal smudge in the valley be-

tween sky and promenade.

“The sea isn’t anything,” she said, wheeling him
along the path, her way to the door clear now. “What’s
there to look at?”

“I thought he might like the sea.”

“He doesn’t.”

“Has he ever been shown it?”

She came to the door and was taking a purse out
of her coat pocket. As she fumbkM for the key, the
wheelchair rested by her, a little to one side of the
porch. The brake was off.

The vodka shouted at me to do something. I was
slow. It took me five whole seconds before I darted
forward, thrust by her, grabbed the handles of the
wheelchair, careered it around, and wheeled it madly
back up the path and through the gate. She didn’t try to

stop me, or even shout; she simply stood there staring,

the key in her hand. She didn’i; look nonplussed
either— I somehow saw that. I was the startled one.
Then I was going fast around the side of Number 19
driving the chair like a cart or a doll’s pram into the curl

of the alley that ran between cliff and wall to the beach.
I’m not absolutely certain I remembered a live thing
was in the chair. He was so still, so withdrawn. He
really could have been some kind of doll.
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But the alley v/as steep, steeper with the pen-

dulum of man and chc.ir and alcohol swinging ahead of

me. As I braced agaiast the momentum, I listened. I

couldn’t hear her coming after me. When I looked back,

the top of the slope stayed empty. How odd. Instinc- i

tively I’d guessed she wouldn’t lunge immediately into ^

pursuit. I think she could have overcome me easily if'

she’d wanted to. As before, she had given over control
;

of everything to me.

This time, I wasn’t afraid.

S
omewhere in the alley my head suddenly cleared,

and all my senses, like a window going up. All that
i

was left of my insanity was a grim, anguished
i

determination not to be prevented. I must achieve the
;

ocean. And that seemed very simple. The waves roared
i

and hummed at me out of the invisible, unlit dark

;

ahead. Walking down the alley was like walking into the
;

primeval mouth of Noah’s Flood.

The cliff rounded off like a castle bastion. The

road on the left rose away. A concrete platform and

steps went up, then Just raw rock where a hut stood

sentinel, purpose unknown. The beach appeared sud-

denly, a dull gleam o ’ sand. The sea was all part of a

black sky, until a soft vhite bomb of spray exploded out

of it.

The street lan.ps didn’t reach so far, and there

were no fun-fair elect i-ics to snag on the water. The sky

was fairly clear, but with a thin intermittent race of

clouds, and the nearest brightest stars and planets

flashed on and off, oale gray and sapphire blue. A
young crescent moon, too delicate to be out on such a

cold fleeting night, tilted in the air, the only neon, but

not even bleaching the sea.

“Look, Daniel,” I murmured. “Look at the

water’.”

All I could make out was the silken back of his

head, the outline of his knees under the rug, the loosely

lying artist’s hands.

I’d reached the sand, and it was getting difficult

to maneuver the wheelchair’. The wheels were sinking.

The long heels ofmy boots were sinking, too. A reason-

able symbol, maybe.
I thrust the chair on by main force, and heard

things grinding as the moist sand became clotted in

them.

All at once the only way I could free my left foot

was to pull my boot and leg up with both hands. When I

tried the chair again, it wouldn’t move anymore. I

.shoved a couple of tim es, wrenched a couple, but noth-

ing happened, and I let go.

We were aboui, ten feet from the ocean’s edge,

but the tide was going out, and soon the distance would

be greater.

Walking on tiptoe to keep the sink-weight offmy
boot heels, I went around the chair to investigate Dan-
iel’s reaction. I don’t know what I’d predicted. Some-

thing, patently.

But I wasn’t prepared.

You’ve heard the words; sea change.

Daniel was changing. I don’t mean in any super-

natural way. Although it almost was, almost seemed so.

Because he was coming alive.

The change had probably happened in the eyes

first of all. Now they were focused. He was looking—
really looking and seeing— at the water. His lips had

parted, just slightly. The sea wind was blowing the hair

back from his face, and this, too, lent it an aura of

movement, animation, as though he was in the bow of a

huge ship, her bladed prow cleaving the open sea, far

from shore, no land in sight. . . His hands had changed

their shape. They were curiously flexed, arched, as if

for the galvanic effort of lifting himself.

I crouched beside him, as I had crouched in front

of the house searching for the make-believe spare key. I

said phrases to him, quite meaningless, about the

beauty of the ocean and how he must observe it. Mean-
ingless, because he saw, he knew, he comprehended.

There was genius in his face. But that’s an interpreta-

tion. I think I’m trying to say possession, or atavism.

And all the while the astounding change went

on, insidious now, barely explicable, yet continuing,

mounting, like a series of waves running in through his

blood, dazzling behind his eyes. He was alive— and

with something. Yes, I think I do mean atavism. The
gods of the sea were rising up in the void and empty
spaces of Daniel, as maybe such gods are capable of

rising in all of us, if terrified intellect didn’t slam the

door.

I knelt in the sand, growing silent, sharing it

merely by being there beside him.

Then slowly, like a cinematic camera shot, my
gaze detected something in the corner of vision. Au-

tomatically I adjusted the magical camera lens of the

eye, the foreground blurring, the distant object spring-

ing into its dimensions. Mrs. Besmouth stood several

yards off, at the limit of the beach. She seemed to be

watching us, engrossed, yet not moving. Her hands

were pressed together, rigidly; it resembled that exer-

cise one can perform to tighten the pectoral muscles.

I got to my feet a second time. This time I ran

towards her, floundering in the sand, deserting the

wheelchair and its occupant, their backs to the shore,

facing out to sea.

I panted as I ran, from more than the exertion.

Her eyes also readjusted themselves as I blundered

towards her, following me, but she gave no correspond-

ing movement: a spectator only. As I came right up to

her, I lost my footirrg and grabbed out to steady myself,

and it was her arm I almost-inadvertently caught. The
frantic gesture— the same one I might have used to

detain her if she had been running forward— triggered

in me a whole series of responses suited to an act of

aggression that had not in fact materialized.
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MAGRITTt'SSECRETAGENT

N o!” I shouted. “Leave him alone! Don’t you dare
take him away. I won’t let you— ” And I raised

my other hand, slapping at her shoulder ineffec-

tually. I’m no fighter, I respect— or fear— the human
body too much. To strike her breast or face would have
appalled me. If we had really tussled, I think she could
have killed me long before my survival refle.xes dis-

pensed with my inhibitions.

But she didn’t kill me. She shook me off; I stum-
bled and fell on the thick cold cushion of the sand.

“I don’t care what he does,” she said. “Let him do
what he wants.” She smiled at me, a knowing, scornful
smile. “You adopt him. You take care of him. I’ll let

j

.you.”

I

I felt panic, even though I disbelieved her. To
I

this pass we had come, I had brought us, that she could

I

threaten me with such things. Before I could find any

I

words— they would have been inane, violent ones —her

j

face lifted and her eyes went over my head, over the
; beach, back to the place where I’d left the chair.

I

She said: “I think I always expected it’d come. I

I
think I always waited for it to happen. I’m sick and

: tired of it. I get no thanks. All the rest of them. They
don’t know when they’re well off. When did I ever have
anything? Go on, then. Go on.”

I sat on the ground, for she’d knocked the
strength from me. She didn’t care, and I didn’t care.

Someone ought to be with Daniel. Oh God, how
,
were we going to get the wheelchair back across the

:
sand? Perhaps we’d have to abandon it, carry him back
between us. I’d have to pay for a new chair. I couldn’t
afford it, I—

I had been turning, just my head, and now I

could see the wheelchair poised, an incongruous black
cutout against the retreating breakers which still

swam in and splintered on the lengthening beach. It

was like a Surrealist painting, I remember thinking
that, the lost artifact, sigil of stasis, set by the wild
night ocean, sigil of all things metamorphic. If the chair
had been on fire, it could have been a Magritte.

Initially the movement didn’t register. It

seemed part of the insurge and retraction of the waves.
A sort of pale glimmer, a gliding. Then the iveirdness of
it registered with me, and I realized it was Daniel.

Somehow he had slipped from the chair, collapsed for-

ward into the water, and, incredibly, the water was
pulling him away with itself, away into the darkness.

I lurched up. I screamed something, a curse or a
prayer or his name or nothing at all. I took two riotous
running steps before she grasped me. It was a fierce

hold, undeniable, made of iron. Oh, she was so strong. I

should have guessed. She had been lifting and carrying

a near grown man for several years. But I tried to go on
rushing to the ocean, like those cartoon characters you
see, held back by some article of elastic. And like them,
when she wouldn’t let me go, I think I ran on the spot a
moment, the sand cascading from under me.

^ “Daniel,” I cried, “he’s fallen in the watei', the

Ride’s dragging him out, can’t you see— ”

I “I can see,” she said. “You look and you’ll see,

I

too.”

! And her voice stopped me from moving, just as

I

her grip had stopped my progression. All I could do
jthen was look ... so I looked.

I

We remained there, breathing, our bodies slot-

Red together, like lovers, speechless, watching. We
Rvatched until the last pastel glimmer was extin-

i

guished. We watched until the sea had run far away into

Rhe throat of night. And after that we watched the
1 ribbed sands, the plaster-cast the 'vaves forever leave

i

behind them. A few things had been stranded there—
pebbles, weed, a broken bottle. But Daniel was gone,
gone with the sea. Gone away into the throat of night

and water.

“Best move the chair,” she sa d at last, and let me
go.

We walked together and hoisted the vacant
wheelchair from the sand. We took it back across the
beach, and at the foot of the alley \v'e rested.

“I alw'ays knew,” she said then. “I tried to stop it,

but then I thought: Why try? What good is it?” Finally

she said to me: “Frightened, are you?”
“Yes,” I said, but it was a reflex.

“I’m glad,” she said. “You silly little cow.”

After that we hoisted the chair up the alley, to

the gate of Number 19. She took i : to the house, and
inside, and shut the door without another word.

I walked to the bus stop, and when the lighted

golden bus flew like a spaceship from the shadows, I

got on it. I went home, or to the place where I lived. I

recall I looked at everything with vague astonishment,
but that was all. I didn’t feel what had occurred, didn’t

recognize or accept it. That came days later, and when
it did I put my fist through one ofmy nominative aunt’s

windows. The impulse came and was gone in a second.
It was quite extraordinary. I didn’1 know I was going
to, I simply did. My right hand, my painter’s hand. I

managed to say I’d tripped and fallen, and everything
was a mistake. After the stitches came out, I packed my
bags and went inland for a year. Ii, was so physically

painful for awhile to manipulate a brush or palette

knife, it became a discipline, a penance to do it. So I

learned. So I became what now I am.
I never saw Mrs. Besmouth again. And no one,

of course, ever again saw Daniel.

Y ou see, a secret agent is one who masquerades,
one who pretends to be what he or she is not.

And, if successful, is indistinguishable from the
society or group or affiliation into which he or she has
been infiltrated. In the Magritt(' painting, you’re
shown the disguise, which is that of a human girl, but
the actuality also, the creature \nithin. And oddly,

while she’s more like a chess-piece horse than any
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human girl, her essence is of a girl, sheer girl— or

rather, the sheer feminine principle, don’t you think?

Maybe I imagine it.

I heard some rumor or other at the time, just

before the window iricident. The atrocious Ray was
supposed to have laced my drink. With what I don’t

know, nor do I truly c 'edit it. It’s too neat. It accounts

for everything too well. But my own explanations then

were exotic, to say the least. I became convinced at one

point that Daniel had communicated with me telepathi-

cally, pleaded, coerced, engineered everything. I’d

merely been a tool of his escape, like a file hidden in a

cake. His mother had wanted it too. Afraid to let go,

trying to let go. Letting go.

Obviously you :hink we murdered him, she and

I. A helpless, retarded, crippled young man, drowned
in Ship Bay one late autumn night, two women standing

by in a horrific complicity, watching his satin head go

under the black waters, not stirring to save him.

Now I ask myself, I often ask myself, if that’s

what took place. Maybe it did. Shall I tell you what I

saw? I kept it till the end, coup de grace or cherry,

whichever you prefer.

It was a dark clear night, with not much illumi-

nation, that slender moon, those pulsing stars, a glint of

' phosphorus perhaps, gilding the sea. Rut naked, and so

pale, so flawless, his body glowed with its own incan-

descence and his hair was water-fire, colorless and

brilliant.

I don’t know how he got free of his clothes. They
were in the chair with the rug—jeans, trunks, pullover,

shirt; no socks, I remember, and no shoes. I truly don’t

think he could walk, but somehow, as he slid forwar'd

those three or four yards into the sea, the waves must

have aided him, drawing off his garments, sloughing

them like a dead skin.

I saw him, just for a moment. His Apollo’s head,

modeled sleek with brine, shone from the breakers. He
made a strong swimmer’s movement. Naturally many
victims of paralysis find sudden coordination of their

limbs in the weightless medium of fluid. . . Certainly

Daniel was swimming, and certainly his movements
were both spontaneous and voluntary.

, And now I have the choice as to whether I tell

you this or not. It’s not that I’m afraid or nervous of

telling you. I’m not even anxious as to whether or not

you believe me. Perhaps I should be. But I shan’t try to

convince you. I’ll state it once. Recollect, the story

about Ray and the drinks may be true, or possibly the

quirk was only in me, the desire for miracles in my
world of Then, where nothing happened, nothing was
rich or strange.

For half a minute I saw the shape of a man
spearing fishlike through the water. And then came one

of these deep lacunas when the outgoing tide abruptly

collects itself, seems to swallow, pauses. And there in

the trough, the beautiful leaping of something white as

salt crystal, smoky green as glass. The hair rose on my
head, just as they say it does. Not terror, but a feeling

so close to it as to be untranslatable— a terror, yet

without fear. I saw a shining horse, a stallion, with a

mane like opals and unraveling foam, his forefeet

raised, heraldic, his belly a carven bow, the curve of the

moon, the rest a silken fish, a great greenish sheen of

fish, like the tail of a dolphin, but scaled over in a

waterfall of liquid armor, like a shower of silver coins. I

saw it, and I knew it. And then it was gone.

The woman with me said nothing. She had barri-

cated her windows, built up her wall against such an

advent. And I said nothing, because it is a dream we
have, haven’t we, the grossest of us, something that

with childhood begins to perish: To tear the veil, to see.

Just for a moment, a split second in all of life. And the

split second was all I had, and it was enough. How could

one bear more?
But I sometimes wonder if Magritte, whose pic-

tures are so full o£ those clear moments of terror, but

not fear, moment on moment on moment— I sometimes

wonder—
Then again, when you look at the sea, or when I

look at it, especially at night, anything at all seems

i

possible. (0
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I'd many Afncatis, her tusks are worth a year's wages. Poachers kill for them.

Those IvoryTusks
Are Killing Her

A poaching explosion is killing Africa’s eleplumts.

The World Wildlife Fund nee^ your help to stop it.

T he markee vai.ue oe ivory
has soared in the last hve years.

Like gold and silver, it has become a

“litjuid commodity.”
A single pair of elephant tusks

weighing 22 pounds will fetch up to

$500 — an amount equal to a year’s

income for matiy people in Africa.

So poachers kill to get them.
rhe current epidemit of “ivory

fever” is the deadliest since before
World War I. If something isn’t

done about it — and soon — the
world’s largest land mammal may
not survive. Future generations
may never see a wild elephant.

Elephant killers operate singly

and in gangs. I'hey kill with snares,

poisoned arrows, firearms and even
sopfiistit atcd automatic weapons.
Recetitly there have been report>iof

poisoned water holes and poisoned
fruit set out along elejthant trails,

often killing whole familie.s.

Today, there are estimated to be
1.3 million elephants left in Africa.

Of tliese, poachers for the ivory

trade slaugliter between 5(),0()() and
i5(),()()0 eat h year, f'he handwriting
is on the wall, f tiis may he the ele-

pfiant’s last ( fiance.

created an .Aft ican Klephatit Actioti

Plan. 'They tieed $1.1 million to

impletnent it.

1 fie Ac tion Plan will:

• Finance lie;ivier tmti-poac liitig

efforts in Africa's national parks.
• Regulate the ivory trade more

c losely, using hatis where necessary.

•Ixunich action to halt destruc-

tion of the elephant’s habitat.

• Award wildlife training scholar-

ships to .African studetits and futid

local environinental education.
• (iarry out actioti projects in

eacli of tile 35 African nations
wfiere the elephant still exists. Satn-

ple costs include Uganda ($5.5,()()()),

Fan/ania ($ h33, ()()()) and C.A.R.
($17,5,000).

One thing is absolutely vital to

the suc cess of the Action Plan; yoin
financial help. Id preserve the
wonders of natural wildlife foi

your children.—and their cliildren-

please send your tax-deductible
contriliution to World Wildlife
Fund-LI. ,S., Dept. F, 1601

Uonnecticut Avenue.N.W,
(

Washington, D: (i. 20000.The World Wildlife Funci has

This advertisement was prepared as a puhlie seivice try Ogihy df Mather



SHOW B Y SHOW GUIDE
TV’s Twilight Zone:

Part Two
CONTINUING MARC SCOTT ZICREE’S

SHOW-BY-SHOW GUIDE TO THE ENTIRE

TWILIGHT ZONE TELEVISION SERIES,

COMPLETE WITH ROD SERLING’S OPENING
AND CLOSING NARRATIONS

‘'There is a fifth diineiisioii , beyond that which is

known to inan. It is a dimension as vast as space and
as timeless as infinity. It is the middle ground
between light and shadow, between science and
superstition

,
and it lies between the pit of man's fears

(Did the summit of his knowledge. It is an area which

we call The Twilight Zone."

Written by Rod Serling

Based on an idea by Made Ion Champion
Producer: Buck Houghton
Director: Stuart Rosenberg
Dir. of Photography: Geo;’geT. Clemens
No music credit

Cast

Col. Donlin: Edward Binns

Corey: Dewey Martin

Pierson: Ted Otis

Brandt: Leslie Barrett

Langford: Harry Bartell

“Her name is the Arrow One. She

representsfour and a halfyears of

ptanning, preparation
,
and training,

and a thousand years of science and
mathematics and the projected dreams
and hopes of not only a nation but a

world. She is thefirst manned aircraft

into space. And this is the countdown

,

the last five seconds before man shot an

arrow into the air."

But something goes wrong; the Arrow
One disappears off the radar screen

and crashes. The three astronauts who
survive find themselves on what they

take to be an asteroid , with only five

gallons of water among them. Corey
intends to kill Pierson and Donlin for

their water, but before Pierson dies he

manages to crawl to the top of a

mountain, look over it, and draw a

peculiar symbol in the sand. Corey,

paying this no mind, kills Donlin. But

when he climbs the mountain, he

finally sees what the symbol meant:

telephone poles. They’ve been on earth

the entire time— in the Nevada desert.

“Practical joke perpetrated by Mother
Nature and a combination of
improbable events. Practical joke

wearing the trappings ofa nightmare,

of terror, ofdesperation . Small human
drama played out in a desert two

hundred milesfrom Reno, Nevada,
U.S.A., continent ofNorth America,
the Earth . . . and of course, the

Twilight Zone."
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16. THE HITCHHIKER

Written by Rod Serling

Based on the radio play by Lucille

Fletcher

Producer: Buck Houghton
Director; Alvin Ganzer
Dir. of Photography: George T. Clemens
No music credit

Cast

Nan Adams: Inger Stevens
Hitchhiker: Leonard Strong
Sailor: Adam Williams

Mechanic: Lew Gallo

Highway Flag Man: Dwight Townsend
Counterman: Russ Bender
Waitress: Mitzi McCall
Gas Station Man: George Mitch
Mrs. Whitney: Eleanor Audley

17. THE FEVER

Written by Rod Serling

Producer: Buck Houghton
Director: Robert Florey
Dir. of Photography; George T. Clemens
No music credit

Cast

Franklin Gibbs: Everett Sloane

Flora Gibbs: BibiJaniss

Drunk; Art Lewis
Public Relations Man: William Kendis
Floor Manager: Lee Sands
Cashier: Marc Towers
Photogi'apher: Lee Millar

Sheriff: Arthur Peterson

Girl: Carole Kent
Croupier: Jeffrey Sayre

“Minor incidentjust beyond the

Pulaski Skyway that stretches beyond
the Jerseyflats —perhaps to befiled

away under accidents you walk away
from, conversation items to be dredged
upfor the winter months when Miss
Adams talks ofher trip tofriends.

“From this moment on, Nan Adams’
companion on this trip to California
will be terror; her route —fear; her
destination— quite unknown.’’

Following a blowout in Pennsylvania,
Nan Adams repeatedly sees the same
ominous hitchhiker. Frightened by the
fact that the man seems to be
beckoning to her, she tries to run him
over, only to be told by a sailor she’s

given a lift to that there was no
hitchhiker on the road. Finally she calls

home— and learns her mother has

suffered a nervous breakdown
following the death of her daughter six

days earlier in an automobile accident

in Pennsylvania. Strangely devoid of

emotion, Nan returns to her car where

“Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Gibbsfrom
Elgin, Kansas. Three days and two
nights, all expenses paid, at a Las
Vegas hotel, won by virtue ofMrs.
Gibbs’s knack with a phrase. But
unbeknowjist to either Mr. or Mrs.
Gibbs is the fact that there’s a prize in

their package neither expected nor
bargainedfor. In just a moment one of
them will succumb to an illness worse
than any virus can produce: a most
inoperative, deadly, life-shattering

affliction known as The Fever.’’

Tight-fisted Franklin Gibbs is not at all

pleased when his wife. Flora, wins the
trip for two to Las Vegas, nor when a
noisy drunk gives him a silver dollar

and forces him to put it in a one-armed
bandit. But things change when he
pulls down the lever and it pays off. He
begins to hear the machine calling his

name, and develops a mania to

play —until he’s soon down to his last

dollar. When he feeds this into the slot,

the machine inexplicably jams. Certain
that it has done so in a deliberate effort

not to pay out a big jackpot, he pushes

the hitchhiker— whose identity and
purpose she now understands
— awaits.

“Nan Adams, age thirty-one. She was
driving to Califor.iia — to Los Angeles.
She didn’t make it. There was a detour

. . . through the Tunlight Zone.”

it over, hystericallj screaming, “Give
me back my dollar! ’ Later upstairs in

his room with Flora, he believes he

sees the machine coming for him.

Terrified, he takes a fatal fall out the

window. On the pa\ ement, the

triumphant machine rolls up to him and
spits out his dollar.

“Mr. Franklin Gibbs, visitor to Las
Vegas, who lost his money, his reason,

andfinally his life U> an inanimate
metal machine, or, in Mr. Franklin
Gibbs’s words, a monster with a will all

its own. For our pu -poses we’ll stick

with the latter, because we’re in the

Twilight Zone.”
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18. THE LAST FLIGHT

Written by Richard Matlieson

Producer: Buck Houghtc n

Director: William Claxton

Dir. of Photography: Gecrge T. Clemens
No music credit

Cast

Flight Lt. Decker: Kenneth Haigh

Major Wilson: Simon Scctt

General Harper: Alexander Scourby
Air Marshal Mackaye: Robert Warwick
Stunt Pilot: Frank Gifford Tallman

Corporal: H;arry Raybotld
Guard: Jerry Catron

Jeep Driver: Paul Baxley

Truck Driver: Jack Perk ns

19. THE PURPLE TE SIAMENT

Written by Rod Serling

Producer: Buck Houghton
Director: Richard L. Bare
Dir. of Photography: George T. Clemens
.Music composed by Lucien Morawack
Conductor: Lud Gluskin

Cast

Lt. Fitzgerald: William Eeynolds

Capt. Riker: Dick York

Capt. Gunther: Barney Phillips

Ambulance Driver: Warren Oates

Smitty: Michael Vandever

Sergeant: William Phipps

Orderly: Paul Mazursky
Freeman: Marc Cavell

Colonel: S. John Launer
Man with Harmonica: Ron Masak

“Witness a long view ofLieutenant

Terrance Decker, Royal Flying Corps,

returningfrom patrol somewhere over

France, 1917. At this given instant

Lieutenant Decker is lost.

“But Lieutenant Decker will discover

that there are degrees of being

lost— degrees not just to be measured
in miles, but perhaps in eternities.”

While on a World War I flying mission,

Decker experiences a fit of cowardice

and deserts his best friend, who is

surrounded by enemy planes. In his

panic, he flies through a strange white

cloud— and lands at a modern-day air

base. He is immediately taken into

custody by a major and led into the

office of the base’s commanding
general. At first both officers doubt

Decker’s authenticity, but slowly the

major comes to believe his story. In

turn. Decker discovers that the man he

left to die survived, went on to become
a hero in World War II, and is due to

inspect the base that very day.

“Infantry platoon, U.S. Army,
Philippine Islands, 19^5. These are the

faces of the young men who fight . . . as

ifsome omniscient painter had mixed
a tube of oils that were at one time

earth brown, dust gray, blood red,

beard black, andfear— yellow

white — and these men were the

models. For this is the province of

combat, and these are thefaces of war.”

Lieutenant Fitzgerald is a man who has

found his own special wartime hell.

Looking over his men prior to a battle,

he sees a peculiar light on the faces of

those who are to die. Captain Riker, his

close friend and superior officer, scoffs

at this— until “Fitz” sees the odd light

on his face. Nevertheless, Riker feels

duty-bound; he goes into combat and is

killed. Soon after, Fitz is relieved to

hear that he is being sent back to

division headquarters. Packing to go,

he glances in a mirror and is horrified

to see the terrible light on his own face.

As he gets into a jeep, a sergeant

cautions the driver that there are

Realizing that his trip through time has

been for a purpose— to give him a

second chance— Decker overpowers
the major, escapes to his plane, and

takes off, disappearing into the same
white cloud. Later that day, Decker’s

former friend, now a flight marshal in

the RAF, arrives at the base. From him
we learn that Decker did return and
save him— at the cost of his own life.

“Dialoguefrom a play — Hamlet to

Horatio: ‘There are more things in

heaven and earth than are dreamt ofin

your philo.sophy.’ Dialoguefrom a play

written long before men took to the sky,

before they added yet another

dbnension to both their knowledge ...

and their ynysteries. There are more
things in heaven and earth, and in the

sky, than perhaps can he dreamt of.

And somewhere — between heaven, the

sky, the earth — lies the Twilight Zone.”

mines in the road. “Relax,” the driver

tells Fitz. ' We’ve got a four-hour drive

ahead of us.” Fitz replies, “I doubt it.”

A while later, the sergeant and his men
hear the sound of a distant explosion.

“From William Shakespeare, Richard

III, a small excerpt. The line reads,

‘He has come to open the purple

testameJit of bleeding war! Andfor

Lieutenant William Fitzgerald, A
Company, First Platoon, the

testament is closed. Lieutenant

Fitzgerald hasfound the Twilight

Zone.”
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20. ELEGY

Written by Charles Beaumont
Based on his short story

Producer: Buck Houghton
Director: Douglas Heyes
Dir. of Photography: George T. Clemens
Music: Van Cleave

Cast

Jeremy Wickwire: Cecil Kellaway
Capt. James Webber: Kevin Hagen
Kurt Meyers: Jeff Morrow
Peter Kirby: Don Dubbins

21. MIRROR IMAGE

Written by Rod Serling

Producer: Buck Houghton
Director: John Brahm
Dir. of Photography: George T. Clemens
No music credit

Cast

Millicent Barnes: Vera Miles

Paul Grinstead: Martin Milner

Ticket Agent: Joe Hamilton
Woman Attendant: Naomi Stevens

Husband: Ferris Taylor

Old Woman: Terese Lyon
Bus Driver: Edwin Rand

“The time is the day after tomorrow,
the place afar corner of the universe,

the cast ofcharacters three men lost

amongst the stars, three men sharing

the common urgency ofall men lost:

they’re lookingfor hom,e. And in a
moment they’llfind home— not a home
that is a place to be seen, but a strange,

unexplainable experience to be felt.”

Their ship almost out of fuel,

astronauts Webber, Meyers, and Kirby
set down on a remote asteroid— and
run smack into a mystery. The place is

quite Earthlike, down to the buildings

and the people, but no one moves. The
men witness a number of inanimate
tableaux: a full marching band, a man
being elected mayor, a card table at

which one of the players holds four

aces, a romantic liaison in a hotel suite,

and a homely woman winning a beauty
contest. The three are startled when
they find someone who does move—
Jeremy Wickwire, caretaker of the

place. He explains that the entire

asteroid is an exclusive cemetery

“Millicent Barnes, age twenty-five, a

young woman waitingfor a bus on a
rainy November night. Not a very

imaginative type is Miss Barnes, not

given to undue anxiety orfears, orfor
that matter, even the most temporal
flights offancy. Like most young ca-

reer women, she has a generic classifi-

cation as a, quote, girl with a head on
her shoulders, end ofquote. All of
which is mentioned now because injust

a moment the head on Miss Barnes’s
shoulders will be put to a test. Circum-
stances will assault her sense ofreality
and a chain ofnightmares will put her

sanity on a block. Millicent Barnes,
who in one minute will wonder ifshe’s

going mad."

Millicent suspects the bus station is run
by lunatics: the ticket taker snaps that

she’s repeatedly asked when the bus
will arrive and insists she just checked
her suitcase; the attendant claims she

was in the washroom only a moment
before. Yet she’s done none of these
things. She realizes that it is not their

sanity in question when, in the wash-

where the dear dej arted can realize

their gi-eatest wish in life, after they
die. He serves the men wine and asks

what their greatest wish would be. All

three reply that they would like to be
back on their ship, leading for home.

Too late, they realize that Wickwire,
w'ho is a robot, has poisoned their

drinks. Having thus insured the

continuing tranquility of Happy
Glades, Wickwire installs the

inanimate, embalmed figures of the

three men back in their ship.

“Kirby, Webber, and Meyers, three men
lost. They shared a common wish, a

simple one, really — they wanted to be

aboard, their ship, l.ecuiedfor home.
And fate, a laughingfate, a practical

jokester with a smite that stretched

across the stars, sa v to it that they got

their wish, with jus* one reservation:

the wish came true, hut only hi the

Twilight Zone.”

room mirror, she spies a duplicate of

herself sitting in the waiting room.
Rushing out, she finds the room empty.
Businessman Paul Grinstead is also

waiting for the bus. When it arrives,

the two start to get on, but Millicent

flees back into the station when she
sees that the other her has already

boarded. Paul remains with the dis-

traught Millicent, who says she knows
what is occurring— her mirror image
from a parallel world has somehow
slipped into this world and must take
her place to survive. Certain she’s

mentally ill, Paul summons the police,

who take Millicent away. But later Paul
chases a man he believes has stolen his

case, and he sees that the man’s face

is— his own!

“Obscure metaphysical explanation to

cover a phenomenon
,
reasons dredged

out of the shadows to explain away that

which cannot be explained. Call it par-

allel planes orjust insanity. Whatever
it is, youfind it in the Twilight Zone."
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22. THE MONSTERS ARE DUE ON
MAPLE STREET

Written by Rod Serling

Producer; Buck Houghton

Director: Ron Winston
Dir. of Photography: George T. Clemens

Music composed by Rene Garriguenc

Conductor; Lud Gluskin

Cast

Steve Brand: Claude Akins

Charlie: Jack Weston
Mr. Goodman: Barry At\vater

Tommy; Jan Handzlik

Tommy’s Mother; Mary Gregory
Aliens; Sheldon Allman, William Walsh

With: Anne Barton, Lea Waggner, Ben
Erway, Burt Metcalfe, Lyn Guild, Joan

Sudlow, Jason Johnson, and Amzie

Strickland

23. A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE

Written by Richard Matheson

Producer: Buck Houghton
Director; Ted Post

Dir. of Photography: Hai kness Smith

Music: Van Cleave

Cast

Arthur Curtis; Howard Duff

Marty; Frank Maxwell

Nora: Eileen Ryan
Brinkley: David White
Sally; Gail Kobe
Endicott; Peter Walker

Kelly; William Idelson

Marian: Susan Dorn

“Maple Street, U.S.A. Late summer. A
tree-lined little road offront-porch

gliders, hop scotch, the laughter of

children, and the bell ofan ice cream
vendor. At the sound ofthe roar and the

flash of light, it unit be precisely 6AS
P.M. on Maple Street . . . This is Maple
Street on a late Saturday afternoon, in

the last calm and reflective moment —
before the monsters came."

After what is taken to be a meteor

speeds overhead. Maple Street

experiences a total power failure. Pete

Van Horn sets off to find out the cause,

but Tommy, a young reader of sci-fi,

says he knows— human-looking aliens

have infiltrated Maple Street. At first

this is laughed off, but when Mr.

Goodman’s car inexplicably starts up

for a few seconds, suspicion falls on

him. As evening falls, Steve Brand
tries to get the others to remain calm.

But when a mysterious figure walks

toward them in the dark, panic breaks

out. Charlie Farnsworth grabs a

neighbor’s rifle and fires, killing the

“You’re looking at a tableau ofreality,

things ofsubstance, ofphysical

material — a desk, a window, a light.

These things exist and have dimension.

Now this is Arthur Curtis, age

thirty-six, who is also real. He has

flesh and blood, muscle and mind. But
in just a moynent we will see how thin a

line separates that which we assume to

be realfrom that manufactured inside

ofa mind."

Businessman Arthur Curtis is

surprised to find his office phone

dead —but he’s even more surprised

when he hears a voice behind him
shout, “Cut!” He turns to see that his

office is actually a movie set. Everyone
insists that Curtis is actually “Jerry

Raigan,” a declining movie star, and

that “Arthur Curtis” is the character

Raigan plays in the movie! Determined

to assert his identity, Curtis

commandeers a car and drives to

where his home should be. There he

finds no trace of his family, his house,

even the street. Later, at Raigan’s

house, Curtis tries to get the number

menace, who turns out to be Pete Van
Horn. Madness prevails. Charlie is

accused of being the alien, then

Tommy. As the lights of various houses

flash on and off, full-scale rioting

breaks out. From nearby, two aliens

watch the events unfold. One explains

to the other that by manipulating

electricity, it is easy to turn neighbor

against neighbor. Maple Street is

typical— and only the beginning.

“The tools ofconquest do not

necessarily come with bombs and
explosions and fallout. There are

weapons that are simply thoughts,

attitudes, prejudices — to befound only

in the minds ofmen. For the record,

prejudices can kill and suspicion can

destroy, and a thoughtless, frightened

searchfora scapegoat has a fallout all

its ownfor the children and the

children yet unborn. And the pity of it

is that these things cannot be confined

to the Twilight ZoneT

of the company he’s worked at for seven

years— no listing. Thinking his client is

having a nervous breakdown, Raigan’s

agent tries to reassure him, telling him

the studio has canceled the production;

the sets are being dismantled —the
only fragile line to Curtis’ world.

Raigan races to the set and pleads with

some unseen force not to maroon him in

this uncaring place. The film crew

fades away. Curtis finds himself in the

office he knew, complete with four solid

walls. The agent arrives on the sound

stage; Raigan is nowhere to be found,

found.

“The modus operandifor the departure

from life is usually a pine box ofsuch

and such dimensions, and this is the

ultimate in reality. But there are other

waysfor a man to exitfrom life. Take

Tfee case ofArthur Curtis, age

thirty-six. His departure was along a

highway with an exit sign that reads:

‘This way to escape! Arthur Curtis, en

route to . . . the Twilight Zone."
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24. LONG LIVE WALTER JAMESON

Written by Charles Beaumont
Producer: Buck Houghton
Director: Tony Leader
Dir. of Photography: George T. Clemens
No music credit

Cast

Prof. Walter Jameson: Kevin McCarthy
Prof. Samuel Kittridge: Edgar Stehli

Laurette Bowen: Estelle Winwood
Susanna Kittridge: Dody Heath

25. PEOPLE ARE ALIKE ALL
OVER

Written by Rod Serling

Based on the story “Brothers Beyond
the Void” by Paul Fairman
Producer: Buck Houghton
Director: Mitchell Leisen
Dir. of Photography: George T. Clemens
No music credit

Cast

Sam Conrad: Roddy McDowall
Warren Marcusson: Paul Comi
Teenya: Susan Oliver

Man One: Byron Morrow
Man Two: Vic Perrin

Man Three: Vernon Gray

“You’re looking at act one, scene one, of
a nightmare ~ one not restricted to

witching hours or dark, rainswept
nights. Professor Walter Jameson,
popular beyond words, who talks of the
past as if it were the present, who
conjures up the dead as ifthey were
alive ... In the view o/this man.
Professor Samuel Kittridge, Walter
Jameson has access to knowledge that

couldn’t come out ofa volume of
history, but ratherfrom a hook on
black magic, which is to say that this

nightmare begins at noon.”

In class, Jameson— Kittridge’s

colleague and prospective

son-in-law— reads aloud from the Civil

War journal of Union officer Hugh
Skelton. That evening, when Jameson
arrives at his house for dinner,

Kittridge reveals that he looked

Skelton up in a book of Matthew Brady
photographs— and found him to be a

dead ringer for Jameson, down to the
mole on his face and the ring on his

finger! Jameson confides that he is

“You’re looking at a species offlimsy
little two-legged animal! with an
extremely small head, whose name is

Man. Warren Marcusson, age

thirty-five. Samuel A. Conrad, age
thirty-one . . . They’re taking a
highway into space, Man unshackling
himselfand sending his tiny, groping
fingers up into the unknown. Their
destination is Mars, and injust a
moment we’ll land there with them.”

When their ship crashes on the Martian
surface, Marcusson—the optimist who
believes people are alike all over, even
on Mars— is killed. Left alone is Sam
Conrad, who does not share
Marcusson’s philosophy and who is

terrified when he hears someone
banging on the outside of the ship. His
terror turns to relief, however, when
he ventures out and sees that the

Martians are indeed human, albeit

telepathic, and that they apj^ear

extremely friendly. The next morning,
the Martians present him with a
surprise, a house built to look exactly

like one on Earth. Pleased by this,

Skelton. More than two thousand years
ago, he paid an alchemist for the gift of

immortality, but soon found it no gift at

all. Down the years, he has seen wives,

children, friends, all grow old and die.

Now he longs for an end, but lacks the

courage to kill himself. Kittridge

forbids Jameson to narry his daughter,

but Jameson convinces her to elope

with him that very night. Going home
to pack, Jameson is surprised by a

withered old womar. in his study— a

wife he long ago abt.ndoned. She has
seen the notice of his engagement and
come,to stop the we lding. When he
refuses, she grabs a revolver from his

desk and shoots him. Kittridge rushes
in, just in time to see Jameson age and
turn to dust.

“Last stop on a long journey, as yet

another human being returns to the

vast nothingness that is the beginning
and into the dust that is always the end.”

Conrad is left alone inside. But very
soon he realizes that the house has no
windows and that all the doors are
locked. Suddenly a Vv'all slides upward,
revealing bars beyond which stands a

crowd of gaping Martians. Conrad is

caged in a zoo. He cries out,

“Marcusson, you were right— people
are alike everywhere!”

“Species ofanimal brought back alive.

Interesting similarPy m physical
characteristics to human beings in

head, trunk, arms, legs, hands, feet.

Very tiny undeveloped brain; comes
from primitive planet named Earth.
Calls himselfSamuel Conrad. And he

will remain here in Ids cage with the

running water and the electricity and
the central heat as long as he lives.

Samuel Conrad hasfound the Twilight
Zone.”
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THE ORIGINAL
TELEVISION SCRIPT

FIRST AIRED ON CBS-TV
MARCH 4 , 1960

The Monsters Are Due
on Maple Street

by Rod Serling

S S I c T E L E P L A YT Z C L A

FADE IN:

1. EXT. SKY NICfHT
Shot of the sky . . . the various

nebulae, and planet todies stand
out In sharp, sparkling relief. As
the CAMERA begins a SLOW PAN
cicross the Heavens—

NARRATOR’S VOICE (o.s.)

There is a fifth dimension
beyond that which s known to

man. It is a dimension as vast

as space, and as timeless as

in finity. It is the miidle ground
between light and shadow—
between science an d
superstition. And it lies between
the pit ofman’s fears and the

summit of his knowTedge. This

is the dimension of imagination.

It is an area which we
call The Twilight Zcne.

The CAMERA has begun to PAN
DOWN until it passes the horizon

and -is flush on the OPENING-
SHOT (EACH WEEK THE
OPENING SHOT OF THE PLAY)

2. EXT. RESIDENIflAL
STREET DAY MED.
CLOSE SHOT SIGN

Which reads, “Maple Street.” PAN
DOWN untU we are shooting down
at an angle toward the street

below. It’s a tree-lined, quiet

residential American street, very
typical of the small town. The
houses have front porches on

which people sit and swing on
gliders, conversing across from
house to house. Steve Brand
polishes his car parked in front of

his house. His neighbor, Don
Martin, leans against the fender
watching him. A Good Humor
man rides a bicycle and is Just in

the process of stopping to sell

some ice cream to a couple of kids.

Two women gossip on the front

lawn. Another man waters his

lawn.

3.

CAMERA TAKES A SLOW-
DOLLY DOWN THE STREET

To pick up these various activities

and we hear the Narrator’s voice.

NARRATOR’S VOICE
Maple Street, U.S.A., late

summer. A tree-lined little

world of front porch gliders, hop
scotch, the laughter of

children, and the bell of an ice

cream vendor.

There is a pause and the CAMERA
MOVES OVER to a shot of the

Good Humor man and two small

boys who are standing alongside.

Just buying ice cream.

NARRATOR’S VOICE
At the sound of the roar and
the flash of light it will be
precisely 6:43 PM. on Maple
Street.

At this moment one ofthe little

boys. Tommy, looks up to listen to a
sound of a tremendous screeching

roar from overhead. A flash of

light plays on both their faces and
then it moves down the street past

lawns and porches and rooftops

and then disappears.

4. LONG ANGLE SHOT
LOOKING DOWN ON THE
STREET

As various people leave their

porches and stop what they’re

doing to stare up at the sky.

5. MED. CLOSE SHOT
STEVE BRAND

The man who’s been polishing his

car and now he stands there

transfixed, staring upwards. He
looks at Don Martin, his neighbor
from across the street.

STEVE
What was that? A meteor?

DON
(nods)

That’s what it looked like. I

didn’t hear any crash, though,
did you?

STEVE
(shakes his head)

Nope. I didn’t hear anything
except a roar.

MRS. BRAND
(from her porch)

Steve? What was that?

STEVE
(raising his voice and looking

toward porch)

Guess it was a meteor, honey.
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Came awful close, didn’t It?

MRS. BRAND
Too close for my money! Much
too close.

6. THE CAMERA PANS
ACROSS THE VARIOUS
PORCHES

To people who stand there
watching and talking in low
conversing tones.

NARRATOR’S VOICE
Maple Street. SiK-forty-four

P.M., on a late September
evening.

(a pause)
Maple Street in the last calm
and reflective moment . .

.

before the monsters came!

FADE TO BLACK:
OPENING BILLBOARD
FIRST COMMERCIAL

FADE ON:

7. EXT. STREET DAY
SLOW PAN ACROSS THE
PORCHES AGAIN

Interspersed with MED. CLOSE
SHOT, man screwing a light bulb
on a front porch, then getting
down off the stool to flick the
switch and fmding that nothing
happens.

8. MED. SHOT MAN
Working on an electric power
mower. He plugs in the plug, flicks

on the switch of the power mower,
offand on, with nothing
happening.

9. MED. CLOSE SHOT
THROUGH WINDOW OF A
FRONT PORCH WOMAN
ON A PORCH

Pushing her finger back and
forth on the dial hook. Her voice Is

indistinct and distant, but
intelligible and repetitive.

WOMAN NEXT DOOR
Operator, operator, something’s
wrong on the phone, operator!

10. MED. CLOSE SHOT MRS.
BRAND

As she comes out on the porch
and calls to Steve.

MRS. BRAND
(calUng)

Steve
,
the power ’s off. I had the

soup on the stove and the stove

just stopped working.

WOMAN NEXT DOOR
I

Same thing over here. I can’t
get anybody on the phone
either. The phone seems to be
dead.

11. LONG ANGLE SHOT
LOOKING DOWN THE
STREET

As we hear the voices creep up
from down below, small, mildly
disturbed voices, highlighting
these kinds of phrases:

VOICES
Electricity’s off.

Phone won’t work
Can’t get a thing on the radio.

My power motor won’t move,
won’t work at all.

Radio’s gone dead.

12. MED. CLOSE SHOT PETE
VAN HORN

A tall, thin man who Is seen
standing in front of his house.

VAN HORN
I’ll cut through the backyard
... See ifthe power’s stUl on on
Floral Street. I’ll be right back.

13. LONG SHOT VAN HORN
As he walks past the side of his
house and disappears into the
backyard.

14. INSERT VERY CLOSE
DAY

The hammer on Van Horn’s hip
as he walks.

15. CAMERA PANS DOWN
SLOWLY

Until we’re looking at ten or

eleven people standing around
the street and overflowing to the
curb and sidewalk. In the
background Is Steve Brand’s car.

STEVE
Doesn’t make sense. Why
should the power go off all of a
sudden, and the phone line?

DON
Maybe some sort ofan
electrical storm or something.

CHARLIE
That don’t seem likely. Sky’s

just as blue as anything. Not a
cloud. No lightning. No
thunder. No nothing. How could
it be a storm?

WOMAN ONE
I can’t get a tiling on the radio.

Not even the ]»rtable.

16.

MED. GROUP SHOT
As the people again murmur
softly in wonder nent and
question.

CHARLIE
Well why don’ t you go downtown
and check with the police,

though they’ll probably think
we’re cra2y oi something. A
little power fa Jure and right

away we get all flustered and
everything.

STEVE
It Isn’tjust thi3 power failure,

Charlie. If It was, we’d stUl be
able to get a broadcast on the

portable.

There’s a murmur of reaction to

this. Steve looks from face to face

and then over to his car.

STEVE
I’ll run downtDwn. We’ll get this

all straightened out.

17. TRACK SHOT WITH STEVE
As he walks over to the car, gets in

it, turns the key.

18. DIFFEREHT ANGLE
LOOKING THROUGH THE
OPEN DOOR

Beyond It we see the crowd
watching him from the other side.

Steve starts the engine. It turns
over sluggishly £,nd thenjust stops

dead. He tries It .igain and this
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LUTie he can’t, get It to turn over.

Then, very slowly and reflectively,

he turns the key back to “off” and
linen slowly gets out of the car.

19. GROUP SHOT
T-iS they stare at Steve. He stands

f:r a moment by the car, then
vmlks toward the group.

STEVE
I don’t understand it. It was
working fine before . .

.

DON
Out of gas?

STEVE
1shakes his head)

Ijust had it filled up.

T/OM.AN ONE
Vfhat’s it mean?

SHARLIE
It’sjust as If . .

.

as if everything

had stopped . .

.

'.then he turns toward Steve)

We’d better walk downtown.

.miother murmur of aLSsent at

this.

STEVE
The two of us t;an go, Charlie.

Hie turns to look back at the car)

It couldn’t be the msteor. A
meteor couldn’t do this .

He and Charlie exchange a look,

t,hen they start to wall: a.way from

the group.

20. MED. CLOSE SHOT
TOMMY

.0 serious-faced fourteen-year-old

rn spectacles who stands a few

feet aveay from the group, halfway

tctween them and the two men
who start to walk down the

sidev/alk.

T’OMMY
Mr. Brand . .

.
you better not!

21. MED. CLOSE SHOT THE
TWO MEN

The boy can be seen beyond them

.

STEVE
V/hy not?

TOMMY
They don’t want you to.

Steve and Charlie exchange a

grin, and Steve looks back toward

the boy.

STEVE
Who doesn’t want us to?

TOMMY
(jerks his head in the general

direction of the distant horizon)

Them!

STEVE
Them?

CHARLIE
Who are them?

TOMMY
(very intently)

Whoever was In that thing that

came by overhead.

22. CLOSE SHOT STEVE
As he knits his brown for a

rnommnt, cocking his head
questionlngly His voice is Intense.

STEVE
What,?

23. TWO SHOT

TOMMY
Whoever was In the thing that

came over. 1 don’t think they

want us to leave here.

24. MOVING SHOT STEVE
.As he leaves Charlie and walks

over to the boy. He kneels down in

front of him. He forces his voice to

remain gentle. He reaches out

and holds the boy.

STEVE
What do you mean? What are

you talking about?

TOMMY
They don’t want us to leave.

That’s v/hy they shut

everything off

STEVE
What makes you say that?

Whatever gave you that Idea?

WOMAN ONE
(from the crowd)
Now isn’t that the craziest

thing you ever heard?

TOMMY
(persistently but a little

intimidated by the crowd)

It’s always that way, in every

story I ever read about a ship

landing from outer space.

WOMAN ONE
(to the boy’s mother, Sally who

stands on the fringe of the crowd)

From outer space, yet! Sally you
better get that boy ofyours up
to bed. He’s been reading too

many comic books or seeing too

many movies or something.

SALLY
Tommy, come over here and
stop that kkid of talk.

STEVE
Go ahead. Tommy. We’ll be right

back. And you’ll see. That
wasn’t any ship or anythkig
.like it. That was just a . . . a

meteor or something. Likely as

not—
(he turns to the group, now trying

to voeight his wnrds with an
optimism he obviously doesn’t feel

but is desperately trying to uistill

in himself as v/ell as the others)

No doubt it did have something
to do with all this power failure

and the rest of it. Meteors ca.ri

do some crazy thuigs. Like

sunspots.

DON
(picking up the cue)

Sure. That’s the kind of

thing— like sunspots. They
raise Cain with radio reception

all over the world. And this

thing being so close— why
there’s no telLng the sort of

stuff It can do.

(he wets his lips, smiles nervously)

Go ahead, Charlie. You and
Steve go into town and see if

that isn’t what’s causing it all.

25. TRACK SHOT STEVE
AND CHARLIE

As they again continue to walk

away from the group down the

sidewalk.

26. MED. GROUP SHOT THE
PEOPLE

As they watch silently

27. CLOSE SHOT TOMMY
As he stares at them, biting his

ITps and finally calling out again.

TOMMY
Mr Brand !

28. LONG SHOT THE TWO
MEN
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As they stop again. Tommy takes a
step toward them.

TOMMY
Mr. Brand . .

.
please don’t leave

here.

29. DIFFERENT ANGLE
LOOKING TOWARD THE
PEOPLE

Steve and Charlie can be seen
beyond them. They stop once
again and turn toward the boy.

There’s a murmur In the crowd, a
murmur of Irritation and concern
as If the boy were bringing up
fears that shouldn’t be brought
up; words which carried with
them a strange kind of validity

that came without logic but
nonetheless registered and had
meaning and effect. Again the
murmur of reaction from the
crowd.

30. MED. CLOSE SHOT
TOMMY

Partly frightened and partly

defiant as well.

TOMMY
You might not even be able to

get to town. It was that way in

the story. Nobody could leave.

Nobody except—
STEVE

Except who?

TOMMY
Except the people they’d sent
down ahead of them. They
lookedjust like humans. And it

wasn’t until the ship landed
that—

The boy suddenly stops again,

conscious of the parents staring at

them and of the sudden hush of

the crowd.

SALLY
(in a whisper, sensing the
antagonism of the crowd)

Tommy, please son . . . honey,
don’t talk that way—

MAN ONE
That kid shouldn’t talk that

way . . . and we shouldn’t stand
here listening to him. Why this

is the craziest thing I ever
heard of. The kid tells us a

comic book plot and here we
stand listening-

31. LONG SHOT STEVE
As he walks toward the camera,
stops by the boy.

STEVE
Go ahead. Tommy. What kind of

story was this? What about the
people that they sent out ahead?

TOMMY
That was the way they
prepared things for the
landing. They sent four people.

A mother and a father and two
kids who lookedjust like

humans . . . but they weren’t.

There’s another sUence as Steve

looks toward the crowd and then
toward Tommy. He wears a tight

grin.

STEVE
Well, I guess what we’d better

do then is to run a check on the

neighborhood and see which
ones of us are really human.

There’s laughter at this, but it’s a
laughter that comes from a
desperate attempt to lighten the
atmosphere. It’s a release kind of

laugh.

32. CLOSE UP CHARLIE
As he laughs nervously, slightly

forced.

33. CLOSE UP WOMAN ONE
She laughs, too, but she’s still

unsatisfied and concerned.

34. CLOSE UP MAN ONE
Maybe no more than a grin of

release.

35. GROUP SHOT THE
PEOPLE

As they look at one another in the
middle of their laughter.

CHARLIE
There must be somethin’ better

to do than stand around
makln’ bumjokes about It.

(rubs hisjaw nervously)

1 wonder if Floral Street’s got
the same deal we got.

(he looks past the houses)
Where is Pete Van Horn
anyway? Didn’t he get back
yet?

Suddenly there’s the sound of a
car’s engine starting to turn over

36. LONG SHOT LOOKING
ACROSS THE STREET
TOWARD I’HE DRIVEWAY
OF LES GOODMAN’S
HOUSE

He’s at the wheel trying to start

the car.

37. REVERSE ANGLE
LOOKING TOWARD
PEOPLE

SALLY
Can you get it started, Les?

38. LONG SHCiT LOOKING
TOWARD I,ES GOODMAN

As he gets out of the car, shaking
his head.

GOODMAN
No dice.

39. TRACK SE:0T WITH HIM
As he walks toward the group. He
stops suddenly as behind him,
inexplicably anc with a noise that

inserts Iteelf into the silence, the
ear engine starts up all by Itself

Goodman whirls around to stare

toward it.

40. DIFFEREF'T ANGLE THE
CAR

As it idles rough y smoke coming
from the exhaust, the frame
shaking gently

41. CLOSE SHOT GOODMAN
As his eyes go wile, and he runs
over to his car.

42. DIFFERENT ANGLE THE
PEOPLE

As they stare tovnrd the car

MAN ONE
He got the car started

somehow. He got his car

started!

43. PAN SHOT ALONG THE
FACES OF ’FHE PEOPLE

As they stare, soi iiehow caught up
by this revelation and somehow,
illogically wildly, frightened.

WOMAN ONE
How come his carjust up and
started like tb at?

SALLY
All by Itself. He wasn’t
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anywheres near It. It started all

by Itself.

Don approaches the g:’oup, stops a

few feet av/ay to look toward

Doodman’s car and tb.en back
toward the group.

DON
And he never did come out to

look at that thing that flew

overhead. He wasn t even

Interested.

; he turns to the faces in the

group, his face taut and serious)

Why? Why didn’t he come out

with the rest of us te look?

CIWARLIE
He always was an oddball. Him
and his whole family. D,eal oddball.

DON
What do you say we ask him?

44.

DIFFERENT ANGLE THE
GROUP

.as they suddenly start toward the

iicuse. In this brief frE.ctlon of a
rr.omient they taloe the first step

toward performing a metamor-
phosis that changes people from a
group into a mob. They begin to

head purposefully across the

street toward the house at tlie

etid. Steve stands m front of themi.

I'oi’ a moment their fear almost

turns their walk Into a wild

stampede, but Steve’s voice, loud.

Incisive, and commanding, makes
them stop.

STEVE
Walt a minute ... wait a minute!

Let’s not be a mob!

The people stop as a group, seem
to pause for a moment

,
and then

much more quietly and slowly

start to walk across the street.

45. FULL SHOT GOODMAN’S
HOUSE AND DRIVEWAY

He stands there alone facing the

people.

GOODMAN
I just don’t understand It. 1 tried

to start it and It wouldn’t start.

You saw me. All ofyou saw me.

And now, just as suddenly as the

engine started. It stops and
there’s a long silence that is

gradually intruded upon by the

frightened murmuring of the

people.

GOODMAN
I don’t understand. I swear ... 1

don’t understand. What’s

happenmg?

46. CLOSE SHOT DON
DON

Maybe you better tell us.

Nothing’s working on this

street. Nothing. No lights, no

power, no radio.

(and then meanmgfully)
Nothing except one car—yours!

47. MED. GROUP SHOT THE
PEOPLE

As they pick this up and now .their

murmuring becomes a loud chant
fUUng the air with accusations

and demands for action. Two of

the men pass Don and head
toward Goodman who backs away,

backuig into his car and now at

bay.

GOODMAN
Walt a mmute now. You keep
your distance— all of you. So

I’ve got a car that starts by
Itself— well that’s a freak

thing, I admit It. But does that

make me some kind of

criminal or something? I don’t

know why the car works— It

just does!

This stops the crowd momentarily,

and now Goodman, still backing

away, goes toward his front porch.

He goes up the steps and then

stops to stand facing the mob.

48. LONG SHOT STEVE

As he comes through the crowd.

STEVE
(quietly)

We’re all on a monster kick,

Les. Seems that the general
Impression holds that maybe
one family isn’t what we think
they are. Monsters from outer

space or something. Different

than us. Fifth columnists from
the vast beyond.

(he chuckles)
You know anybody that might
fit that description around here
on Maple Street?

GOODMAN
What is this, a gag or

something? This a practical

joke or something?

49. CLOSE SHOT SPOTLIGHT
ON PORCH

As It suddenly goes out. There’s a
murmur from the group.

50. GROUP SHOT
As the people react.

GOODMAN
Now, I suppose that’s supposed
to incriminate me! The light

goes on and off. That really

does It, doesn’t It?

(he looks around the faces of the

people)

I just don’t understand this—
(he wets his Ups, looking from
face to face)

Look, you all know me. We’ve

lived here five years. Right in

this house. We’re no different

than any of the rest ofyou!

We’re no different at all. Really

. . . this whole thing Is just . .

.

just weird—

51. CLOSE SHOT WOMAN
ONE

WOMAN ONE
Well, If that’s the case, Les

Goodman, explain why—
She stops suddenly, clamping her
raouth shut.

GOODMAN
(softly)

Explain what?

STEVE
(interjecting)
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Look, let’s forget this—
CHARLIE
(overlapping him)

Go ahead, let her talk. What
about It? Explain what?

WOMAN ONE
(a little reluctantly)

Well . .

.

somietlmes I go to bed
late at night. A couple of times
... a couple of times I’d come
out on the porch and I’d see Mr.

Goodman here in the wee
hours of the morning standing
out In front of his house . .

.

looking up at the sky.

(she looks around the circle of

faces)

That’s right. Looking up at the

sky as If ... as Ifhe w^ere

waiting for something.
(a pause)

As If he were looking for

something.

There’s a murmur of reaction

from the crowd again.

ABRUPT CUT TO:

52. GROUP SHOT
As Goodman starts toward them,
they back away frightened.

GOODMAN
You know really . . . this Is for

laughs. You know what I’m
guilty of?

(he laughs)
I’m guilty ofInsomnia. Now
what’s the penalty for insomnia?

At this point the laugh, the humor,
leaves his voice.

53. CLOSE SHOT GOODMAH
GOODMAN

Did you hear what I said? I said

It was insomnia.
(a pause as he looks around, then
shouts)

I said It was insomnia! You fools.

You scared, frightened rabbits,

you. You’re sick people, do you
know that? You’re sick

people— all ofyou! And you
don’t even know what you’re

starting because let me tell you
... let me tell you— this thing
you’re starting— that should
frighten you. As God Is my

witness . .
.
you’re letting

something begin here that’s a
nightmare!

FADE TO BLACK
END ACT ONE-

ACT TWO

FADE ON:

54. MEDIUM SHOT
GOODMAN ENTRY HALL
NIGHT

On the side table rests an unlit

candle. Mrs. Goodman walks Into

scene, a glass ofmUk In hand.
She sets the mUk down on the
table, lights the candle with a
match from a box on the table,

picks up the glass ofmUk, and
starts out of scene.

CUT TO:

The Production shot, as Mrs.
Goodman comes thru her porch
door, glass ofmUk in hand. The "

entry hall, with table and lit

candle, can be seen behind her

55. EXT. STREET NIGHT
CAMERA TAKES SLOW
PAN DOWN THE
SIDEWALK

Taking in little knots of people

who stand around talking in low
voices. At the end of each
conversation they look toward Les

Goodman’s house. From the
various houses we can see

candlelight but no electricity, and
there’s an all-pervading quiet

that blankets the whole area,

disturbed only by the almost
whispered voices of the people as

they stand around. The CAMERA
PANS OVER to one group where
Charlie stands. He stares across

at Goodman’s house.

56. LONG SHOT THE HOUSE
Two men stand across the street

in almost sentry-like poses.

57. MED. GROUP SHOT
SALLY
(a little timorously)

ItJust doesn’t seem right,

though, keeping watch on
them. Why ... he was right

when he said he was one of our

neighbors. Why, I’ve kumm
Ethel Goodu.an i-vew sluce they
moved in. WtWt: bi-wri gc'od

friends—

CHARLIE
That don’t pr eve a thing. Any
guy who’d spend his time
lookin’ up at Me sky early In

the morning — well there’s

something w’ong with that

kind of a person. There’s

something that ain’t

legitimate. Maybe under
normal circumstances we
could let It go by, but these

aren’t normal cireumstanees.
Why, look at this street! Nothin’

but candles. Why, it’s like goin’

back into the dark ages or

somethin’!

58. TRACK SHOT STEVE
From several yards down as he
walks down the steps of his porch,
walks down the street over to Les
Goodman’s house, and then stops

at the foot of the steps.

59. REVERSE ANGLE
LOOKING TOWARD
SCREEN DOOR

Goodman stands there, his wife

behind him, very frightened.

GOODMAN
Just stay right where you are,

Steve. We don’t want any
trouble, but this time if

anybody sets foot on my porch,
that’s what they’re going to

get— trouble!

STEVE
Look, Les—
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GOODMAN
I’ve already explalr ed to you
people. I don’t sleep very well at

night sometimes. I ,get up and I

take a walk and I Icok up at the

sky. I look at the stars!

MRS. GOODMAN
That’s exactly what he does.

Why this whole thing, it’s . . . it’s

seme kind of madness or

something.

STEVE
(nods grimly)

That’s exactly whal. it is— some
kind of madness.

CHARLIE’S VOICE
: shrUl, from across the street)

You best watch whC' you’re seen

with Steve! Until we get this all

straightened out, you ain’t

exactly above susplelon

yourself.

STEVE
((whDling around toward him)

Or you, Charlie. Or any of us, it

seems. From age eight on up!

WOMAN ONE
What I’d like to kno# is, what
are we gonna do? J ust stand

around here all night?

CHARLIE
There’s nothin’ else we can do!

(he turns back looking toward
Steve and Goodman again)

One of ’em ’ll tip their hand.
They got to.

STEVE
( raising his voice)

There’s something you can do,

Charlie. You could go home and
keep your mouth shut. You
could quit strutting: around like

a self-appointed hangingJudge
and Just climb Into bed and
forget it.

CHARLIE
You sound real anxious to have
that happen, Steve, 1 think we
better keep our eye on you tool

DON
(as if he were taking the bit In his

teeth, takes a hesitant step to the

front)

I think everything might as

well come out now.

(he turns toward Steve)

Your wife’s done plenty of

talking, Steve, about how odd
you are!

CHARLIE
(picking this up, his eyes

widening)
Go ahead, tell us what she’s

said.

60.

LONG SHOT STEVE
As he walks toward them from
across the street.

STEVE
Go ahead, what’s my wife said?

Let’s get it all out. Let’s pick out

every idiosyncrasy of every

single man, woman, and child

on the street. And then we
might as well set up some kind
of a kangaroo court. How about

a firing squad at dawn, Charlie,

so we can get rid of all the

suspects? Narrow them down.
Make it easier for you.

DON
There’s no need gettln’ so

upset, Steve. It’s just that . .

.

well . . . Myra’s talked about

how there’s been plenty of

nights you spent hours down m
your basement workln’ on some
kind of radio or something.

Well, none of us have ever seen
that radio—

By this time Steve has reached
the group. He stands there

defiantly close to them.

CHARLIE
Go ahead, Steve. What kind of

“radio set” you workln’ on? I

never seen it. Neither has
anyone else. Who you talk to on
that radio set? And who talks to

you?

STEVE
I’m surprised at you, Charlie.

How come you’re so dense all of

a sudden?
(a pause)
Who do I talk to? I talk to

monsters from outer space. I

talk to three-headed green
men who fly over here In what
look like meteors.

61. MED. LONG SHOT
STEVE’S HOUSE

His wife steps down from the

porch, bites her lip, calls out.

MRS. BRAND
Steve! Steve, please.

(then looking around frightened,

she walks toward the group)
It’s Just a ham radio set, that’s

all. I bought him a book on it

myself. It’sjust a ham radio set.

A lot of people have them. I can
show it to you. It’s right down In

the basement.

STEVE
(whirls around toward her)

Show them nothing! If they
want to look Inside our house—
let them get a search warrant.

CHARLIE
Look, buddy, you can’t afford to —

STEVE
(interrupting)

Charlie, don’t tell me what I

can afford! And stop telling me
who’s dangerous and who isn’t

and who’s safe and who’s a
menace.

(he turns to the group and
shouts)

And you’re with him too— all of

.you! You’re standing here all

set to crucify— all set to find a
scapegoat— all desperate to

point some kind of a finger at a
neighbor! Well now look,

friends, the only thing that’s

gonna happen is that we’ll eat

each other up alive—
The following is a CLOSE UP
duplication ofwhat has already

been done in full shot.

62. CLOSE SHOT DON
Reacting to Steve’s speech.

63. CLOSE SHOT CHARLIE
Reacting.

64. CLOSE SHOT MAN ONE
Reacting.

ye stops abruptly as Charlie

suddenly grabs his arm.

CHARLIE
(m a hushed voice)

That’s not the only thing that

can happen to us.
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GUT TO:

65. LONG SHOT LOOKING
DOWN THE STREET

A figure has suddenly
materialized In the gloom and In
the silence we can hear the
cllckety-clack of slow, measured
footsteps on concrete as the figure
walks slowly toward them. One of
the women lets out a stifled cry.

The young mother grabs her boy
as do a couple of others.

66., 67., 68. 3 CLOSE UPS
Duplicating above as each man
reacts to hearing offstage

footsteps.

69. CLOSE UP STEVE
He reacts to offstage footsteps.

70. CLOSE SHOT VAN
HORN’S FEET

Walking along the street, (note:

MATCH pace of production cut)

TOMMY
(shouting, frightened)

It’s the monster! It’s the
monster!

Another woman lets out a wall

and the people fall back In a
group, staring toward the
darkness and the approaching
figure.

71. MED. GROUP SHOT THE
PEOPLE

As they stand In the shadows
watching. Don Martin joins them,
carrying a shotgun. He holds It up.

DON
We may need this.

STEVE
A shotgun?

(he pulls It out of Don’s hand)
Good Lord— wUl anybody think
a thought around here? Will

you people wise up? What good
would a shotgun do against—

Now Charlie pulls the gun from
Steve’s hand.

CHARLIE
No more talk, Steve. You’re
going to talk us into a grave!
You’d let whatever’s out there
walk right over us, wouldn’t
yuh? Well some ofus won’t!

He swings the gun around to

point It toward the sidewalk.

72. LONG SHOT FROM
BEHIND THE CROWD
LOOKING TOWARD THE
SIDEWALK

As the dark figure continues to

walk toward them.

73. REVERSE ANGLE
LOOKING TOWARD THE
GROUP

As they stand there, fearful,

apprehensive, mothers clutching
children, men standing In front of

wives. Charlie slowly raises the
gun. As the figure gets closer and
closer he suddenly pulls the
trigger. The sound of It explodes in

the stillness.

74. LONG ANGLE SHOT
LOOKING DOWN AT THE
FIGURE

Who suddenly lets out a small cry,

stumbles forward onto his knees
and then falls forward on his face.

Don, Charlie, and Steve race
forward over to him. Steve Is there
first and turns the man over. Now
the crowd gathers around them.

STEVE
(slowly looks up)

It’s Pete Van Horn.

DON
(in a hushed voice)

Pete Van Horn! He wasjust
gonna go over to the next block
to see if the power was on—

WOMAN ONE
You killed him, Charlie. You
shot him dead!

CHARLIE
(looks around at the circle of

faces, his eyes frightened, his face
contorted)

But . .

.

but I didn’t know who he
was. I certainly didn’t know
who he was. He comes walkin’
out of the darkness— how am I

supposed to know who he was?
(he grabs Steve)

Steve —you know why I shot!

How was I supposed to know he
wasn’t a monster or

something?

(he grabs Don now)
We’re all scared of the same
thing. I wasjust trym’ to . .

.

tryin’ to prote cL my home,
that’s all! Look, all of you, that’s

all I was tryir: ’ to do.

(he looks down \/lldly at the body)
I didn’t know it was somebod.y
we knew! 1 didn’t know—

There’s a sudden hush and then
an intake of breath.

75. MEDIUM SHOT
Living Room window of Charlie’s

house. The window is not lit, but
suddenly the house lights come on
behind It.

76. CLOSE SHOT MAN ONE
He looks off towards Charlie’s

house.

77. CLOSE SHOT GOODMAN
He too looks off toward Charlie’s

house.

78. CLOSE SHOT CHARLIE
He looks off toward his house,
realizing the implications of the
lights coming on in his house.

79. CLOSE SHOT WOMAN
ONE

WOMAN ONE
(in a very hushed voice)

Charlie . . . Cb.arlle . . . the lights

just went on ii your house. Why
did the lightsjust go on?

80. CLOSE SHOT DON
DON
What about It, Charlie? How
come you’re tbe only one with
lights nov\??

81. CLOSE SHOT GOODMAN
GOODMAN

That’s what Ld like to know.

A pause as they all stare toward
Charlie.

82. CLOSE SHOT CHARLIE
Reacting.

83. CLOSE SHOT GOODMAN
GOODMAN

You were so quick to kill,

Charlie, and you were so quick
to tell us who we had to be
careful of. Well, maybe you had
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t,o kill. Maybe Peter there was
trying to tell us something.
Maybe he’d found out

something and came back to

tell us who there was amongst
us we should watch out for—

84. DIFFERENT AEGLE
CHARLIE

i\s he backs away from the group,

Ills eyes wide with fright.

GHAIfLIE
No . . . no . . . It’s nothing ofthe

sort! I don’t know w ay the

lights are on. I swee,r I don’t.

Somebody’s pulling a gag or

something.

He bumps against Steve who
grabs him and whirls him
aground.

85. CLOSE UP IN PROFILE
STEVE AND CHARLIE

STEVE
Agag? A gag? Charlie, there’s

a dead man on the sidewalk

and you killed him! Does this

thing look like a gag to you?

Charlie breaks away and screams
as he runs toward his house,

CHARLIE
No! No! Please!

A man breaks away from the

crowd to chase Charlkc

86. LONG ANGLE SHOT
LOOKING DOWSr AT THEM

As the man tackles hlin and
lands on top of him. TL.e other

people start to run toward them.
Charlie Is up on his feet, breaks
away from the other rr.an’s grasp,

lands a couple of desperate

punches that push the man aside.

Then he forces his way, fighting,

through the crowd to once again

break free, Jumps up on his front

porch.

87. MED. CLOSE SHOT
CHARLIE

On the front porch as a rock

thrown from the group smashes a
window alongside of him, the

broken glass flying past him, A
couple of pieces cutting him. He
stands there perspiring, rumpled,

blood running down from a cut on
the cheek. His wife breaks away
from the group to throw herself

Into his arms. He buries his face

against her. We can see the crowd
converging on the porch now.

VOICES
It must have been him.

He’s the one.

We got to get Charlie.

Another rock lands on the porch.

Now Charlie pushes his wife

behind him, facing the group.

CHARLIE
Look, look I swear to you ... it

Isn’t me . . . but I do know .who it

is ... I swear to you, I do know
who It is. I know who the

monster is here. I know who it

is that doesn’t belong. I swear to

you I know.

88. CLOSE SHOT GOODMAN
GOODMAN
(shouting)

What are you waiting for?

89. CLOSE SHOT WOMAN
ONE

WOMAN ONE
(shouting)

Come on, Charlie, come on.

90. CLOSE SHOT MAN ONE
MAN ONE
(shouting)

Who Is it, Charlie, tell us!

DON
(pushing his way to the front of

the crowd)
All right, Charlie, let’s hear it!

91. CLOSE SHOT CHARLIE

As his eyes dart around wUdly.

CHARLIE
It’s ... It’s ..

.

MAN TWO
(screaming)

Go ahead, Charlie, tell us.

CHARLIE
It’s . . . It’s the kid. It’s Tommy.
He’s the one.

There’s a gasp from the crowd
as we

CUT TO:

9S. SHOT OF MOTHER
HOLDING LITTLE BOY

The boy at first doesn’t

understand and then realizing

the eyes are all on him, buries his

face against his mother, Sally.

The following sfiots are for

reactions to Charlie’s naming
Tommy as the monster.

93. CLOSE SHOT DON
Registering fear, hate,

bewilderment.

94. CLOSE SHOT GOODMAN
Registering fear, hate,

bewDderment.

SALLY
(backs away)

That’s crazy. That’s crazy. He’s

a little boy.

WOMAN ONE
But he knew! He was the only

one who knew! He told us all

about It. Well, how did he know?
How could he have known?

The various people take this up
and repeat the questions aloud.

VOICES
How could he know?
Who told him?
Make the kid answer.

95. CLOSE SHOT WOMAN
ONE

Registering fear, hate,

bewilderment.

96. CLOSE SHOT MAN ONE
MAN ONE
What about Goodman’s car?

97. CLOSE SHOT DON
DON
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It was Charlie who killed old

man Van Horn.

98. CLOSE SHOT WOMAH
ONE

WOMAN ONE
But It was the- kid here who

;

knew what was going to

happen all the time. He was the
one who knew!

99. CLOSE UP STEVE
' He shouts at his hysterical

;

neighbors.

STEVE
Are you all gone crazy?

: (pause as he looks about)
Stop.

A fist crashes at Steve’s face,

staggering him back out of shot.

100.

thru 104. SEVERAL CLOSE
SHOTS
Suggesting the coming of

: violence. A hand fires a rifle. A
fist clenches. A hand grabs the

:
hammer from Van Horn’s body,

etc.

WUd lines-FOR SOUND ONLY
DON

;
Charlie has to be the
one—Where ’s my rifle—

WOMAN ONE
Les Goodman’s the one. His car
started! Let’s wreck it.

MRS. GOODMAN
:

What about Steve ’s radio— He ’s

the one that called them

—

MR. GOODMAN
Smash the radio. Get me a
hammer. Get me something.

STEVE
Stop— Stop—

CHARLIE
Where’s that kid— Let’s get
him.

MAN ONE
Get Steve— Get Charlie

—

They’re working together.

NOTE: While shooting above close

ups get tighter CLOSE UPS of

panic-stricken faces with lights

coming offand on their faces for

Intercut durmg the panic scene
which Immediately follows scene
above.

The crowd starts to converge
around the mother, who grabs the
child and starts to run with him.
The crowd starts to follow, at first

;

walking fast, and then running
after him.

105. FULL SHOT THE STREET
As suddenly Charlie’s lights go off

: and the lightsm another house
go on. They stay on for a moment,
then from across the street other
lights go on and then off again.

CUT TO:

106.

-109. SERIES OF CLOSE
SHOTS PEOPLE

:

MAN ONE
' (shouting)

It Isn’t the kid . . . It’s Bob
Weaver’s house.

WOMAN ONE
It Isn’t Bob Weaver ’s house

,
It’s

Don Martin’s place.

CHARLIE
I tell you. It’s the kid.

DON
It’s Charlie. He’s the one.

110.-116. MOVE INTO SERIES
OF TILT CLOSE UPS
OF VARIOUS PEOPLE

As they shout, accuse, scream.
Interspersing with cuts ofTILT
SHOTS OF HOUSES as the lights

go on and off, and then slowlym
the middle of this nightmarish
morass of sight and sound the
CAMERA STARTS TO PULL AWAY;
until once again we’ve reached
the opening shot looking at the
Maple Street sign from high
above. THE CAMERA CONTINUES
TO MOVE AWAY until we

DISSOLVE TO:

116. EXT. FIELD NIGHT
ANGLE SHOT LOOKING
TOWARD METAL SIDE OF
SPACE CRAFT

Which sits shrouded in darkness.
An open door throws out a beam of

light from the Illuminated
Interior. Two figures silhouetted

against the bright lights appear.

We get only a vague feeling of

form, but nothing more explicit

than that.

FIGURE ONE
Understand the procedure
now? Just stop a few of their

machines and radios and
telephones and lawn mowers
. . . throw them Into darkness
for a few hot rs and then you
just sit back and watch the
pattern.

FIGURE TWO
And this pattern Is always the
same?

FIGURE ONE
With few variations. They pick
the most darigerous enemy
they can find . . . and it’s

themselves. .Ynd all we need do
Is sit back . . . and watch.

FIGURE TWO
Then I take It this place . . . this

Maple Street ... Is not unique.

FIGURE ONE
(shaking his he ad)

By no means. Their world Is full

of Maple Streets. And we’ll go
from one to Lie other and let

them destroj/ themselves. One
to the other . . . one to the other
. . . one to the other—

Now the CAMEFA PANS UP for a
shot of the starry sky and over
this we hear the NARRATOR’S
VOICE.

NARRATOR’S VOICE
The tools of conquest do not
necessarily come with bombs
and explosions and fallout.

There are weapons that are
simply thoughts, attitudes,

prejudices— t o be found only in

the minds of men. For the
record, prejudices can kill and
suspicion can destroy and a
thoughtless frightened search
for a scapegoat has a fallout for

all Its own for the children . .

.

the children yet unborn.
(a pause)
And the pity C)f it Is . . . that

these things cannot be
confined to . . .The Twilight

Zone!

FADE TO BLACK
THE END (S
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L O O K n" G A H E A D

In the

June TZ.

• “Last call for Jaunt 701!" the loudspeaker announces. The
terminal is already filled with travelers. You settle back on
one of the Jaunt couches, already a little nervous as a uni-

formed attendant comes your way with a smile and a glass of
milk— for behind her come two more attendants, wheeling a
cannister of sleeping gas.

Gradually they make their way down the row toward
you, a nozzle on the cannister connected to a ho.se and rubbei'

mask. You watch as they fit the mask over the face of the
woman beside you. Soon her eyes close, her head falls back,
her body goes limp— and now the attendants are bringing the
mask toward ijou

.

You smell the sweet, sickly odor ofthe gas,

in a moment you'll go under . .

.

And suddenly you’re terrified — for who knows what
you’ll .see in the next few seeond.s'? You remember the bizarre
history of the Jaunt: the failures, the murders, the travelers
who never came back— and those who came back horribly

changed. .Most Jaunt-takers awaken at their chosen de.stina-

tion in perfect health, but there’ve been others, you know,
who have taken the Jaunt without beiiig fulli/ asleep, and
who’ve arrived at theii’ destination hopele.ssly insane, eye-
balls bulging, hair turned white— dying, within .seconds, of
sheer unspeakable terror!

The time is the not-too-distant future, when science has
invented a strange new mode of instant transportation. Take
the journey yourself in Stephen King’s frightening sf fan-

tasy, The Jaunt —and find out why, for .some, the journey
ends in horror, lunacy, and death.

• Stephen King’s latest novel, Firesturter, tells of a young
girl with the power to start fires with her mind. Now, in

Phyllis Kisenstein’s The Fireman's Daughter, you’ll read

about a girl with an even stranger power.

• You’ll find a full-color preview of the action-packed new
film Outland, .starring Sean Connery and Peter Boyle— an sf

adventure about power .struggles and murder in a mining
colony on one of the moons of Jupiter.

• In .Alan Ryan’s Waiting for the Papers, you’ll get a side-

ways glimpse of the apocalypse from a small candy store

in the Bronx.

• Norman Bates is on the loose again!

The psychopathic murderer from Psgcho has escaped
from the asylum— and suddenly no one is safe. In an exclusive
TZ Interview, Psgcho author Robert Bloch gives us a pi'e-

view of his long-awaited novel, Psgcho II, and reviews his

own exti’aordinary career.

• The nightmares never cease. Your infant son wakes up

j

screaming each night: in fact, the whole town seems affected.

Then one day your husband telephones from the top-secret

I lab where he works. “Listen,” he whispc-rs, “do exactly what I

I

say. Don’t pack. Take the baby and get in the cai-. Stay off the
highway, take the back road's . .

.”
Read .Mary Kittrcdge’s

story in the June TZ, and learn the reason for his call.

• You’ll keep to the highways in I‘eter S. .Alterman’s
Scenicruiser and the Silver Ladg, riding shotgun in pursuit
of the demonic beauty whose pleasure comes from turning
passengei' ears into funeral pyres.

• In Deadline, by .Mel Gilden, you’ll meet a demon many of

you may already know all too well— a demon who.se sole

function is to keep you from writing!

• The class is Ancient Hi.story 101, and the college students

are puzzled. Theii’ new professor, a wizened old woman
named Miss Moorey, has asked each of them to list one
hundred unusual ways a per.son can die: “Death caused by
lightning . . . Death caused by a falling satellite . . . Death
caused by a he'rd of rats . .

.”
But .Miss .Moorey has her rea-

sons, as you’ll find out in The Assignment by .Mitch Potter.

• Rod Serling’s famous Twilight Zone cla.ssic The After
Hours takes you into a night-shrouded department store
where the dummies refuse to .stand .still. June’s TZ reprints,

in full, the original television script.

• Plus two long-lost tales of the Dai'ker Powers by the late

dean of American mystery, .Anthony Boucher; a haunting
.saga of love, war, ancl Samurai revenge by Gordon Linzner;
Part Three of .Marc Scott Zicree’s Shou'-bg-Shoti' Guide to

TV's Twilight Zone', reviews by Gahan Wilson and Theo-
dore Sturgeon: and a surprise or two— all in the June TZ.
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